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Abstract
The advances in drug development and the increased use of biologics as
therapeutics drives the need for more effective Process Analytical Technology (PAT)
tools to measure biophysical changes during manufacturing and formulation
processes. This is particularly true for proteins undergoing chemical modification for
the production of new entities such as Antibody drug conjugates (ADCs), PEGylated
proteins or radioimmunoconjugates. The measurement of structural quality in solution
can be challenging and time consuming, but intrinsic protein fluorescence (IPF)
because of its high sensitivity, ease of use, and when implemented in via multidimensional techniques like polarized Excitation Emission (pEEM) spectroscopy, its
high information content, might offer a solution.
Conjugation reactions potentially exposes the protein to chemical and physical
stressors such as the modification of specific amino acids and agitation, which can
affect protein stability triggering unfolding, aggregation, and/or fragmentation, and
potentially lead to reduction in process yields, loss of activity and/or immunogenicity
issues. This, combined with the increased structural complexity of proteins and its
conjugates, requires the use of more sensitive quality control (QC) tools to better
identify and assess biophysical and structural changes during manufacturing.
Here we demonstrate how pEEM measurements can be used in combination
with simple chemometric tools like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and partial
least squares (PLS) to discriminate the raw product solutions according to the degree
of PEGylation and also to predict conjugation degree (PEG to protein ratio, PPR) with
good accuracy (root mean square error, RMSE for calibration ∼10%, relative error of
prediction, REP< 20%), in comparison to the reference technique Size Exclusion
Chromatography (SEC) (SEC error: ∼7.2%). The use of variable selection tools allows
for similar predictions obtained with faster (from ~7min to less than 60s) and simpler
two-dimensional spectra, which makes the method a more viable PAT tool for in or
online measurements.
Furthermore, pEEM offers a reproducible and fast alternative to
simultaneously measure protein concentration (RMSE<0.01 g/L), asses structural
variance, and particle/aggregate content. It allows one to generate quantitative

vi

prediction models for non-reversible aggregation content as described by SEC, and
obtain qualitative information about reversible aggregate content, which cannot be
obtained from SEC
Finally, we show the feasibility of using pEEM for assessing and monitoring
structural changes during the reaction. By using IgG PEGylation as a model system,
we show that the three levels of information extracted from pEEM can be used for insitu assessment of conjugation reactions: Rayleigh scatter (RS) to probe
aggregate/particle formation, both transient and permanent; intrinsic fluorescence
emission to identify subtle chemical and structural variations in the parent protein, and
aniso-EEM maps that corroborated protein structural changes.

vii

Chapter 1 - Introduction

Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1.

Biotherapeutics
Biotherapeutics are defined as materials manufactured by biological means and

are used for therapeutic purposes. Peptides, oligonucleotides, vaccines, recombinant
proteins, antibodies, its fragments and conjugates are some examples of these
biopharmaceuticals.
Biologics have been widely used as therapeutic agents since 1982 when the US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved the first recombinant protein, Rinsulin, to treat Diabetes mellitus.1 The use of these macromolecules as therapeutics
brings numerous advantages in comparison to small-molecule active pharmaceutical
ingredients (APIs). For instance, the complex structure, specific conformation, and
large size provide high selectivity, which is usually linked with less frequent side
effects.1, 2 However, the increased complexity also leads to lower stability and usually
more demanding production process and characterization, often requiring more
knowledge, time and resources. Some of the main differences between small and big
molecule agents are listed in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1- Differences between small molecule and big molecule therapeutics or biotherapeutics in terms of size,
structural complexity, selectivity, stability, production process, and characterization needs.

Parameter
Size/MWa

Small molecules
<1kDa

Structure

Well defined structure

Selectivity
Stability

Lower selectivity
Higher stability
Via chemical synthesis:
relatively simple process
and purification. Less
expensive.
Various and well-defined
suitable characterization
methods. Usually
characterized by simple
HPLCa or spectroscopy.

Production

Characterization

a

Biotherapeutics
>10kDa
Higher order complex tridimensional
structure.
High selectivity
Lower stability
Via recombinant DNA or hybridoma
technology: complex processes with
a large number of steps. Usually
coasty.
Complex composition and
heterogeneity make complete
characterization more challenging.
Usually a combination of techniques
is necessary.

MW stands for molecular weight and HPLC stands for high performance liquid chromatography
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1.2.

Proteins
This section provides details on the two proteins used in this study. Lysozyme

was chosen because it is a smaller, well studied, and less complex model protein, while
IgG is widely used for therapeutic purposes and represents the case of a more
structurally complex protein.

1.2.1. Lysozyme (LZ)
Lysozyme, also known as muramidase or N-acetylmuramichydrolaseis, is a
relatively small and stable enzyme, which is widely used in research as a model system
for studying protein structure, stability, function and chemical modification.3, 4 It is
naturally found in the body in secretions like tears, saliva, and milk, playing an
important role as antimicrobial agent because of its ability to cleave some structural
subunits of gram-positive bacterial cell walls.5
It is a 14kDa polypeptide, composed of 129 amino acids arranged in two
domains and stabilized by four disulphide bonds. The main source for its monomeric
form is hen egg white which is widely available commercially.6, 7

Figure 1.1- The structure of egg white lysozyme indicating the positions of the four disulphide bonds. Content
reproduced from Canfield at al 7 with permission from American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.
The figure was modified to highlight Trp (blue), Tyr (pink) and Lys (green) residues.
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Lysozyme intrinsic fluorescence emission arises from the presence of six
tryptophan and three tyrosine residues, being Trp62 and Trp108 the dominant native
state emitters.8 The six lysine (lys) residues within the structure are the most common
targets for conjugation via amine chemistry and this type of reaction has been
extensively discussed in the literature. This makes lysozyme conjugation an ideal
model system for our study. (Figure 1.1)
1.2.2. Immunoglobulin G (IgG)
Antibodies (Ab) also referred to as immunoglobulins (Ig) are critical
components of the immune systems produced by all vertebrates in a variety of types.
Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have been applied as therapeutic agents since 1986
when the US FDA approved the first mAb, Muromonab-CD3, to prevent rejection
reactions after transplantation.9
IgG is the most widely used Ig type for therapeutic purposes. It is a globular Yshaped protein composed of heavy (H, 50 kDa) and light (L, 25 kDa) polypeptide
chains that form two fragment antigen-binding (Fab) regions and one domain
responsible for the effector function (Fc, Fragment crystallizable).10, 11 Covalent (intra
and interchain di-sulphide bridges) and non-covalent forces (hydrogen bonds, ionic
bonds, van der Waals interactions) are responsible for stabilizing the structure and
keeping the native arrangement of the antibody.12 (Figure 1.2)
Each antibody arm is called a Fab fragment and is composed of a light chain
(LC) and the end portion of a heavy chain (HC). It can be divided into two parts with
different structural functions: the variable and constant regions. The terminal portion
in both H and L chains (the N-terminus region of Fab) is referred to as the variable (V
or FV) region because of its intrinsic variability in amino acid composition (it is
composed of 110-130 residues) which plays a critical role in the antigen-binding
specificity. This specificity comes from the hypervariable regions, also known as CDR
(Complementarity-Determining regions), which are linear polypeptide segments of
both H and L chains (CDR1,2,3).13, 14 The second region, the non-variable part of the
Fab, is composed of the constant light (CL) and the first constant portion of the heavy
chain (CH1).12 The base of the Y in an antibody, also referred to as the Fc domain,
consists only of heavy chains (CH2 and CH3). It is connected to the Fab portion by the
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hinge region, which is a polypeptide sequence found between CH1 and CH2 domains
responsible for mAb flexibility, allowing free movement of the two antibody arms.

Figure 1.2- Size comparison between a small molecule therapeutic (Paracetamol), a small (Lysozyme) and a large
and more complex protein (IgG). Crystal structure of hen egg-white lysozyme (PDB entry: 1DPX, Chimera
software) and human IgG shows the location of main fluorophores (Trp, W and Tyr, Y).

The native structure of a protein is determined by, and maintained via a
combination of covalent and non-covalent interactions. The strongest covalent forces
are the disulphide bridges, which are formed by the oxidation of two cysteine residues
to form covalent S-S (sulphur-sulphur) bonds both intra and interchains.15 Interchain
bridges are found between heavy chains or attaching heavy and light chains in the Fab
domain, while those called intrachain bonds provide stabilization to peptides in a
single chain. Apart from the structural function, disulphide bridges are also target for
conjugation of small molecules.16 Non-covalent forces (e.g. Hydrogen bonds, ionic
bonds, van der Waals interactions, and hydrophobic bonds) are also critical in
maintaining the three-dimensional structure of proteins and allow the maintenance of
the structural arrangement even if the disulfide bonds are broken.17-19 The general
arrangement of domains in an Ig is shown in Figure 1.2.
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Classes of immunoglobulins:
There are five classes of immunoglobulinsb: IgA, IgM, IgE, IgG, IgD, with IgG
being the most abundant type found in the serum (70-75%).13 In addition to the high
plasma abundance, the high affinity and long half-life in plasma make the IgG isotype
an ideal candidate for generation of therapeutic antibodies.20 IgGs can be found in the
bloodstream in four different isoforms: IgG1 (60-70%), IgG2 (20-30%), IgG3 (5-8%),
and IgG4 (1-3%). The main differences between them are the heavy chain type and
sizes as well as the pattern of linkage in the hinge region.12 (Appendix 7.1) A typical
human IgG1 (hIgG) molecule contains two 50 kDa HC and two 25 kDa light chains
making a total of 150 kDa for the whole molecule and 16 disulphide bonds which
stabilizes the individual mAb domains. There are two bonds in the hinge region linking
the two HC, one in each antibody arm connecting HC and LC, and 12 intrachain
bridges.16
The antibody of choice for this study was a rabbit IgG (rIgG) because it is easily
found in an isolated isoform, relatively similar to hIgG1 (the most used for therapeutic
purposes) and cheaper compared to human monoclonal antibodies. When it comes to
structure, rIgG differs to hIgG on the number of disulphide bonds: whereas hIgG has
two interchain bonds attaching the two heavy sequences, the rIgG only possess a single
interchain disulphide between heavy chains. rIgG also presents a slightly different
arrangement of intra-chain bonds compared to hIgG, as shown by Figure 1.3.21 For
rIgG there are approximately 50 Tyr and 24 Trp residues contributing to the overall
intrinsic fluorescence.

Figure 1.3- Schematic representation of human IgG1 and rabbit IgG highlighting the main structural differences
in terms of disulphide bond location and number.16, 21
b

See Appendix 7.1 for more details on the differences between the various classes in terms of size and
structural arrangement
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1.3.

Protein Stability
Proteins are organized in four levels of structure: primary, secondary, tertiary

and quaternary structure. (Figure 1.4) The primary structure is the linear amminoacid
sequence linked via covalent peptide bonds, while the secondary structure refers to the
local arrangement of residues within a polypeptide sequence, which is usually formed
via hydrogen bonds. There are two major types of secondary arrangements: alpha (α)
helix and beta (β) sheets. The spatial arrangement of the protein via (mostly)
electrostatic interactions forms what is known as the tertiary structure and the process
by which a protein enters this three-dimensional arrangement is called folding. Finally,
the quaternary structure is the association of subunits of tertiary structure to form an
oligomeric assembly that carries a function.18, 22, 23

Figure 1.4- Diagram showing the different levels of protein structure: primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary
structure. Reproduced from 24 with permission from publisher.

Proteins are usually found in solution in an equilibrium between folded and
unfolded species and protein stability can be described as the balance of forces
determining if a protein will be in the called native conformation (folded form) or a
denatured (unfolded) state.18, 25 Hydrophobic, electrostatic, van der Waals interactions,
hydrogen, and disulphide bonds and are known to stabilize the folded state, whereas
conformational entropy and interactions between the residues and solvent are said to
energetically stabilize the denatured state.18, 19, 26 Because protein function depends
upon the maintenance of the native arrangement, any factor that induces structural
changes can potentially affect activity. For instance, temperature27 and solution
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condition (pH, ionic strength)28-30 are some factors that can affect protein
conformational stability.
The process of aggregation is a common issue in therapeutic mAb production
and it is known to affect the quality, safety, and efficacy of the final product. Various
are the processes where aggregation can occur during the manufacturing: from the
fermentation, purification, and processing to the storage and transportation.31 Many
factors can affect aggregation propensity and several aggregation mechanisms have
been described.32, 33 For instance, protein structure plays an important role in stability
as the presence of hydrophobic residues creates the called aggregation prone regions
(APRs) which can facilitate aggregation processes particularly if protein secondary
and tertiary structures are altered. Thus, processes that modify the structural
arrangement of the protein will have an impact on aggregation proneness (e.g.
deglycosylation).34 Similarly, chemical degradation processes like oxidation or
deamidation can induce the formation of high molecular weight species (HMWS) by
destabilization of the protein and/or increasing surface hydrophobicity.34,

35

Fragmentation, another common degradation pathway, can affect potency/efficacy of
biologics and is also described as a triggering factor of aggregation, although the
mechanisms and real contribution are still not well defined.34, 36
Cross-linking reactions like dityrosine formation and disulphide exchange are
also known to facilitate aggregation.32,
concentration,

pH,

solvent

ionic

37

strength,

Changes in temperature, protein
and

oxygen

exposure

during

freezing/thawing and agitation, or interactions with metal surfaces may lead to posttranslational modification which could result in the irreversible formation of
aggregates.38
Furthermore, protein chemical modification (e.g. conjugation of small
molecules) can also affect aggregation propensity.39 The attachment process usually
involves chemically stressful conditions such as the modification of specific amino
acids or disruption of covalent bonds and physical stressors such as agitation, which
can result in unwanted product formation. These can trigger changes in
folding/unfolding routes, induce aggregation, and or fragmentation, leading to loss of
activity and immunogenicity issues,40 and/or reduction in process yields.41,
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addition to specific properties of the small molecule surrogates like hydrophobicity
may also enhance aggregation propensity.31

1.4.

Protein modification
The chemical modification of proteins to produce new functional entities such

as

PEGylated

proteins,43

Antibody

Drug

Conjugates

(ADCs)44,

45

or

radioimmunoconjugates46 is becoming more widespread as the use of biotherapeutics
continues to increase. Among all the benefits of the conjugation, the enhanced
therapeutic potential, improved pharmacokineticc and reduced immunogenic response
are common advantages.43, 45, 46 There are many biologics commercially available
nowadays and PEGylation is one of the most widespread strategies used in marketed
products. Table 1.2 shows some examples of conjugates currently in the market.
Table 1.2- List of some marketed protein conjugates, company, small and big molecules composing the structure,
and conjugation chemistry (vide infra).46-48

Product
name

Company

Type of
conjugate

Kadcyla®49

Genentech

ADC

Adcetris®50

Seattle
Genetics
Pharmacia &
Upjohn/
Pfizer
IDEC
Pharmaceutica
ls

Somavert® 51

Zevalin®52
Cimzia® 53

UCBPharma

ADC
PEGylated
conjugate
Radioimmuno
conjugate
PEGylated
conjugate

Biologic

Surrogate

IgG1
(Trastuzumab)
IgG1
(Brentuximab)
Human
Growth
hormone

Cytotoxic drug
DM1d
MMAEc

Linker
method
Lysine
conjugation
Cysteine
conjugation

Linear 5 kDa
PEGs
(4-6 residues)

Lysine
conjugation

IgG1
Ibritumomab

Yttrium-90

Lysine
conjugation

mAb Fab'
fragment

40kDa PEG

Cysteine
Chemistry

Protein conjugates can be prepared using a variety of chemical strategies and
both the level of conjugation and the sites within the antibody to which the small
molecule is bound to, are key factors determining the final stability of the conjugates.
Chemical modification via natural amminoacids is an attractive strategy because it
does not require the prior modification of the protein. Lysine and cysteine residues the
most common natural targets.(Figure 1.5) Conjugation to the amine group of lysine

Pharmacokinetics is the “process of the uptake of drugs by the body, the biotransformation they
undergo, the distribution of the drugs and their metabolites in the tissues, and the elimination of the
drugs and their metabolites from the body over a period of time.” 22
d
DM1 stands for Mertansine and MMAE stands for monomethyl auristatin E, which are highly potent
cytotoxic agents. 49 50
c
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residues (amine chemistry) is one of the most used strategies of conjugation because
it is present in many proteins, and the reaction is relatively simple, usually involving
just one step. For instance, IgG1 has approximately 80 reactive amine groups54 from
lysine residues of which around 10 are accessible sites for chemical modification55
whereas lysozyme has six residues. Conjugation is based on the reaction between
exposed ε-amino groups with an active reagent with groups like Nhydroxysuccinimidyl (NHS), p-nitrophenylcarbonate (pNPC), or aldehyde. One of the
drawbacks of this strategy is high heterogeneity of the final products which are usually
composed of several species with different properties and physicochemical
characteristics.56 57

Figure 1.5- Schematic representation of protein conjugation via (A) disulphide bond and (B) native lysine
modification showing the main sites of attachment (using IgG is used as an example), usual chemical routes and
some of the common reagents used in each approach.

Conjugation to cysteine (thiol chemistry) is another common approach. Because
of the lack of free thiol groups from cysteine in most proteins, the conjugation usually
first involves the reduction of disulphide bonds under controlled conditions to create
sulfhydryls (Cys-SH) available for conjugation to active reagents containing groups
like maleimide. This route usually restricts the attachment sites to six or eight for IgG
for example (depending on the number of disulphide bonds in the protein). The big
advantage of this strategy is the lower heterogeneity in comparison to the lysine
attachment mechanism.56 Other strategies like engineered cysteine technology,
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cysteine rebridging and non-natural amminoacid addition have also been used for
producing bioconjugates,58, 59 but here we focused only on the conjugation via natural
lysine and disulphide bonds because they are the most common routes and the ones
chosen for this study.
The conventional conjugation strategies usually lead to heterogeneous products
with different numbers of conjugated payload, each of which may have different
physicochemical properties making characterization and purification more difficult.2
This, combined with the potential unfolding, fragmentation, and/or aggregation during
conjugation35 and the increased structural complexity of the modified proteins, makes
the characterization of the parent proteins and its conjugates a demanding and
challenging process.60-63

1.5.

Analysis of proteins and conjugates
The pharmaceutical industry is moving towards the implementation of the called

pharmaceutical Quality by design (QbD) which is “a systematic approach to
development that begins with predefined objectives and emphasises product and
process understanding and process control, based on sound science and quality risk
management” according to the ICH Q8 document.64 Process Analytical Technology
(PAT) is one of the strategies to facilitate the QbD initiative. PAT is defined as inprocess timely measurements of quality or performance parameters, implemented to
design, analyse and control manufacturing with the final objective of ensuring final
product quality.65
When it comes to proteins, the use of PAT tools becomes even more critical
because of the increased instability, usually longer manufacturing times, which often
leads to more prolonged exposure to stressors. Thus, there are some aspects of the
samples, either physical, chemical, or biological, which have to be assessed and meet
specifications in order to ensure the desired product quality. These are called Critical
Quality Attributes (CQAs).64 Table 1.3 summarizes some of the main CQAs for
protein based samples.
Generally speaking, the most important quality aspects to be considered during
a protein chemical modification process are homogeneity, purity, degree of
conjugation, total protein concentration, and lot-to-lot variability for starting materials,
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intermediates and the final conjugates. These CQAs are known to impact product
potency, pharmacokinetics, and toxicity.61,66,67 While small molecule adducts are
usually characterized using various standard chromatographic or spectroscopic
methods, protein and conjugates analysis is usually more demanding because of the
increased structural complexity.
Table 1.3- List of potential CQAs for proteins/bioconjugates and analytical tools commonly used for assessing
each.

61, 67

CQAe
Total protein concentration

Aggregation / Fragmentation

Purity

Technique
Absorbance Spectroscopy
Colorimetric methods
Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC)
Dynamic Light scattering (DLS)
Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate Polyacrylamide Gel
Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
Mass spectrometry (MS)
SEC
SDS-PAGE

Charge variants

Ion exchange chromatography (IEC)

Glycosylation

MS

Degree of conjugation
(Surrogate to protein ratio / conjugates
distribution)

Absorbance Spectroscopy
SEC
DLS
SDS-PAGE

SEC is a well-established and the most common method for assessing HMWS
content in protein-based samples,68, 69 as well as size changes with conjugation.70 SEC
separates molecules based on their hydrodynamic radius (or Stokes radius) and their
different interaction with the pores within the column packing. Bigger molecules tend
to pass through the pores eluting earlier while small molecules will penetrate the pores
showing longer retention times.71 Despite its extensive use, it has many disadvantages.
Firstly, sample contact with buffer components (e.g. salts/organic solvents) and
column surface, and the dilution of the sample with analysis can induce changes in the
sample and/or increase secondary interactions generating misleading results.72 Also,
the long column equilibration times and run times (mainly when it is necessary to use
bigger columns to increase resolution) preclude its use as an online, inexpensive
monitoring tool for protein analysis. Furthermore, SEC may not always be able to

e

The CQAs listed in the table are only some of the aspects that potentially influence the quality of a
naked protein or a conjugate. Despite being very common factors, a case-by-case evaluation is the ideal
approach to determine the CQAs for a given sample, as well as the best assessment method in each case.
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measure weakly bound soluble aggregates, which are often too small for measurement
by light scattering techniques. Insoluble aggregates are also often too big to enter the
column and will not be detected.73, 74
DLS is another technique vastly used to assess homogeneity of protein based
samples75, 76 and size changes with conjugation (e.g. PEGylation).77 It measures the
Brownian motion of dispersed particles which can be related to Hydrodynamic radius
(Rh) using the Stokes-Einstein equation.

D=

𝐾𝐵 𝑇
6 𝜋 η Rh

Equation 1.1

where Kb is the Boltzman constant, T is temperature and η is the absolute
viscosity of the sample. DLS analysis, however, suffers from low robustness and
resolution, when the particles are very close in size.78
SDS-PAGE is another size-based technique, which qualitatively assesses
molecular weight variances based on differential migration through a gel under the
influence of an applied electrical field. It has been widely used for assessing physical
homogeneity and purity of proteins,79-81 and also for assessing conjugation and
purity/integrity of final conjugates.77 One of the main drawbacks is protein
denaturation prior to analysis and the lack of quantitative information.82
UV-Visible absorbance spectroscopy is a convenient and straightforward
spectroscopic method for the routine, simple analysis of protein. The absorbance at
280 nm (A280) is commonly used for assessing total protein concentration, and it is
sometimes an alternative to colorimetric methods such as Bradford assay, which
requires the addition of reagents to the sample and thus are destructive to a certain
degree.83 The basis for the quantitative analysis using absorbance spectroscopy is the
Beer-Lambert Law which is the linear the correlation between absorbance and analyte
concentration.84 Absorbance spectra have also been used for online monitoring of
conjugation85 and assessing the degree of conjugation when the attached small
molecules absorb at different wavelengths to the protein substrate.86
HIC has been used for assessing degree of conjugation based on changes in
hydrophobicity with the attachment of small molecules to proteins (e.g. ADCs),87 and
to a lesser extent, for the analysis of protein aggregates or fragments.88 HIC exploits
the interaction of hydrophobic regions in the sample with a stationary phase containing
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hydrophobic groups like butyl, phenyl, and alkyl, usually under a gradient of salt
concentrations.89 Charge variance in biopharmaceutical preparations can be caused by
antibody fragmentation, oxidation, isomerization, deamidation, aggregation, and
glycation.90 Ion Exchange Chromatography (IEC) has been extensively used for the
separation and determination of ionic compounds in protein stability and purity assays,
based on electrostatic interactions between the analyte and the ionic groups attached
to the stationary phase.91
MS can be considered the technique of choice for a more detailed analysis of
proteins and has been used in many studies involving intact and chemically modified
proteins.75, 77,92, 93 The measurement involves the ionization of the sample in order to
generate molecular fragments which are then measured in terms of ion abundance
versus m/z (mass-to-charge ratio).94 However, often requires extensive sample
preparation, is usually linked to a chromatographic step and generates complex data,
which are factors that limit its use as a routine tool.95
Other techniques like Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), circular
dichroism (CD) and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) have also been
employed in the protein characterization scenario, particularly for assessing
conformational changes. DSC is a technique for evaluation of material transitions
when the sample is subject to controlled changes in temperature.96 It has been
particularly useful for protein tertiary structure assessment (presence of native folded
and unfolded/partially unfolded states) and to study the effect of conjugation on the
conformational stability of proteins.75, 97 CD and FT-IR are frequently used techniques
for protein secondary structure and dynamic studies. CD spectroscopy takes advantage
of the different interaction of molecules with circular left and right polarized light to
rapidly assess α-helix and β-sheet content in protein structure.70, 77, 98, 99 FT-IR on the
other hand, exploits the absorption of infrared light to determine molecular
composition and structure.100-102
Each technique has advantages and disadvantages; however, no single technique
can provide all the information required to properly assess protein quality in terms of
the main CQAs. Thus, the use of a combination of techniques is sometimes the only
alternative, which will add to the analysis time, and may be impractical in some
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situations. A summary of the pros and cons of some common techniques for protein
analysis is provided in Table 1.4.
Table 1.4- Some of the advantages and limitations of the main analytical techniques used for assessing the key
CQA of protein-based samples. Modified from 103

Technique

Advantages

Limitations
-Time consuming and destructive;
- Limited resolution/ limited particle
size range;
- Possible interactions sample-matrix
and dilution;

- Robust;
- Sensitive;
- Precise.

SEC

DLS

- Non-destructive;
- High sensitivity;
- Low sample consumption.

- Does not provide quantitative
information;
- Low resolution
(species with close size);
- Very sensitive to contamination.

SDS-PAGE

- Relatively easy to perform;
- Relatively low cost.

- Sample denaturation (Does not
detect weakly bound species);
- Quantification can be difficult;
- Requires staining.

UV-Visible
Absorbance
spectroscopy

MS

FT-IR

CD

1.6.

- Non-destructive;
- High sensitivity;
- Easy to perform;
- Detection of scattering material
outside absorption bands;
- Provides detailed structural
information
- Very high resolution
- High accuracy, precision, and
high sensitivity
- Non-destructive;
- Solid state analysis possible.
- Non-destructive;
- Low protein amount required
(far UV);
- Possibly used for online
detection.

- Limited information
particularly on particle properties

- Usually requires sample
preparation;
- Complex data generated;
-Expensive equipment;
- High concentrations needed;
- Limited information
- Limited resolution/information;
- Complicated data
interpretation;

Fluorescence
Fluorescence spectroscopy is a well-established technique employed in different

areas such as food analysis, imaging and biopharmaceutical industries. It has become
an important analytical tool for structural analysis of biopharmaceuticals

104

because

of its high selectivity and sensitivity, low structural perturbation in comparison to
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alternative methods, and possibility of implementation on-line/at-line, which makes it
a potential PAT tool.

1.6.1. Principles of Fluorescence
When electrons in a molecule are excited by incident light, they are promoted
from the lowest electronic state called ground state (S0) to an excited singlet state
(either S1 or S2) by absorbing a photon of light (represented by a purple arrow in
(Figure 1.6). When in the excited state, the molecule can undergo non-radiative
transitionsf like internal coversion or vibrational relaxation which are relatively fast
processes generally in the time scale of 10-11 to 10-9s and 10-12 to 10-10s respectively.
The first (wavy black arrow) occurs when the molecule is excited to higher energy
states (S2 or higer) and returns to the lowest level S1. Vibrational relaxation (dotted
black line) represents the relaxation of the molecule to lower energy levels within the
same state by dissipation of energy to the environment.22, 105, 106

Figure 1.6- Representation of one form of Jablonski diagram showing the energy states of a molecule. The arrows
indicate the possible electronic transitions to different states or to different vibrational levels within each electronic
state.105

Because the energy gap between S1 and the ground state is much bigger, in order
to return to the ground state the molecule can undergo a radiative transition. One of
the mechanisms by which a molecule can return to the more thermodynamically stable
f

Non -radiative transitions are transition between two energy states which do not involve absorption or
emission of a photon, while radiative transitions involve absorption/emission.
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ground state is fluorescence (blue arrow), which is the emission of a photon (radiative
transition) between two states of same spin multiplicity (usually from S1 to S0).
Phosphorescence (red arrow) is a competing process and is characterized by the
emission of a photon between two states of different spin multiplicity. It occurs after
molecules undergo a non-radiative transition from S1 to the triplet state (T1) called
intersystem crossing, and then return to the ground state by emitting a photon. While
fluorescence is a rapid process with lifetimeg (τ) typically ranging from 10-10 to 10-7 s
whereas the phosphorescence has longer lifetime (usually 10-5 seconds or slower) due
to the forbidden transition from T1 to ground state.22, 105, 106
Molecules can also dissipate energy while in the excitated stated by transfering
energy to surrounding molecules in a process called quenching, which is a competing
process with fluorescence and phosphorescence.105, 106 This will be discussed in details
in the next sections.

Figure 1.7- Absorption (dotted line) and Emission spectra (full line) of Phe in water (green), Tyr and Trp in
Phosphate buffer pH 7 (blue and red respectively). Data was obtained from PhotochemCAD package version 2.1a.

As a consequence of the energy loss in the excited state due to vibrational
relaxation, the emission spectrum is located at longer wavelengths (lower energy)
compared to the absorption. This difference between the wavelength of maximum
emission and maximum absorbance is called the Stokes shift.106 (Figure 1.7)

g

Lifetime is the average time an electron spends in the excited state. This concept will be discussed in
details in the next sections.
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1.6.2. Intrinsic Protein Fluorescence (IPF)
Fluorophores are molecules that can absorb and re emit light. There are many
molecules with fluorescent properties but the use of intrinsic fluorophores offers the
advantage of being minimally disruptive compared to the addition of extrinsic
fluorophores.107 There are three amino acids responsible for the fluorescence in
proteins: phenylalanine (Phe, F), tyrosine (Tyr, Y), and tryptophan (Trp, W).105 Each
of these fluorophores, as well as extrinsic ones, have characteristic fluorescence
properties like absorption and emission spectra, lifetime, Stokes shift, and quantum
yield. (Table 1.5)
The fluorescence lifetime (τ) is defined as the average time that a fluorophore
spends in the excited state prior to emission. This represents the time available for a
fluorophore to interact with the surrounding environment before returning to the
ground state.105, 106 The fluorescence quantum yield (ΦF), in simple terms, is related to
the efficiency of the fluorescence process and is defined as the ratio between the
number of photons emitted to the number of photons absorbed.106

Figure 1.8- Chemical structure of the three intrinsic fluorophores Phenyalalanine (Phe), Tyrosine (Tyr), and
Tryptophan (Trp) and Trp excitation states La and Lb. 105

As can be seen in Figure 1.7, Trp shows the strongest absorbance and emission
of the three aromatic amminoacids and it is usually the dominant emitter in proteins.
Phe on the other hand, has the shortest excitation and emission wavelength (~λex/
λem=260/282) and has a very low quantum yield (and molar absorptivity, Table 1.5).
The weak Phe emission is overlapped by the much stronger Trp and Tyr emission, and
furthermore Phe emission overlaps absorption bands of both Trp and Tyr leading to
FRET (vide infra) further weakening of Phe emission. Thus, Phe emission is not
observable in most proteins. Tyr has a quantum yield value nearer to that of Trp but,
just as Phe, it transfers energy to Trp residues in a very efficient manner, which leads
to weaker emission. By changing the excitation wavelength it is possible to
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preferentially excite Trp (λex=295-305nm) whereas when using excitation λex=280 nm,
both Tyr and Trp are excited.105
1.6.3. Factors affecting emission spectra
There are many factors related to the interaction of fluorophores with its
surrounding environment that can affect fluorescence properties. Here the main
properties and processes affecting the emission are discussed.
One of the main characteristics of Trp emission is the high sensitivity to its local
environment (as opposed to Tyr), which makes its emission spectra particularly useful
for monitoring conformational changes, denaturation, and binding in protein-based
samples. Upon a change in the polarity of the environment from non-polar to
completely water exposed, the emission maxima shift towards longer wavelengths
(increase in the Stokes shift). In non-polar environment, Trp fluorescence is
characterized by emission at λem=330-332nm, λem=340-342nm if water exposure is
limited, and λem=350-353nm when completely exposed to water in polar
environments. These different populations also exhibit different fluorescence lifetime
and quantum yield. (Table 1.5) When various Trp residues are present in the molecule,
the emission spectra will be an average of all species. 104, 108
Table 1.5- Fluorescence properties of the three intrinsic fluorophores Phe, Tyr and the three classes of Trp. The
data refers to the fluorescence measured at room temperature.104, 105, 108

Trp

Fluorophore

~λex
(nm)

Phe

260

Tyr

275

Buried
(no exposure to
water)
Limited water
exposure
Completely water
exposed

~λem
(nm)

Lifetime τ
(ns)

Quantum
Yield ΦF

195

282

6.8

0.02

1405

304

3.6

0.13

330

2.1

0.11

340

4.4

0.30

350

5.4

0.20

Absorptivity
(M–1 cm–1)

>295

5500

Another characteristic that contributes to the complex emission of Trp is the
existence of two excited states:

1

La and

1

Lb, which present different

excitation/emission, anisotropy, and also different sensitivity to changes in local
environment (Figure 1.8). In a completely non-polar environment, 1Lb has the lowest
energy and it is thus the emitting state. In contrast to 1Lb, the La transition is sensitive
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to the local environment and becomes more stable in more polar surroundings,
becoming the major emitter. The reason for this difference between 1La and 1Lb is
believed to be the dipole moments of the two excited states: 1La transitions involve the
nitrogen of the -NH group which has a stronger moment and interacts with polar
solvents via hydrogen bonding. (Figure 1.9B) Both 1La and 1Lb transition states are
excited at shorter wavelengths, but the environment sensitive 1La is selectively excited
at λex>295 nm.h 104, 105, 108
pH and temperature can also affect the emission properties. For instance, Trp has
different lifetimes depending on the ionization state: τ =1.2 , 3.0, and 8.8 for the
cationic, neutral, and anionic forms respectively.109 And Tyr emission is quenched
(vide infra) by its ionized form, Tyrosinate, at high pH (pH>10.7).104, 110 Also, an
increase in temperature is usually accompanied by a decrease in quantum yield because
collisions with solvent molecules and intramolecular vibration/ rotation occur more
efficiently at higher temperatures.106

Figure 1.9-(A) Effect of tryptophan environment on the emission spectra, being 1,2,3 and 4: Apoazurin Pfl,
ribonuclease T1, staphylococcal nuclease, and glucagon, respectively. Excitation anisotropy spectra of tryptophan
in propylene glycol at –50°C. Also shown are the anisotropy-resolved spectra of the 1La (dotted) and 1Lb (dashed)
transitions. Content reproduced from Principles of Fluorescence 105 with permission from Springer Nature.

Static and dynamic quenching
Fluorescence quenching is characterized by a decrease in fluorescence quantum
yield and/or lifetime as a result of interaction of fluorophores with a quencher (Q)

h

The excitation maxima of the 1La is around ~280 nm while, ~290 nm for the 1Lb state.
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present in the surroundings. The process of quenching can occur via two mechanisms:
dynamic and static quenching.105
Dynamic (or collisional) quenching is a type of non-radiative transition during
the lifetime. It occurs via the collision of the quencher in solution with the fluorophore
in the excited state, resulting in the deactivation of the fluorophore upon contact (return
to the S0 without emission of a photon), but no chemical modification. (Figure 1.10Aleft) Molecules like oxygen, amines, halogens, and nitro groups can act as collisional
quenchers via mechanisms like energy transfer, electron transfer, etc.22 The SternVolmer equation (Equation 1.2) gives the ratio between fluorescence intensity in the
absence (F0) and presence (F) of the quencher and is usually used to describe the
dynamic quenching process:
𝐹0
𝐹

= 1 + 𝑘𝑞 𝜏0 [𝑄] = 1 + 𝐾𝐷 [𝑄]

Equation 1.2

where kq is the biomolecular quenching constant τ0 is the lifetime of the
fluorophore in the absence of quencher, and [Q] is the concentration of quencher. The
Stern-Volmer or F0/F plot (or τ0/τ for dynamic quenching) is the most common way
to present quenching data. (Figure 1.10A-bottom plots)

Figure 1.10-(A) Representation of the differences between dynamic and static quenching, Steiner-Volmer plots
and temperature effect in each case. In dynamic quenching the change in fluorescence lifetime results from the
depopulation of excited state via collision with the quencher, which will occur at a faster rate at higher temperatures.
Static quenching is a result of the inhibition of the excited state formation. In the plot, F* refers to the excited
fluorophore and γ is the decay rate in the absence of quencher. (B) Quenching of lysozyme by trifluoroacetamide
(TFA). Left: Stern-Volmer plot. Right: Emission spectra with increasing concentrations of TFA. Also shown is the
difference spectrum (diff), 0.0–0.77 M TFA. Reproduced from Principles of Fluorescence105 with permission from
publisher.

Static quenching, on the other hand, occurs in the ground state when
fluorophores form nonfluorescent complexes with quenchers, inhibiting the formation
of the excited state.22 This does not involve molecular collisions.104-106
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𝐹0
𝐹

[𝐹−𝑄]

= 1 + 𝐾𝑆 [𝑄], where 𝐾𝑆 = [𝐹][𝑄]

Equation 1.3

As per Equation 1.3, static quenching does not depend on fluorescence lifetime
(as opposed to dynamic quenching), thus a τ0/τ versus [Q] plot can be used to
differentiate the two mechanisms of quenching as τ0/τ=1 for static quenching and τ0/τ=
F0/F for dynamic quenching.106 (Figure 1.10A)
Fluorescence quenching has been applied in a number of studies to provide
information about fluorophores location within a molecule, structural changes, or
binding.111,

112

Figure 1.10B illustrates the effect of quenching in fluorescence

emission and its use for resolving accessible and inaccessible Trp residues in LZ. With
increasing concentrations of the quencher trifluoroacetamide (TFA), the fluorescence
intensity decreases and shifts towards shorter wavelengths (Figure 1.10B- right plot)
as a consequence of collisional quenching of, firstly, more externally located Trp
residues. F0/F and [Q] are usually linearly dependant for systems with a single
population of fluorophores, but because of the presence of different populations of
fluorophores in LZ, the Stern-Volmer plot presents a characteristic downward curve.
(Figure 1.10B- left plot, full line in comparison to dotted line).105, 113

Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)
Most proteins have multiple fluorophores, many in close proximity (within 10
Å) which produces extensive FRET and affects the emission parameters. FRET is the
non-radiative transfer of energy from an excited donor molecule (either fluorescent or
non-fluorescent) to an acceptor which can occur if there is spectral overlap between
the emission of the donor with the excitation of the acceptor.(Figure 1.11) There are
two types of FRET: homo -FRET which occurs if donor and acceptor are chemically
identical and hetero-FRET if they are different.104, 105, 114
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Figure 1.11- Schematic representation of FRET. (A) Jablonski diagram showing the donor (red) excitation and
emission, FRET between the D-A pair and acceptor (black) emission. The FRET dependence on (B) distance
between D-A pair and dipoles orientation and (C) on the spectral overlap (spectral region highlighted in orange)
between the emission spectra of the donor and excitation spectra of the acceptor. (D) Effect of FRET (here,
heterotransfer) on the emission spectra of donor and acceptor.

The efficiency of energy transfer (FRET efficiency, E), described by Equation
1.4, depends on the extent of the spectral overlap, the physical distance between the
two involved molecules (R), and the alignment of their dipoles. R0 is the Forster
distance, which represents the distance at which the FRET efficiency (E) is 50%, and
is defined according to Equation 1.5.105
1

𝐸=

1+ (

𝑅 6
)
𝑅0

𝑅0 = 2.8 × 1017 . κ2 . Φ𝐷 . εA . 𝐽(λ)

Equation 1.4 105
Equation 1.5114

Where κ2 is the angle between donor and acceptor dipoles, Φ D is the donor
quantum yield in the absence of the acceptor, εA is the molar absorptivity of the
acceptor and J(λ) is the area of spectral overlap between the two spectra. Förster
distance varies from the donor-acceptor (D-A) pair but the values usually range from
20-60 Å,

105

and if R0 is known for a specific D-A pair, one can calculate their

separation (R) within a molecule.104, 105 As a consequence, FRET is very sensitive to
structural changes which makes it a potentially diagnostic tool for assessing protein
structure, stability and binding.107, 115
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Inner Filter Effect (IFE)
Fluorescence emission shows a linear correlation with sample concentration at
low optical density (OD) conditions (Absorbance<0.1). However, if IFE is present, an
apparent decrease in quantum yield and/or distortion in spectral shape are observed,
leading to deviations from this linear dependence.22, 106 (Figure 1.12B)
Most fluorescence spectrometers use right-angle geometry, which means that the
light is incident on one face and the emission light is collected at 90 degrees to this
axis.i The main drawback of this set-up is the light attenuation that can occur as light
travels through the cuvette (and solution), as shown in Figure 1.12A. When using
highly absorbing solutions, a significant part of the incident light is absorbed by
chromophores before reaching the central part of the cuvette, which is called the
primary IFE. The secondary IFE is characterized by the attenuation of emitted light.
Thus, in general terms, IFE can be defined as the re-absorption of light by any molecule
in the sample that can absorb light, which is an effect dependant on the pathlength and
the number of molecules in solution.105

Figure 1.12- (A) Geometric arrangement of a conventional right-angle spectrometer. Figure reproduced from
106with permission from John Wiley and Sons. (B) Example of effect of IFE in the ability of the inner filter
correction procedure to correct for non-linearities between the fluorescence and absorbance of an analyte. Content
reproduced from116 with permission from Taylor & Francis.

There are four common strategies for correcting the fluorescence response for
IFE. First, one can dilute the sample to a concentration with negligible IFE, but this
option might not be always feasible because sample handling can change the sample,

i

For 1×1cm cuvette, for example, this means that the incident light travels 0.5cm to the centre of the
cuvette, where the collection lens is focused, and then 0.5 cm in the emission pathway, making a total
of 1cm.
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introduce errors and decrease signal-to-noise ratio. The second method is by changing
cuvette pathlength, which is also relatively simple to implement as there are many
types of cuvettes available commercially, but this might not solve the problem for very
high concentration solutions. The mathematical correction method is one of most
widely used procedures. The absorbance-based approach for instance, takes into
consideration the measured absorbance at each λex/λem pair.105, 106, 117 (Equation 1.6)
𝐹𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 × 10(0.5×(𝐴λEx +AλEm ) Equation 1.6
For samples with OD>1.5, the mathematical correction method is not an option,
and in some cases, changing sample concentration is not a practical solution either
(e.g. industrial applications). In this case, IFE can be considered as part of the sample
fingerprint to provide information about the sample as reported by some authors. One
can also change the geometry in the instrument (e.g. use front surface excitation, FSE)
but this is a much less reproducible approach and often leads to errors.117
1.6.4. Multidimensional Fluorescence measurements (MDF)
Fluorescence measurements are conventionally acquired using a single
excitation wavelength and measuring the emission at a single or multiple wavelength,
generating a 2D spectrum (λ vs IF). However, to obtain more information about the
sample system, one can use multidimensional measurements like Excitation Emission
Matrix (EEM) or Total Synchronous Fluorescence Spectroscopy (TSFS). These 3D
measurements should be better for accurately characterising multi-fluorophore
systems like proteins because the topography of the spectral map will change in
response to changes in many factors such as molecular composition, FRET, quenching,
fluorophores local environment, concentration and IFE.
The major difference between EEM and TSFS lies in the acquisition mode. EEM
spectra are obtained by collecting emission spectra for various excitation wavelengths,
thus the multidimensional matrix can be considered to be a combination of excitation/
emission spectra.(Figure 1.13A) A TSFS spectra in contrast is collected by
simultaneously scanning excitation and emission while increasing the offset, which
corresponds to the interval between emission and excitation. This acquisition mode
makes it possible to avoid the 1st order Rayleigh scatter (RS) region, which is present
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in EEM spectra.118 (Figure 1.13A). Because the objective here is to extract the most
information out of the fluorescence signal, the EEM spectra was the choice as it
provides in one goal two pieces of information that can be used for assessing the
sample: the RS band and the pure fluorescence signal.

Figure 1.13- Differences between EEM (A) and TSFS (B) data. EEM plots have the fluorescence signal and the
diagonal band of the first order RS, whereas only the fluorescence signal appears in the TSFS plot. Both spectra
correspond to rIgG ~1 g/L, but TSFS data was acquired by a colleague (Marina Steiner-Browne) in a different
instrument. The two spectra however are shown here only to highlight the differences between the two types of
MDF.

1.6.5. Polarized Excitation Emission matrix (pEEM) and Aniso-EEM
MDF measurements are a tool for analyzing protein-based samples, but its
combination with fluorescence polarization and anisotropy to generate pEEM and
aniso-EEM maps, provides an extra level of information to assess molecular size, local
viscosity and fluorophores mobility.119-121
Fluorescence polarization and anisotropy
The principle of polarization or anisotropy is related to photo selection and the
fact that fluorophores preferentially absorb photons of light with electric vectors with
close orientation to their transition momentj (the closer the difference in orientation is
to zero, the higher the probability of absorption). In other words, in an isotropic
solution, molecules are found in all orientations, but upon excitation using polarized
light, fluorophores with their dipoles oriented in parallel to the incident light will be
preferentially excited.

105, 106, 122

However, when occupying the excited state, the

transition moment of fluorophores can change, causing depolarization of emission
(partial or total) and consequent decrease in anisotropy. (Figure 1.14) Rotational

j

The transition moment of a fluorophore has a specific orientation with respect to the molecular axis.
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diffusion is one factor that can cause this change in orientation, and is associated with
molecular mobility and size, viscosity of the medium, among others.105, 106, 123

Figure 1.14- Representation showing the photo selection after polarization of incident using polarizers and the
effect of depolarization after excitation.

The fluorescence anisotropy (r) and polarization (P) can be calculated as per
Equation 1.7 and Equation 1.8, respectively.
𝐼 −𝐼

𝑟 = 𝐼 ||−2𝐼⊥
||

Equation 1.7

⊥

𝐼 −𝐼

𝑃 = 𝐼|| −𝐼⊥
||

Equation 1.8

⊥

where I|| is the intensity of parallel emission and I⊥the intensity of perpendicular
emission when sample is excited with parallel light. Both r and P measure the degree
of depolarization after excitation and can be interconverted as described by Equation
1.9 and Equation 1.10 respectively.
3𝑟

𝑃 = 2+𝑟
2𝑃

𝑟 = 3−𝑃

Equation 1.9

Equation 1.10

By introducing polarizers in the excitation and emission pathways in a standard
spectrometer one can collect four sets of polarized EEM data with different
configurations: EEMVV (vertical/vertical), EEMVH (vertical/horizontal), EEMHH
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(horizontal/horizontal), HV (horizontal/vertical).k Because of the different sensitivity
of the instrument to parallel and perpendicular polarized light a correction factor (Gfactor) has to be calculated using EEMHH and EEMHV.

𝐴𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑜 − EEM = (
G=

𝐸𝐸𝑀VV -G × EEMVH
EEMVV +2 × G × EEMVH

)

EEMHV
EEMHH

Equation 1.11
Equation 1.12

Typical r values range from -0.2 to 0.4, depending on the angles between
excitation and emission dipole (e.g. r=-0.2 if angle is 90° and r=0.4 for 0°) but most
fluorophores have an r lower than 0.4 because of depolarization.105, 124 As previously
mentioned, rotational diffusion is one cause of depolarization of emission. For
instance, bigger proteins or proteins in a restricted environment rotate slower in
solution. This translates to less depolarization and higher anisotropy values compared
to smaller proteins (or molecules in unrestricted environment), which will tend to
rotate faster in solution and show lower r values.105 It is important to note that the total
anisotropy of the sample will be a response to various factors affecting all fluorophores
in solution. Apart from the rotation of fluorophores in solution, transfer of excitation
energy to a molecule with different orientation can also cause depolarization of
emission,106 and IFE and contamination of fluorescence signal by scatter or polarizers
misalignment can also affect anisotropy.123
Anisotropy resolved multidimensional emission spectroscopy, ARMES, is a
methodology largely used in the group,119-121 which refers to the combination of MDF
and chemometrics to resolve individual components, of which the anisotropy can be
calculated. However, this study is more focused towards industrial applications and
chemometrics will only be used here for assessing variance in pEEM and aniso-EEM
data and correlation with known process or quality parameters.

k

The subscripts indicate the direction of the polarizers in the excitation and emission pathways
respectively.
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1.7.

Chemometric data analysis
In order to facilitate the analysis of the complex multidimensional data, one can

make use of chemometrics or multivariate data analysis, which are simply a
combination of statistics and mathematics to better extract the useful information
contained in the spectra. Chemometrics has been an important tool for the
implementation of PAT.125 There are a number of chemometric tools that can be used
for different purposes. For instance, while standard tools like Principal components
analysis (PCA) and Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression are mostly used for
exploratory analysis and correlation (i.e. quantification), curve resolution methods like
Parallel Factor Analysis (PARAFAC) and Multivariate Curve Resolution (MCR) are
mostly applied for signal decomposition into individual contributors.
The use of PARAFAC and MCR for the analysis of EEM data is however,
beyond the scope of this work as it has been studied by others in the group. 119-121, 126
In addition, we understand that the use of less complex and more widely used tools
like PCA facilitates the adoption of these new analytical methods being developed here
as a routine tool within an industrial context. Here we describe the basics of PCA, PLS,
and two classification algorithms which were used in this thesis.
1.7.1. PCA and ROBust PCA (ROBPCA)
The principle of PCA lies on the reduction of data dimensionality while retaining
the variation present in the data (as much as possible). This is done by projecting the
original variables into smaller groups of new uncorrelated variables or new coordinates
which are called the principal components (PCs). In PCA the aim is to find a
meaningful way to approximate a large data matrix through patterns by focusing on
the differences between the data points, in a way that a few PCs explain most of the
variability of the dataset (dimensionality reduction, Figure 1.15B). Thus, PCA can be
considered a bilinear model that emphasizes the variance of the principal components,
which are orthogonal and linear combinations of the original ones.127, 128
In PCA a matrix is decomposed as a sum of products, which consist of a pair of
loading + score vector and residuals. The scores provide information about the
relationship between the various samples while the loadings describe how the variables
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contribute to the variance in the original data set. Thus, scores and loadings plots are
the visual results used for the interpretation of a PCA model.127-129 (Figure 1.15B)

Figure 1.15- Representation of (A) one, two- and three-way arrays; (B) dimensionality reduction and
decomposition of two-way arrays into vector products by (B) PCA and (C) PLS-R.

A variation of the classical approach, called ROBust PCA (ROBPCA), is a
multivariate chemometric technique that differs to the classical PCA approach by the
minimization of outliers effect on the data due to the implementation of projection
pursuit methods for the dimension reduction and the MCD (minimum covariance
determinant) estimator.130
1.7.2. Partial Least Square-Regression (PLS-R)
PLS-R is a chemometric tool used for building predictive models based on the
linear correlation between two datasets. As opposed to unsupervised methods like PCA
models, this a type of supervised method which means that prior knowledge about the
sample is required (e.g. process or quality parameters).
For implementation, two datasets are provided for calibration: the first being
the measurement data X (here, the fluorescence spectra) and the second dataset the
known parameter Y. These will be used to build a model for prediction of an unknow
parameter (y) from the measurement data x in a next step called validation. For doing
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so, PLS find factors (referred to as latent variables) that compromise between the
fitting of X data and prediction of Y capturing the greatest amount of variance of the
X variables. In simple words, PLS decomposes both the X and Y matrices into scores
and loadings structures, and the X structures are iteratively changed until the solution
that leads to the maximum covariance between the scores is achieved.128, 131 (Figure
1.15C)
1.7.3. SIMCA and SVM Classification
Classification algorithms are often referred to as pattern recognition or cluster
analysis methods because they make use of pre-determined classes to allocate
unknown samples into groups, being this a classical type of supervised method.

128

Some common examples are Soft Independent Modelling of Class Analogies
(SIMCA) and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
SIMCA is a widespread supervised classification method which fundamental is
the use of a training dataset to calculate a PCA model for each predefined group to
statistically predict the class of the test samples.132 For doing so, the resulting PCA
models are used to calculate a distance to the model which takes into account the
distance of a sample to the centre of the scores space (scores distance) and the residuals
(orthogonal distance), which are used to define boundaries (according to a set
threshold, usually 95%) for each class and assign the test samples into the different
“groups”. (Figure 1.16A) In the case of SIMCA, the sample can be classified as
belonging to either of the classes, none of the classes, or both of the classes. 133-135
SVM is another largely used classification method that define optimal
boundaries to separate two classes. Its combination with Kernell functions (e.g. radial
basis function, RBF) allows the classification of non-linearlyl separable classes. In
linear SVM classification, the extreme points from each class are used to define the
optimal decision boundaries to separate the classes. These extreme points are called
the support vectors. When classes are not linearly separable (e.g. Figure 1.16B), the
definition of the boundaries can be achieved using Kernell functions, which basically

l

Linear classifiers are used when the classes are linearly separable (a line can be drawn to separate
samples from the different classes), while non-linear classifiers are used if the separation is not possible
only by drawing a line.
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transforms non-linearly into linearly separable data points by remapping the original
space into a higher dimension where the separation is supposed to be easier.132, 136, 137

Figure 1.16- Schematic representation of classification using (A) SIMCA and (B, left) linear and (B, right) nonlinear SVM.

The classification results are usually given as a confusion table which shows the
number of samples predicted as each class vs actual class and a confusion matrix which
summarizes the main results for each class in terms of, for instance, true positive rate
(TPR), false positive rate (FPR), true negative rate (TNR), false negative rate (FNR)
and error.
Table 1.5 summarizes some studies where PCA, PLS, SIMCA and SVM were
successfully applied to EEM data.
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Table 1.6- Examples of use of PCA, PLS, SVM, and SIMCA in combination with EEM for different applications.

Method

PCA

PLS-R

SVM

Application
Monitoring antigen manufacturing
process
In-line bioprocess monitoring of cell
culture processes
Tracking fluorescent components of
dissolved organic matter
In-line bioprocess monitoring of cell
culture processes
Monitoring of monoclonal antibody
aggregation
Monitoring bioprocess productivity
Classification of breast tissue for
diagnostics
Classification of Spanish vinegars
according to region
Classification of white wines

Reference

Goicoechea et al. 145

Classification of water samples

Hall et al. 146

Zavatti et al.138
Claßen et al.139
Pan et al.140
Claßen et al.139
Ohadi et al.141
Li et al. 142
Dramićanin et al.143
Ríos-Reina et al.144

SIMCA

1.8.

Thesis outline
The chemical modification of proteins is a widespread strategy for enhancing

therapeutic potential and has been used in many marketed products. A typical protein
modification workflow usually starts from the preparation of starting materials
(proteins or peptides, linkers, small molecule surrogate), followed by one or two-step
conjugation reaction, and finally a purification step, and ideally this process should be
assessed at every step, in order to ensure product quality. Thus, each chapter of this
thesis focus on the use of pEEM and/or aniso-EEM for assessing a different stage of
chemical modification: the preparation of starting material, monitoring of the reaction
mixture, and the characterization of final purified products.
In the first discussion chapter (Chapter 3) we use lysozyme PEGylation as a
model to show the potential of pEEM to assess the variance in protein with
conjugation, focusing on the characterization of final purified products with different
levels of conjugation. Despite the fact that characterization of purified products is
usually the last step on the modification workflow, here it was discussed at first
because it represents the case of a simpler and smaller protein, before we progressed
to the study of rIgG in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Chapter 4 focus on assessing the quality of proteins (here rIgG) during the
preparation steps prior to its final use (e.g. preparation to be used as starting material
for a chemical modification or before formulation if being used for therapeutic
purposes as a naked antibody). In this chapter we compare the use of pEEM with the
standard technique, SEC, for assessing changes after the protein is subjected to
stressful conditions like mechanical stress, improper storage and variations in sample
preparation, which simulate stresses during various steps of manufacturing. In Chapter
5 we discuss an example of in-situ assessment of chemical modification, which was
done using a two-step conjugation of PEG to rIgG as a model. Here, the goal was to
evaluate if pEEM would be able to detect variations even when only subtle changes
are expected (here, because of the low level of conjugation achieved).
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Chapter 2. Materials and Methods
This section details the reagents, sample preparation, instrumental parameters
and data analysis methods used in the study.

2.1.

Reagents and Materials
All reagents were used as received, without further purification. Buffer reagents

(Sodium phosphate monobasic, sodium phosphate dibasic heptahydrate, and sodium
chloride) and reagents for HPLC mobile phase preparation were all purchased from
Sigma Aldrich.
Table 2.1- Description of the main reagents used in the thesis.

Reagent

Details/Structure

Source

Lysozyme from chicken egg white

Lyophilized powder,
protein ≥90 %, ≥40,000 units/mg protein

SigmaAldrich

Methoxypolyethylene glycol pnitrophenyl carbonate (mPEG-pNPC)

SigmaAldrich

L-Lysine.HCl

SigmaAldrich

IgG from rabbit serum

≥95%, essentially salt-free, lyophilized
powder

SigmaAldrich

L-Tryptophan

≥98%, reagent grade

SigmaAldrich

Methoxypolyethileneglycol
maleimide (MAL-PEG 5kDa)
Ω-end : maleimide / α-end: CH3

Average 5.000 g.mol-1
CAS: 99126-64-4
≥90% (NMR)

Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine
hydrochloride
(TCEP.HCl) Powder

SigmaAldrich

SigmaAldrich
C9H15O6P · HCl
MW=286.65 g.mol-1
CAS: 51805-45-9
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Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA)

SigmaAldrich
(HO2CCH2)2NCH2CH2N(CH2CO2H)2
MW= 292.24 g.mol-1
CAS: 60-00-4

High Purity water (HPW)

2.2.

Chromatography grade

Lenox /
Honeywell

Sample preparation

2.2.1. Sample preparation for lysozyme PEGylation study
Phosphate buffer pH 8.0 was prepared each day using non-sterilized high purity
water (HPW) and were membrane filtered using 0.2 µm polyethersulfone (PES)
Captiva Premium syringe filters (Agilent Technologies) and BD PlastikTM syringes
before use.
Lysozyme starting material (Certificate of analysis available in Section 7.2)
solutions were prepared in amber volumetric flasks 10 mL using 11 mg of the
lyophilized powder and the pre-filtered buffer. The solutions were re-filtered using the
same Captiva filters and transferred into 1×1cm pathlength quartz cuvettes (Lightpath
Optical, UK). To generate products with different PEGylation profiles the protein was
mixed with varying PEG:protein molar ratios (1, 2, 4, 6, 12, 24) and incubated with
gentle stirring at 20.0 or 30°C in the fluorimeter for 2, 24, or 72 hours. mPEG-pNPC
was the PEGylating agent selected because of the slower reaction rate compared to
other agents which enabled us to easily vary the degree of PEGylation.147
The reaction was stopped by the addition of excess of L-lysine hydrochloride
prepared in the reaction buffer and the final mixture was purified using Amicon
ultracentrifuge filters (10 kDa MW cut-off)a in order to remove p-nitro phenol (pNP)

a

For the purification, 500µL of the reaction mixture was transferred to the centrifugal filters, spun at
14,000 × g for 5 minutes and the filter was reloaded with aliquots of 450µL at a time (because of the
low capacity of the centrifugal filters) until all the sample had been loaded. The retained sample was
washed five times with the reaction buffer (with spinning at 14,000×g for 5 minutes) and the purified
sample was collected by reverse spinning at 1,000×g for 2 minutes and diluted with the reaction buffer
to an approximate concentration of 1 g/L.
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groups that were released during the conjugation causing an increasing yellowing in
the solution (vide infra). All reactions used a single source lot of lysozyme b, PEG
reagent, L-Lysine hydrochloride, and buffer reagents. UV-Vis and EEM spectra were
collected from all starting materials and purified products in the same cuvette and
aliquots of each were stored at -70 °C (in LoBind Eppendorf tubes) for SEC, SDSPAGE, and DLS analysis. Some reactions were also analysed hourly using only EEM║
measurement for a time course experiment.
Table 2.2- Summary of reaction conditions used for each reaction and concentration of SM and Purified products
calculated from A280 corrected for scatter effect as described in Section 7.5.

PEG-pNPC
molar excess
0 PEG/LZ
1.0 PEG/LZ
2.0 PEG/LZ
4.0 PEG/LZ
6.0 PEG/LZ
6.0 PEG/LZ
6.0 PEG/LZ
12.0 PEG/LZ
12.0 PEG/LZ
24.0 PEG/LZ
24.0 PEG/LZ

Reactions
R28-30
R13-15
R22-24
R31-33
R1-3
R4-6
R16-18
R7-9
R10-12
R19-21
R25-27

Temperature
(°C)
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
20
20

Reaction time
(h)
24
2
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
72

Conc. g/L
SM
1.00±0.00
1.00±0.00
1.00±0.00
1.00±0.00
0.99±0.00
1.00±0.00
0.98±0.00
0.99±0.00
0.99±0.00
0.99±0.00
0.99±0.00

Conc. g/L
Pur, PEG-LZ
0.93±0.00
0.95±0.01
0.97±0.01
0.96±0.01
0.99±0.01
0.95±0.01
0.94±0.02
0.93±0.01
0.93±0.06
0.96±0.01
0.93±0.01

For the chemical unfolding study, stock solutions of 1 g/L of lysozyme were
prepared by mixing phosphate buffer and 8 M guanidine hydrochloride (in phosphate
buffer) to obtain final concentrations of 0 M, 2 M, 4 M, 6 M, and 8 M Gd.HCl.
For pNP control experiments, LZ solutions were spiked with 4-Nitrophenol
(Reagent Plus®, ≥99% from Sigma) to build a calibration curve with concentrations
ranging from 0- 10 µM of pNP and absorbance measured at 400 nm. A test sample
was prepared containing LZ and 0.5 µM of pNP. For studying the impact of free PEG
on the fluorescence of LZ, 1 g/L LZ solutions were spiked with 2,4,16, and 24 molar
excess of inactive ~6 kDa polyethileneglycol (from Sigma) and analysed by EEM.

b

All the reactions were carried out using lyophilized powder from the same container, which was
parafilm sealed after used and kept at -20°C. The certificate of analysis of the lysozyme lot used is
available in Section 7.2.
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2.2.2. Sample preparation for rIgG quality screening studies:
PBS/EDTA buffer pH=7.0 was prepared by mixing a freshly prepared PBS
buffer pH 6.5 with EDTA (in 2 M NaOH) to a final concentration of 10 mM. The pH
was then adjusted to 7.0 with 1 M HCl. This buffer was the choice because some of
the samples were used as starting materials for the PEGylation reactions used in
Chapter 5.
Unstressed samples were prepared by adding 10mL of buffer to the original
sample containerc to an approximate concentration of 1 g/L (Table 2.3), using three
different rIgG source lots from Sigma: SLBP7449V (Lot 1, n=15), SLBW8687 (Lot
2, n=5), and SLBZ5214V (Lot4, n=6). The different stock solutions for each lot were
prepared on different days using the same bulk lots but different source vials and were
then filtered before being split into aliquots for analysis.d
A set of stressed rIgG samples was prepared to simulate aggregate containing
solutions that could be formed during manufacturing, or by improper storage, shipping,
and handling. For this, Lot2 aliquots were transferred to 5mL Lobind Eppendorf tubes,
mechanically stressed using a vortex shaker under different conditions and transferred
back to the cuvettes.e Lot3 samples were prepared from a batch of the powder which
had been unintentionally stored at room temperature for one month, opened, and then
stored at 2–8°C for 18 months prior to use. (Figure 2.1)

c

The rIgG lyophilized powder was reconstituted on the original container instead of a volumetric flask
because of the sensitivity of the powder to static electricity and the foaming tendency of the solution,
which would make harder the recovery and transferring.
d
The certificate of analysis (Section 7.2.2) shows different water (from 2-4%) and sodium (from 0.20.5%) content for the different lots, which might suggest that they were prepared using slightly different
processes and possibly different.
e
For soln.6 from Lot2, the shaking was done with 3mL of solution in 5mL tubes whereas for soln.7 the
sample volume was 2 mL in a 5 mL tube, producing a bigger headspace (and thus increased the chance
of aggregation at the air-water interface).
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Figure 2.1- Schematic showing procedure for rIgG starting material sample preparation, different lots used, and
mechanical stress applied.

Table 2.3- Calculated concentrations for each rIgG solution used in Chapter 4.

Lot4

Lot 3

Lot 2

Lot1

Lot

rIgG Stock Solution

Aapparent,280

Aprotein,280

Protein Conc.(g.L–1)

soln. 1 NS (n=3)
soln. 2 NS (n=3)
soln. NS 3 (n=3)
soln. 4 NS(n=3)
soln. 5 NS (n=3)
Overall Lot 1(n=15)
soln. 6 NS (n=1)
soln.6 1min vortex (n=1)
soln.6 2 min vortex(n=1)
soln.7 NS (n=4)
soln.7 1min vortex (n=1)
soln.7 2min vortex (n=1)
soln.7 4min vortex (n=1)
soln.7 8min vortex (n=1)

1.40
1.39
1.50
1.33
1.32
1.32
1.34
1.34
1.34
1.38
1.38
1.38
1.36
1.35

1.38
1.31
1.38
1.29
1.30
1.29
1.29
1.30
1.30
1.35
1.34
1.35
1.32
1.32

1.02
0.97
1.02
0.96
0.96
0.95
0.96
0.96
0.96
1.00
0.99
1.00
0.98
0.98

soln.8 (Poor storage) (n=2)

1.37

1.32

0.98

soln.9 (n=3)

1.37±0.04

1.32±0.03

0.98±0.02

soln.10 (n=3)

1.36

1.32

0.97

All freshly prepared starting material samples were analysed by absorbance and
fluorescence spectroscopy and aliquots of each sample were stored at -70°C in Protein
LoBind Tubes (Eppendorf) for SEC analysis.
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2.2.3. Sample preparation for rIgG PEGylation:
Three independent sets of reactions were analysed, using three different rIgG
source lots from Sigma: SLBP7449V (Lot 1), SLBW8687 (Lot 2), and SLBM2617V
(Lot 3). The first set of well-controlled reactions (n=14, R1–R14) used Lot 1,
unstressed rIgG, while the poorly-controlled reactions (R15–R17) were the second set
which used mechanically stressed (vortex mixer) rIgG, and a third set (R18–R19) used
a degraded lot of rIgG. Lot3 (SLBM2617V) had been inadvertently stored at room
temperature for one month, opened, and then stored at 2-8°C for 18 months prior to
use. (Table 7.2 in Section 7.3 summarizes the starting material and reaction condition
used in each reaction).
The reaction buffer PBS/EDTA buffer pH=7.0 and starting materials were
prepared as detailed in Section 2.2.2. rIgG-PEG conjugates were prepared multiple
times by reduction of IgG disulphide bonds with 1.5 and 3.0 molar excesses of
TCEP.HCl at 20 °C for 2:15 hours, followed by alkylation with 10 molar excess 5kDa
MAL-PEG for 2 hours, at 20 °C. Figure 2.2 shows the reaction scheme used for
PEGylation reaction. TCEP.HCl stock solutions were prepared in the reaction buffer
and MAL-PEG prepared in DMSO immediately before use.

Figure 2.2- (A) IgG PEGylation reaction scheme showing IgG structure. IgG crystal structures are a partly
theoretical model created from a ribbon diagram of IgG (PDB entry 1IGT) with computational models. [1, 2].
Chemical reaction of the (B) reduction of disulphide bonds by TCEP and (C) addition of PEG to the free thiol.148
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The conjugation reaction was conducted in 1×1cm path length quartz cuvettes
with gentle stirring and temperature control in the fluorimeter. The reaction in each of
the three cuvettes was begun at different times in order to allow for the three reactions
to be run and analysed simultaneously, as shown by Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3- Scheme for sample preparation, starting material incubation time prior to reaction and data collection
used for stock solutions prepared.

Thus, it was possible to keep the same reaction time, however, the incubation
times in the cuvette (prior to TCEP addition) varied. For R1–R14, rIgG stock solutions
(~1 g/L) in PBS buffer pH7.0±0.1, were prepared fresh daily, and dispensed into three
different reaction cuvettes (for stock solution 3 and Lot3, only two reactions were
possible). Spectral measurements were made at different points during the reaction
and samples were aliquoted to Protein LoBind tubes (Eppendorf) and frozen at -70°C
for further analysis.
R15 to R19 were carried out 18 months after reactions R1-14 and a correction
factor had to be used to ensure that the data was comparable as instrument throughout
had changed after maintenance leading to weaker intensities. The intensity correction
factors for EEM║ (1.80), EEM⟘ (1.89), and EEMT (1.84) were calculated from
measurements of p-terphenyl in PMMA (Agilent) a polymer block (Refer to Section
7.8.3. for details)

Quantification of free sulfhydryl groups using Ellman’s reagent
The Elman’s method was used for the quantification of free thiols in IgG.149 The
DTNB reagent (5,5'-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) and Cysteine*HCl*H2O (used for
the calibration) were prepared in PBS buffer as used for the reactions. Since TCEP can
reduce the Ellman’s reagent,150 the reaction mixture had to be purified before carrying
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out the test, which was done by spinning the mixture through an Amicon
Ultracentrifuge filter of 10kDa cut-off. For the test, the Ellman’s solution was mixed
with the test samples and the solutions incubated at room temperature for 15 min. The
concentration of free sulfhydryl in the sample was then estimated using absorbance at
412nm by comparison to a standard curve of known concentrations of cysteine
(Section 7.8.2).

2.3.

Instrumentation and data collection:

2.3.1. UV-Visible absorbance spectroscopy
Absorption spectra were recorded at 20ºC using a Cary 60 spectrometer
(Agilent) over the range 200–600 nm with 2nm resolution and scan rate of
1200nm/min using the corresponding buffers as reference. Phosphate buffer pH=8.0
was the reference buffer for LZ studies, PBS/EDTA buffer pH 7.0 was used for rIgG
starting materials and for Reduced-rIgG (Red-rIgG) intermediate and PEG-rIgG final
products the reference was PBS/EDTA buffer pH 7.0 with TCEP and TCEP+MALPEG, respectively.
2.3.2. Fluorescence measurements
EEM were collected using a Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer
(Agilent Technologies) fitted with a bespoke polarizer accessory 119 and equipped with
pairs of broadband wire grid polarizers (WGP) and a temperature controlled multi-cell
holder from Agilent Technologies.
pEEM spectra were collected from non-degassed solutions held in 1×1cm quartz
cuvettes (Lightpath Optical, UK) over an excitation range of λex = 240–320 nm and an
emission range of λem= 260–450 nm (2 nm increments in each case) with 10 nm
excitation/emission slit widths. The scan rate was set at 1200 nm/min and
photomultiplier voltage at 650V for experiments with lysozyme (Chapter 3) and 600V
for experiments with rIgG (Chapter 4 and 5). All the samples were measured using
four different polarization configurations:

HH (horizontal-horizontal), HV

(horizontal-vertical), VH (vertical-horizontal), and VV (vertical-vertical), unless
otherwise stated.
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2.3.3. Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC)
SEC of all samples was performed in a 300×7.8 mm mAb PAC-SEC1 column
from ThermoFisher with a particle size of 5µm in an Agilent 1260 HPLC system
equipped with a DAD detector. 10µL of sample were injected in triplicate at 30 ºC
with 50mM Sodium Phosphate pH 6.8+300 mM NaCl buffer as the mobile phase, and
a flow rate of 0.76 mL/min.f
Mobile phase was membrane filtered (0.45 µM) and sonicated for 15 minutes
prior to use. Column and system were pre-washed with water using gradient flow and
then pre equilibrated using 20 column volumes of buffer prior to injection. The
detector was turned on for the last two hours of column conditioning for lamp
equilibration. After use the column was washed with water and stored in a solution of
Acetonitrile/Water 20%. Autosampler temperature was set to 25ºC during all analysis.
2.3.4. Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate-Polyacrylamide gel Electrophoresis (SDSPAGE)
SDS-PAGE was performed according to the BioRad TGX Precast Gels®
specifications. 7.5 μL of rIgG sample were mixed with 2.5 μL of 4X Laemmli loading
buffer from BioRad, heated at 90 °C for 5min, cooled down and then loaded into the
precast 4–15% Mini-PROTEAN® TGX™ protein gels from BioRad.
10 μL of Pre-stained SDS-PAGE Standards (Bio-Rad) were used as the
molecular marker. The gels were run (using a Mini-PROTEAN Tetra Cell from
BioRad) connected to a power supply at a constant voltage of 200 V in a 1× solution
of Tris/Glycine/SDS SDS running buffer at room temperature for approximately 45
min (or until the dye front reached the end the gel).g Gels were fixed by microwaving
for 50 seconds with a solution of ethanol/acetic acid and stained with Coomassie blue
solution.151 Gels of PEGylated proteins were fixed, washed with a 0.1M perchloric
acid solution for 20 minutes and stained by adding 10 mL of a 5 % barium chloride

f

This method was obtained from ThermoFisher MAbPac SEC-1 column manual. This can be accessed
in:
https://assets.thermofisher.com/TFS-Assets/CMD/manuals/Man-065402-LC-MAbPac-SEC-1Columns-Man065402-EN.pdf
g
These are the conditions indicated in the Mini-PROTEAN® Precast Gels Instruction Manual and
Application Guide from BioRad:
(http://www.bio-rad.com/webroot/web/pdf/lsr/literature/Bulletin_1658100.pdf)
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solution followed by 10 mL of a 5% Iodine solution.152 The gel was destained in
distilled water for up to two hours and then scanned.
2.3.5. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
DLS data were collected at 20 °C, after filtration (0.20μm PES filter), using a
Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS (173°detection angle). Each sample was measured 5 times
(each measurement was an average of 10 runs of 10 second duration) in plastic
disposable cuvettes. The hydrodynamic radius (Rh) was computed from the diffusion
coefficients using Zetasizer Software version 7.13 from Malvern Panalytical.h

2.4.

Data analysis and Chemometric tools:
Chemometric analysis were performed using PLS_Toolbox8.2.1® working in

MATLAB (ver. 9.1.0) environment and in-house written codes (FluorS).
2.4.1. Univariate data analysis
Aggregation indices:
Two simple spectroscopic measurements were evaluated here as qualitative
parameters of protein aggregation. UV-AI was calculated using the absorption spectra
defined as follows:
UV-AI (%)= (

A350
A280 -A350

) ×100

Equation 2.1

where A280 and A350 are the absorbance values at wavelengths of 280 and 350
nm, respectively. 153, 154
A second measure of aggregation, the fluorescence aggregation index (Fl-AI),
155

was defined as the percentage ratio of the intensity of the Rayleigh scattered light

at λex = 280 nm (I280) with the fluorescence emission intensity from the protein
measured at 340 nm (I340) using 280 nm excitation:

h

The DLS instrument was only acquired after studies with IgG had been finished. Thus, DLS was only
available for Chapter 3 experiments. For particle size analysis, it is important that the sample is
preserved, which made it impractical to freeze samples before analysis or send to a different facility for
measurements.
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𝐼

Fl − AI (%) = ( 𝐼280 ) × 100
340

Equation 2.2

Similarity Index (SimI):
The similarity index parameter is a type of correlation function used to rapidly
assess similarities between EEM data. SimI between two EEM matrices X1 and X2
(dimensions I × J) was calculated using a penalty parameter (λ) used to set a detectable
limit of variance between X1 and X2.156
J

SimI = 1 − λ

√∑Ii=1 ∑j=1 p2x1−x2
J

√∑Ii=1 ∑j=1 p2x1+x2

Equation 2.3

Here it was set to 4 which corresponds to 5% variance and was proven to be
adequate. px1-x2 and px1+x2 were elements of (X1-X2) and (X1 + X2) respectively.
The closer SimI value was to one, the more alike the two matrices X1 and X2 were.
2.4.2. EEM data pre-processing
The raw pEEM spectra have to be pre-processed to make the data more suitable
for analysis. The first step of the pre-processing is the blank subtraction which was
done in the four spectra (HH, HV, VV, VH) using the correspondent buffers for each
sample.
Instrumental correction factor
For PEG-LZ studies, EEM║, EEM⟘ and EEMT spectra were corrected for
instrumental response prior to G-factor correction using a factor calculated using a
Spectral Fluorescence Standard Kit (Sigma, product No. 69336), certified by BAM
(Federal Institute for Standards and Materials, Germany).157 For this, the blank
subtracted data was selected to the range λem=302-450 i and the correction factor was
applied.

i

This was necessary because the standards provided in the kit only covered the emission range 300700nm.
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Figure 2.4- (A) Blank subtracted EEM║ spectra of lysozyme, (B) Correction factor calculated using Spectral
fluorescence Standard Kit, (C) instrumental factor corrected EEM║ and (D) normalized EEM║ before (orange) and
after (black) instrumental correction showing changes in the spectral shape with correction.

The instrumental correction factor was only used for the LZ study because the
other studies had been completed when the instrumental correction was implemented
in the laboratory. For the other studies, the step after blank subtraction was G-factor
correction (when necessary). (Figure 2.4)
G-factor correction
EEMHH and EEMHV data were used to calculate the G factor (Equation 2.4),
which is a correction for the different instrument sensitivity for vertical and horizontal
polarized light. EEMVH data were G factor corrected

158

as per Equation 2.5 and the

corrected spectra will be de referred to here as perpendicular polarized (EEM⟘),
whereas the EEMVV will be called the parallel polarized (EEM║).
EEM

𝐺 = EEM𝐻𝑉

Equation 2.4

EEM⊥ = EEMVH × G

Equation 2.5

HH

Unpolarized EEM (EEMT) were not collected but generated from the EEM║ and
EEM⟘ measurements using the following equation: 105
EEMT = EEM∥ + 2 x EEM⟘
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Figure 2.5- Scheme showing the four raw data spectra collected and used to generate the four outcomes of the
method: EEM║ EEM⟘, EEMT and Aniso-EEM.

Scatter Removal
The next step of pre-processing is scatter removal. The RS and Raman scatter
can be a source of bias in chemometric data analysis because of their non-linear
behaviour and the fact that scatter is generally unrelated to absorbance or emission
properties. Various methods are described in the literature for removing Rayleigh and
Raman scatter.159, 160 Here, Raman scatter was minimized by using a buffer blank
subtraction as previously mentioned158 while the RS of each sample was estimated as
a separate bilinear component and modelled by PARAFAC, resulting in a structure
that was then reshaped, subtracted from the original matrices and its area replaced with
missing values.119, 161 This method allows the complete subtraction of the RS, which
is key for chemometric data analysis, despite removing part of the fluorescence
information.
While some sources infer that the scatter provides no meaningful information
about the sample, this is not always true, as the RS can be related to the
physicochemical properties of the sample, of which the most important is the presence
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of particles.

162

Here, the reshaped RS j component (Figure 2.6B) was evaluated

separately to calculate univariate scattering values, for either the whole scatter volume
or at several discrete excitation and emission wavelengths and used as a qualitative
measurement of HMWS formation.

Figure 2.6-(A) Blank subtracted/missing data corrected, (B) extracted RS and (C) normalized and smoothed EEM∥
data of a rIgG sample (here taken as an example).

After RS removal, the matrices were normalized to the maximum peak, which
was done to underline the separation based on spectral shape changes rather than
intensity variations, which could be caused by intrinsic measurement errors and/or
sample preparation variation. Absorbancek and pEEM spectra were smoothed using a
Savitzky–Golay filter (with a second-order polynomial with a 15-point window size)
and then normalized to maximum value.163
2.4.3. Aniso-EEM plots:
Aniso-EEM maps were constructed from anisotropy values calculated at each
λex/em combination. Fluorescence anisotropy (r) was calculated using IVV, IVH, and the
G factor (from IHH, IHV), as described in Equation 1.11 and 1.12. (Figure 2.5)
2.4.4. Chemometric data analysis
Multivariate analysis was performed on the normalized or non-normalized data
after unfolding and pre-processing by mean centering or auto scaling. EEM data is a
3-way array, thus, in order to be analysed using ROBPCA (a bilinear model), the
dataset has to be unfolded by multiplying the two variables corresponding to the
excitation and emission. (Figure 2.7B) Mean center is defined as the subtraction of

j

The RS was extracted from the blank subtracted data.
Absorbance data were selected to 250-600nm prior to any pre-processing to minimize the amount of
noise being modelled.
k
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the mean spectra of the data set from every individual spectra. It is a typical preprocessing method used prior to ROBPCA analysis to highlight the differences
between samples ensuring that the main component is not related to the average signal.
128

The use of mean centering pre-processing in the context of ROBPCA calculations

is referred to as robust centering. (Figure 2.7C) Auto-scaling is simply applying meancentering on the data followed by division of each variable by its respective standard
deviation. (Figure 2.7D)

Figure 2.7- Steps of pEEM data processing for multivariate analysis: The missing data area is first replaced with
zeroes (A), (B) unfolded and finally mean centered (C) or auto scaled (D) depending on the application.

Exploratory data analysis
Exploratory data analysis was carried out using ROBPCA, which is a more
suitable method for screening applications. ROBPCA loadings plot were used to
identify the significant spectral features which differentiated samples in the Scores
plots. The Venetian blind method (4 splits) was used for ROBPCA cross-validation
and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) was used to select the optimum number of PCs.
Sample classification:
SIMCA and SVM were used to compare the ability of UV-Visible and EEM
measurements to discriminate reaction state based on significant spectral changes.
Statistical classification methods apply mathematical models to identify the class that
an unknown sample belongs to, based on spectral features of a classification dataset.
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Sensitivity, specificity, and misclassification error (Err) statistical parameters
were used to assess the efficacy of each algorithm for sample discrimination.

TP

Sensitivity (TPR)(%) = [(TP+FN)] ∙ 100

Equation 2.7

TNR was the proportion of negatives that were correctly classified:
TP

Specificity (TNR)(%) = [(TN+FP)] ∙ 100

Equation 2.8

Err was the proportion of samples which were incorrectly classified:
(FP+FN)

Err(%) = [(TP+TN+FP+FN)] ∙ 100

Equation 2.9

Regression and quantification:
Quantitative modelling for quantification of concentration, conjugation levels
and % of aggregates was implemented using unfolded PLS (u-PLS).130 The model
complexity (number of latent variables) was determined using standard crossvalidation methods (Venetian blind) and the F-ratio criterion, which was also used to
detect outliers in the calibration dataset.

164

u-PLS model performance was assessed

by the Coefficient of determinations (R2), the RMSE (Equation 2.10), and the relative
error of prediction (REP, Equation 2.11), and the elliptical joint confidence region
(EJCR) test were used to compare the accuracy and precision of different models at a
95% confidence interval. 165
2
∑𝑁
𝑖=1(ŷ𝑖 −𝑦𝑖 )

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √

𝑁

Equation 2.10

where N is the number of samples, ŷ𝑖 was the predicted value of the ith prediction
object, and y was the ith measured value.
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑃

%𝑅𝐸𝑃 = 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑃𝑅𝐸𝐷 𝑥 100%

Equation 2.11

Different pre-processing methods (normalization and mean-centering/auto
scaling), as well as variable selection algorithms such as variable importance in
projection, VIP, 166 and interval partial least squares, iPLS, 167 were evaluated with the
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objective of improving model accuracy by reducing the influence of noise and noninformative data. While VIP selects spectral regions that contributes the most to the
models, iPLS compares the results with and without each variable, and then selects
those that return lower cross validation errors.
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Chapter 3. Characterization of lysozyme PEGylation products
3.1.

Introduction
In this first chapter we use PEGylation of lysosome as a model system to

compare the efficacy of pEEM spectroscopy with conventional techniques and
standard spectroscopic methods as a rapid tool for characterizing changes in a protein
with chemical modification.

This work was published in Biotechnology &

Bioengineering in July 2020.168
Lysozyme is a well characterized enzyme6 and has been widely employed in
research for studying protein structure, stability, function and chemical modification,
being thus, an ideal model system for studying PEGylation. Its small size makes it
particularly useful for this study, which could facilitate the characterization of the
conjugates as the attachment of a 5kDa PEG would likely cause measurable changes
in hydrodynamic radius by the available orthogonal techniques.
Characterization of PEGylation reactions and products can be challenging
because of the relatively small impact on protein structure, the lack of an accessible
chromophore in the PEG ligand, and the complexity of the heterogeneous final product
mixtures.63 The first objective was to assess the efficacy of absorption and IPF
spectroscopy for monitoring PEGylation reactions with a 5 KDa PEG ligand. Second,
to investigate the use of pEEM and RS to measure protein structural changes and other
physicochemical changes caused by PEGylation. Finally, we investigate the use of
various spectroscopic data to develop an accurate method for predicting the degree of
PEGylation.

3.2.

The conjugation reaction
The reaction conditions used here were expected to result in the attachment of

between one and six PEG residues to each lysozyme molecule, with the PEGs being
attached following the order of lysine reactivity: Lys33>Lys97>Lys116.169 The
reaction takes place between the amino reactive groups in the protein (6 ε-amino from
lysine residues and 1 N-terminal NH2) yielding a stable urethane linkage and releasing
a p-nitro phenol (pNP) leaving group in the reaction mixture (Figure 3.1). Despite the
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reasonably well controlled conditions, the final products should be a heterogeneous
mixture of proteins because of the different number of PEG conjugated to each
molecule (PEGylation status), the potential presence of positional isomers, and the
heterogeneity arising from the polydisperse PEG ligand.

Figure 3.1- (A) Crystal structure of hen egg-white lysozyme (PDB entry: 1DPX Chimera software) showing
location of Trp and Tyr fluorophores and the lysine sites for conjugation. (B) Chemical reaction scheme for the
conjugation of pNPC- PEG to lysine.

The first change observed during the reaction was an increasing yellowing of
the reaction mixture caused by release of the pNP group during conjugation, which
immediately caused fluorescence quenching (vide infra). In order to remove the small
molecule reagents, the reaction mixture was purified and the retained sample was
recovered using the original buffer (Phosphate pH=8.0) to an approximate
concentration of 1.0 g/L (yield=75%).
The main change observed in the absorption spectra after purification (compared
to the starting materials), was a 4% decrease in A280 (LZ = 0.99±0.01 and PEG-LZ =
0.95±0.02 g/L, Table 2.2), which agreed with the 4% decrease in fluorescence
intensity. This was consistent for all products and is probably caused by some protein
loss during the purification and reconstitution stepsa. The purification strategy adopted

a

The purification step involved extensive sample handling and was a long process (~3-4hours for the
purification of 3 reaction mixtures) because the centrifugal filters used were of low capacity, requiring
the splitting of the unpurified reaction mixture into a few aliquots until all the sample had been purified
(Details in Section 2.2). This increased the probability of protein loss due to handling errors and/or
adherence of the protein to the container walls (despite the fact we were using LoBind containers and
pipette tips to reduce the loss). Also, the reconstitution step was very prone to errors because the
approximation of final concentration was done by checking the absorbance and adding more buffer
when necessary, which is not a very reproducible strategy and involved extensive handling.
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here allowed for removal of the pNP quencher as shown by the control experiment
(Figure 7.4) but did not remove any free PEG residues. However, the free PEG did
not cause any significant change in emission properties even at the highest
concentration (24 molar excess) used for these reactions (Figure 7.5).

3.3.

Characterization by conventional techniques:
SEC was used to evaluate the degree of PEGylation and the purified product

chromatograms (Figure 2A) showed five peaks: Peak1 (non-PEGylated lysozyme,
Rt=14.6 min), Peak 2 (1PEG–LZ, Rt=12.8 min), Peak 3(2PEG–LZ, Rt=11.8 min),
Peak 4 (3PEG–LZ, Rt=11.1 min) and Peak 5 (Multi-PEG–LZ, Rt=10.8 min). All
reactions produced mixtures of pegylated species and the areas of peaks 2-5 increased
with higher PEGylating agent concentration and reaction times (Table 2.2 and Table
3.1). It was observed a shift in the chromatogram of some samples run after an attempt
of column recovery, which probably caused small changes in column packing and
retention times. However, this did not seem to impact in the column recovery and
peak areas. There were some small measurement variations (between injections) and
the average chromatograms of three injections were therefore used for calculating the
% area under the curve (AUC) of each peak. (Figure 3.2A)

Figure 3.2- Analysis of LZ starting material and purified reaction products: (A) Unprocessed SEC chromatograms;
(B) SDS-PAGE gels with Barium Iodide staining.

The reaction conditions chosen here should result in a heterogenous population
of PEGylated species in the final reaction mixture, and thus the degree of PEGylation
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is a critical quality attribute. Here, we used two parameters to define the degree of
PEGylation: PEG-LZ% and PPR. (Table 3.1)
The total PEG-LZ% (Equation 3.1) parameter was defined as the sum of the %
AUC of the four resolved PEGylated species peaks. A PEG to protein ratio, PPR,
(Equation 3.2) was also defined which should be a more useful univariate value as it
provides an estimate of the total number of PEG molecules attached to the protein
sample.
Total PEG LZ% = (

(AUCPeak2 + AUCPeak3 + AUCPeak4 + AUCPeak5 )
) × 100
AUCTotal

Equation 3.1

PPR = ((% 1 PEG − LZ × 1) + (% 2 PEG − LZ × 2) + (% 3 PEG − LZ × 3) +
(% Multi PEG − LZ × 4))/100

Equation 3.2

Table 3.1-SEC PEGylation profile calculated for starting materials (SM) and PEG-LZ products. Values are the
mean ± stdev of three replicates for each reaction condition

Reaction

%LZ
SM

R28-30
R13-15
R22-24
R31-33
R1-3
R4-6
R16-18
R7-9
R10-12
R19-21
R25-27

100
96.0± 0.1
57.0±2.2
48.1±1.3
33.0± 3.5
28.4± 5.4
28.3± 1.2
9.4±0.3
4.7±0.5
1.0±0.0
-

%
1PEGLZ
3.9±0.1
40.6±1.6
46.3±0.4
43.6±0.4
43.6±0.4
44.9± 0.3
33.7±1.0
22.5±1.9
21.2±1.1
11.1±1.0

%
2PEGLZ
0.1±0.0
2.4±0.6
5.6±1.4
19.5± 2.2
22.7±3.8
22.2± 0.9
37.2± 0.5
37.4± 1.2
35.1±0.6
23.0±0.6

%
3PEGLZ
3.5±0.7
4.7±1.5
4.1±0.4
16.2±1.1
26.5±1.8
32.5±1.1
40.7±0.3

%
Multi
PEG-LZ
0.4±0.1
0.6±0.3
0.5±0.1
3.4±0.5
9.0±1.4
10.9±0.9
25.1±0.8

Total PEGLZ %

PPR

4.07±0.13
43.00±1.90
51.90±1.23
66.58±3.99
71.15±6.18
72.22±1.17
90.72±0.52
95.32±0.64
96.05±5.51
99.97±0.06

0.04±0.00
0.45±0.02
0.58±0.02
0.95±0.88
1.05±0.16
1.04±0.03
1.70±0.03
2.12±0.08
2.32±0.04
2.80±0.01

SDS-PAGE is widely used for the qualitative assessment of protein PEGylation.
The band profiles in the gels (Figure 3.2B, lanes 10-13) with iodine staining indicated
that more than four species were formed for some of the reactions which used higher
excesses of the PEG reagent (12 and 24 molar excess) but unfortunately the conditions
used for SEC did not allow for resolution of species with more than four added PEG.
Further, the approximation of molecular weight (MW) based on the molecular ladder
applied to the SDS-PAGE gels does not correlate well with the expected MW after
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attachment of up to 6 PEGsb (maximum 39.3kDa). This MW overestimation (up to
75kDa for the highest pegylated species) is likely related to the steric hindrance caused
by the attached polymers, which prevents the even binding of SDS moleculesc, causing
different migration of unpegylated and differently pegylated LZ through the gels.99, 171
DLS of the purified PEG-LZ showed an increase in hydrodynamic radius (2.19
nm for LZ– 4.83 nm for the highest PEGylated products, Table 3.2) consistent with
PEG attachment,70, 77, 172 and also relatively small changes in polydispersity related to
very low levels of larger particles (Figure 3.3A). These results suggest that PEG
assumes a random coil conformation upon conjugation.
Table 3.2- UV aggregation index (UV-AI), Fluorescence intensity maxima (IMAX), Total RS volume (RS), and
hydrodynamic radius (Rh) for starting materials (SM) and PEG-LZ products. Values are the mean ± stdev of three
replicates for each reaction condition.

Parameters/
Reactions
R28-30
(Control)
R13-15
R22-24
R31-33
R1-3
R4-6
R16-18
R7-9
R10-12
R19-21
R25-27

SM
Prod
SM
Prod
SM
Prod
SM
Prod
SM
Prod
SM
Prod
SM
Prod
SM
Prod
SM
Prod
SM
Prod
SM
Prod

UV-AI
(%)
0.07±0.02
0.12±0.01
0.07±0.01
0.47±0.20
0.08±0.03
0.17±0.03
0.20±0.09
0.12±0.04
0.08±0.03
0.55±0.24
2.35±0.03
0.29±0.09
0.13±0.03
0.25±0.03
0.11±0.08
0.34±0.10
0.16±0.13
0.35± .06
0.06±0.01
0.24±0.06
0.09±0.03
0.31±0.07

EEM║
IMAX
(a.u.)
871±6
856±5
879±11
859±21
869±7
857±10
878±18
852±16
913±12
897±11
891±10
889±22
878±14
853±12
885±5
854±2
879±19
825±13
875±5
857±9
864±19
854±13

RS
(a.u.)
11406±436
6024±158
7197±236
6797±1494
7272±59
7383±315
8414±175
9712±1421
6984±404
11942±1402
11453±1699
10354±1359
15056±156
9497±739
11797±211
16481±1902
10143±258
14910±1143
6835±117
13092±465
7583±59
15003±615

b

EEM⊥
IMAX
(a.u.)
629±12
629±8
637±5
631±12
636±4
619±9
645±1
618±12
667±26
646±12
665±12
651±13
635±10
616±8
645±7
612±5
639±12
605±19
640±8
607±6
632±11
601±15

EEMT
IMAX
(a.u.)
2121±29
2111±18
2145±22
2117±41
2135±15
2091±22
2157±15
2086±37
2244±26
2178±33
2211±39
2181±49
2139±41
2084±26
2170±24
2076±6
2146±33
2030±47
2149±23
2066±20
2126±39
2052±44

DLS
Rh (nm)
2.00±0.06
2.19±0.91
2.11±0.03
2.75±0.16
2.07±0.04
3.00±0.72
2.03±0.01
3.27±0.08
2.01±0.04
3.33±0.12
2.01±0.04
3.25±0.71
2.08±0.03
3.45±0.12
2.05±0.01
3.77±0.08
2.07±0.02
4.08±0.14
2.09±0.01
4.30±0.25
2.03±0.07
4.83±0.11

Calculated as the sum of the individual diameters of a single lysozyme plus a single 5kDa PEG. Thus,
the expected MW for the PEGylated species are: 1PEG-LZ: 19.3kDa, 2PEG-LZ: 24.3kDa, 3PEG-LZ:
29.3kDa, 4PEG-LZ: 33.4kDa, 3PEG-LZ: 39.3kDa and 5PEG-LZ: 43.4kDa.
c
SDS is a surfactant commonly used in electrophoresis which allows the migration through the gel
primarily based on mass by binding to the proteins and creating a uniform negatively charged surface.
In the absence of SDS, proteins with similar MW could migrate differently due to differences in masscharge ratio. 170
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The normalized absorbance spectra (Figure 3.3B) showed no shifts or spectral
changes after the PEGylation and ROBPCA did not show any trends that could be used
to monitor the reaction, discriminate products from starting materials or assess
PEGylation degree. PC1 (47.54% of the variance) separated starting materials from
R4-6 based on small differences in the 250–270 nm region and in an increased
absorbance at 350 nm (Figure 3.3C/D).

Figure 3.3- (A) Size distribution by intensity and volume from DLS measurements of all purified products (B)
Normalized absorbance spectra of all starting materials and purified PEG-LZ; (C) ROBPCA scores plot and (D)
loadings from the UV data showing a lack of sensitivity for discriminating PEGylated products and assessing
conjugation degree. DLS and absorbance data shown are the average of replicates for each reaction condition.

PC2 had a significative contribution to the total variance (27.27%) but overall,
it did not correlate with the degree of PEGylation in the purified products. When the
outliers (SM from R04-06) were excluded from the model, it also showed no trend that
could separate samples based on the PEGylation level. The UV-AI was also examined
but did not provide reliable information about HMWS formation in this case. (Table
3.2) The UV-AI calculation (Equation 2.1) uses absorbance at 350 nm, which is
usually very low and largely affected by noise. This makes it an unreliable tool for
assessing physical status of the sample, as discussed in details in Chapter 4.173
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Here the absorption spectra was used only to quickly evaluate the reproducibility
of sample preparation in terms of protein concentration. The variability of both the
starting materials (RSD d = <2%) and the purified products (RSD=<3%) was low,
indicating that sample preparation and handling was well controlled.

3.4.

Reaction Monitoring by fluorescence
In order to investigate spectral changes over the 24-hour reaction time, we

carried out time course experiments using only EEM║ measurements (Figure 3.4). The
first significant change noticed was the dramatic decrease (~6×) in fluorescence
intensity due to quenching, which was probably caused by the nitrophenol group of
the PEGylating agent itself, and the para-nitrophenol leaving group.105 Despite the
weak and noisy signal caused by the strong fluorescence quenching after addition of
the PEG regent it was possible to see an increasing blue-shift in emission peak and
quenching over the course of the reaction, which was related to the amount of PEG
reagent used.
As discussed in the introductory chapter, fluorescence emission is determined
by the excitation wavelength, with λex = 280 nm exciting both Tyr and Trp, whereas at
λex> 290 nm, mostly Trp is excited105 and Trp 62 and Trp108 are the major contributors
to lysozyme intrinsic fluorescence.8 Thus, the blue shift observed in the time course
experiments (from 355 to ~338 nm) is most likely due to quenching of these Trp by
the nitro containing leaving group, and potentially a small contribution due to an
increasing hydrophobic character in the environment around these Trp residues as
more PEG ligands were attached. It is probable that the quenching effect is dominant
because of large decrease in emission intensity observed and by recovery of emission
intensity for the purified products (IMAX, Table 3.2). Therefore, any fluorescencebased reaction monitoring will be mostly based on the quenching effect rather than
direct change in structure and/or fluorophores environment induced by conjugation.

d

RSD (Relative Standard deviation): ratio of the standard deviation to the mean value (here expressed
in %) and was used here to assess variability within samples from a dataset.
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Figure 3.4- Fluorescence 2D spectra at excitation 280 of time course experiments for a control reaction where no
PEG was added and reactions with various molar ratios of PEG reagent per lysozyme. The colour scale indicates
the time course of the reaction: 0h (Orange) → 24h (Black). The intensity was normalized to the maximum peak
of the respective starting materials for each reaction.

3.5.

Products characterization by pEEM
Once the products had been purified and the small molecule quenchers removed,

the fluorescence intensity was recovered as seen in the pEEM measurements (IMAX,
Table 3.2). The 2D spectra (λex = 280 nm) showed very small spectral changes, which
indicates that it is insensitive for a conclusive assessment of purified products. Simple
univariate indexes can be extracted from the 2D fluorescence plot to screen for trends
in sample spectra. (Figure 3.5B). For instance, the I350/I330 (λex = 296 nm) ratio showed
a small increase with increasing degree of PEGylation which could be explained as
being due to a progressive drop in the intensity of the directly excited, solvent exposed
Trp emission concomitant with an increase in the blue shifted Trp emission.
This suggested an increased relative emission from Trp in more hydrophobic
environments. It is also clear that the degree of change increases as the degree of
PEGylation increases. We can discount quenching-based effects here because the nitro
containing species have been removed in the purification, as confirmed by the control
experiment with p-nitrophenol.
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Figure 3.5- (A) Normalized parallel polarized 2D Fluorescence spectra at λex=280 nm and (B) Ratio I350/I330 (λex =
296 nm) parameter calculated using EEMǁ , EEM⊥ and EEMT from the various starting materials and purified
products. Full symbols are the starting materials (SM) and open symbols are the respective purified products (PEGLZ). All the data is shown as the average of three replicates and the error bars indicate the standard deviation.

To make better use of fluorescence one needs to examine the complete emission
using pEEM (or pTSFS) measurements. The normalized EEM difference spectra
showed significant, but relatively small spectral changes.(Figure 3.6) The structure of
PEG residues attached to proteins in solution has been shown by SANS and NMR to
be essentially separate from the protein core, and not wrapped around the protein.70, 174
If this is the case here, the conjugation should have only a small effect on Trp emission,
which agrees with the maximum changes of ~4% observed in the difference spectra.
As more PEG residues were added we saw a progressive emission change, which was
dependent on the proximity of the attachment site with Trp62 and 108 (the major
contributors to LZ intrinsic fluorescence).
Analysis of the distances involved, calculated using structural analysis tool in
UCSF Chimera v1.14, showed that, of the three potential attachment sites
(K33>K97>K116), K97 and K116 were significantly closer (by ~9 and 3 nm on
average) to these Trp compared to K33. (Figure 3.7) This suggested that the biggest
emission changes might arise after attachment of the second PEG at one of these sites.
This correlated with the u-PLS regression models for the individual species (vide infra)
which showed that model for the 2 and 3 PEG-LZ had the best linear correlations.
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Figure 3.6 - Difference spectra calculated using normalized EEM║ data from the purified product material and the
lysozyme SM for samples with different PPR. Difference spectra was calculated using the average spectra of staring
materials and products for each condition. (EEMDif. = EEMMean PROD – EEMMean SM)

Figure 3.7- Crystal structure of hen egg-white lysozyme (PDB entry: 1DPX Chimera software) showing the
distance between residues Trp (W) 62 and 108 and Lys (K) 33,97,116 calculated using structure analysis tool from
Chimera.

For the control reactions (R28-30), there were differences in the Trp and Tyr
spectral regions indicating structural changes caused by solution stirring, sample
handling, and the purification processes. In addition there was an overall increase in
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light scatter (i.e. RS volume extracted from EEMǁ) observed for most reactions, which
indicated HMWS formation,175 probably of weakly bound species. (Figure 3.8A). This
agrees with the DLS measurements (Figure 3.8B) of a control reaction (with no PEG
reagent added), which indicates an increase in sample polydispersity (PdI=0.49 to
0.81) with the stirring but no overall increase in the hydrodynamic radius was observed
at times 0, 6 and 24 hours (Rh=2.08 to 2.07 nm). In terms of size changes due to
PEGylation, the PPR ratio from SEC (Table 3.1) correlated linearly with the
hydrodynamic radius values from DLS measurements (r2= 0.95) but the correlation
with RS from the purified products was less good (r2 = 0.72). One of the reasons for
this poorer correlation is the low reproducibility associated with RS measurements,
particularly due to shot noise. Ideally, RS measurements need to be averaged over
several acquisitions to reduce the measurement variance which here were >10% in
some cases and is much more significant than the emission component. (The use of
RS will be discussed in details in the next chapter)

Figure 3.8- RS║ band extracted from EEM (A) indicates a progressive increase in particle size over time which
corroborates with the DLS data (B) collected at time 0,6,24h showing no change in protein radius (first peak) but
the increase in sample polydispersity after the 24h stirring.

The difference spectra of R1-6 were significantly different compared to all other
reactions (Figure 3.6B/C) and this might have been caused by the different conditions
of the starting materials used for this reactions. This variance can be explained by the
fact that R1-3 were the first reactions carried out and probably the least controlled
samples in terms of sample handling. The starting materials used for R4-6 had been
used for a 24hours stirring control experiment and were thus stirred for much longer
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than the other reactions. So, despite the fact that a single lot of material was used for
all reactions, sample handling and mechanical stress induced by stirring can cause
significant structural changes in lysozyme which is manifested as spectral changes in
emission.
A separate unfolding experiment using guanidine indicated that the R1-R6
samples had some spectral similarities to the unfolded protein, which supports the
hypothesis that the stirring/different sample handling of the R1-6 samples caused
changes in the protein and was the source of variation. (Figure 3.9) This further
demonstrates the utility of fluorescence EEM measurements for quality assurance
testing of protein starting material variance as discussed in Chapter 4.173

Figure 3.9- ROBPCA (A) scores plot and (C) loadings shows the clustering of staring materials from reactions 16 with unfolded LZ using 2M of Gdn.HCl. This suggests that the difference of these starting materials with the
other SM could have arisen from partial unfolding before the reaction (probably caused by poorly controlled sample
preparation and/or handling). (B) Ratio I350/I330 (λex = 296 nm) and Relative I350 (λex = 296 nm) used to confirm LZ
unfolding.

3.6.

Aniso-EEM for product variance
The anisotropy maps of lysozyme samples show regions of high anisotropy

(~0.20) around the excitation wavelength of 300 nm, which is due to tryptophan
residues.
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Figure 3.10- Aniso-EEM plots of (A) lysozyme (mean of all SM used in the reactions), (B) a low (PPR=0.04), (C)
medium (PPR=1.02) and high (PPR=2.80) purified PEG-LZ products. Difference spectra calculated for (E) the
control reaction where no PEG reagent was added, (F) the low, (G) medium and (H) high PEGylated product.
Difference spectra was defined as Aniso-EEMDif. = Aniso-EEMMean PROD – Aniso-EEMMean SM.

Anisotropy values varied more in the region λex=270 to 290 nm, which is a region
of excitation of both Tyr+Trp, but only small apparent variations were observed in the
maps of purified products compared to starting materials. The difference spectra
(Figure 3.10E-H) indicate larger changes in the maps of products with higher PPR,
however, the overall low anisotropy values and low signal to noise ratio (SNR) limits
the use of Aniso-EEM as a robust tool for assessing structural variance of PEG-LZ
products.

3.7.

Discriminating variance in starting materials and PEGylated

products
Three PCs were required to account for 97% (EEM║), 99% (EEM⊥), and 99%
(EEMT) of total variance and the scores plot easily discriminated starting materials
from products, and also products with different degrees of PEGylation (Figure
3.11A,B,C and Table 3.3).
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Table 3.3- Summary of ROBPCA results using normalized pEEM spectra for models containing all LZ and purified
PEG-LZ samples, a reduced sample set (excluding R1-6) and only the purified products (excluding SM).

ROBPC
1
2
3
Total
variance

EEM║
89.65
6.64
0.79

All samples
EEM⊥
95.68
2.15
0.69

EEMT
94.75
3.20
0.55

97.08

98.53

98.51

Reduced sample set
EEM║
EEM⊥
83.10
91.50
8.44
1.70
2.19
2.21
93.73

95.41

Only products
EEM║
EEM⊥
68.22
78.19
24.29
18.58
92.51

96.77

The different trends produced by the various measurements is due to the different
levels of light scatter, noise, and fluorescence signal in each. The EEMT, being the
least noisy, usually produces a model with high percentage of variance explained,
whereas EEM ⊥ data should have the purest emission but is noisier due to lower
measurement intensities, and EEM║ should be more impacted by the scatter.

Figure 3.11- ROBPCA scores plots obtained using normalized: (A) EEM║; (B) EEM⊥; and (C) EEMT data.
Refolded ROBPC1 and 2 loadings from the (D) EEM║ and (E) EEM⊥ normalized ROBPCA models.

The EEM║ model seemed to separate better samples with low level of
conjugation, whereas EEM⊥ better discriminated some samples with higher degree of
PEGylation (R19,20,21), which may be due to the changing nature of the size and
photophysical changes taking place. PC1 scores identified starting materials used in
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the first reactions (R1-6) as being significantly different and their products were also
discriminated because of spectral changes, which are probably linked to
structure/composition differences. The refolded robust PC loadings plots (Figure
3.11D/E) showed the areas of highest spectral variance in the pEEM data. Starting
material samples had the same size based on DLS measurements, which indicates that
the size changes involved (if any) were too small to be discriminated by DLS. (Table
3.2) This suggests that the variability observed in pEEM is probably related to more
subtle changes like partial unfolding where there is a minimal change in overall size.
When all samples were considered (n=66), the main spectral feature responsible
for the separation of starting materials and products was the change in the contribution
between the Tyr/Trp area (λex ~280 nm) and Trp only area (λex >302 nm) caused by
reaction induced structural changes leading to variations in IFE and FRET rates.
ROBPC2 seemed to be more related to differences between the various products and
represent changes in Trp emission caused by changes in the environment around Trp
62 and Trp108 (increasing hydrophobic character). There was a positive contribution
from more exposed Trp (λem>346) to the lower PEGylated species and a negative
contribution for the higher PEGylated species. The later PC’s had less discriminating
power as the spectral changes are relatively small. After samples R1-6 were excluded
from the model a similar trend was observed. ROBPC1 was more related to the
difference between the SM and products clusters, and the discrimination between
different PEG-LZ seems to be related to a combination of PC1 and 2. This was done
to evaluate if it was possible to extract more information about the different products
when these outliers were not present. (Figure 3.12)
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Figure 3.12- ROBPCA scores and refolded loadings plots of starting materials and purified products from reactions
R07-33 (n=54) using normalized (A,C) EEM║ and (B,D) EEM⊥ spectra.

When only the purified products were considered (thus not including the large
starting material variation), the model better discriminated the structural changes
induced by PEGylation and ROBPC1 (Figure 3.13C/D), seemed to be related to the
emission of a more solvent exposed Trp population (λex~280).

Figure 3.13 - ROBPCA scores and loadings plots of the purified products from all reactions (n=33) using
normalized (A/C) EEM║ and (B/D) EEM⊥ spectra. Here we excluded starting materials.
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For both models, it was observed a big change in the % of variance explained by
each ROBPC and the EEM║ and EEM⊥ scores plot (Figure 3.13A/B) showed similar
discrimination trends (inverted PC2 orientation) with the EEM⊥ model showing
slightly better discrimination. Comparison of the PC1 loadings showed significant
spectral changes, with the EEM║ having weaker, blue shifted emission when excited
at 300 nm, but more red shifted emission for ex <300 nm compared to EEM⊥ (Figure
3.13D) Overall, the ROBPCA results indicated that the observed pEEM changes,
while relatively small, were significant and there is sufficient spectral change induced
by PEGylation to consider developing a predictive model for PEGylation
quantification.

3.8.

Predicting degree of PEGylation using pEEM:
Here, we first assessed the different combinations of measurements (UV-Vis,

EEM⊥ , EEM║, and EEMT) and parameters (Total PEG-LZ%, PPR and % of individual
PEG-LZ speciese) to determine which combination would be the best for determining
the PEGylation status of each sample. The total PEG-LZ% (Equation 3.1) was the
simplest parameter used to assess the gross degree of PEGylation and it was defined
as the sum of the %AUC of the peaks for the four resolved PEGylated species. The
PPR (Equation 3.2) however should be a more useful univariate value as it takes into
account the actual PEG contribution of each species resolvable by SEC.
For building the predictive models, samples of purified products (n=33) were
split into calibration (n=25) and validation (n=8) datasets using the Kennard-stone
algorithm 176 and the various parameters obtained from SEC were used as the nominal
values. Despite a reasonably good linear correlation between fluorescence and
individual % of some species (e.g. 2 and 3 PEG-LZ, as seen by the R2 values, Table
7.4, and Figure 3.14), most models had high relative errors of prediction (>30%) which
suggests, as expected, that the fluorescence response is related to a combination of all
species contained in the sample. (Section 7.6.3.)

e

% of individual refers to the distribution of each non-PEGylated LZ, 1PEG-LZ, 2PEG-LZ and 3PEGLZ in the purifed products. It was defined as a percentage of the area in the SEC data, e.g. %2PEG
=(AUCpeak3/AUCtotal)×100).
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Figure 3.14- Plots of SEC nominal vs predicted % of individual species containing 1 (A), 2 (B), 3 (C), and 4 (D)
PEG per LZ. The % of individual species was calculated using the AUC obtained from the SEC chromatograms.

As previously discussed, the significantly better correlations for 2 and 3PEG
species content, validates our hypothesis that the biggest emission changes will occur
after attachment to the Lys residue closest to Trp68 and 102. There was also a very
poor correlation between absorbance spectra and any of the parameters evaluated here
(as shown by EJCR in Figure 3.15A/B and RMSEP, R2 values, in Table 3.4) and thus
absorbance spectroscopy is not a good candidate for the analysis of PEGylation. The
lowest prediction errors and highest R2 were observed when using EEM⊥ and EEM║
(REP values that were ~30% lower) as shown in Table 3.4, thus further optimization
was carried out using the selected parameters PEG-LZ% and PPR and the two polarized
measurements.
Optimization involved comparing models using non pre-processed data
f

(NoPrep), normalized to the maximum (Norm), and mean centered (MC). The results

(Table 3.4) indicated that both EEM║ and EEM⊥ data yielded statistically similar

f

Pre-processing here means the processing of the data for the modelling only (besides blank subtraction
+ missing data + smoothing + unfolding)
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prediction results, and that pre-processing did not have much of an impact on model
accuracy (REP). The error in the SEC based reference method (Appendix 7.6.2) was
estimated at ~7.2% for PPR and 4.4% for total-PEG and the PPR error is comparable
to the RMSEC values (~10%) obtained for pEEM based models and the higher %REP
errors. It should be noted that despite the higher error obtained with pEEM (REP
EEM║=17%), the EJCR (Figure 3.15C/D) shows that all the models were accurate.
Further, improvements in the prediction ability are not feasible using chemometric
approaches on this data, because this will probably lead to non-robust solutions and
over fitting. Thus, in order to improve predictive model capability, one needs to first
improve SNR, and potentially use a better parameter for assessing PEGylation.
Table 3.4 -Comparison of u-PLS model results using UV-Visible, EEMT , EEM┴ and EEM║. Models using EEM⊥
and EEM║ were optimized by using different pre-processing methods: Norm (normalization to the maximum) and
MC (mean centering). NoPrep. means non-preprocessed data. The values highlighted in yellow represent the best
prediction performance, and these were the models chosen for optimization.

Measurem.

PPR

PEG-LZ%

Preprocessing
RMSE
Cal
RMSE
CV
RMSE
Pred
REP
(%)

UVVis
No
Prep

EEMT

EEM┴

EEM║

No
Prep

No
Prep

MC

Norm

Norm
+ MC

No
Prep

MC

Norm

Norm
+ MC

8.2

10.0

9.9

9.7

10.3

3.4

8.9

8.1

9.2

9.1

20.3

10.6

10.6

11.1

11

10.2

10.7

10.2

11

11.2

15.7

11.4

11.1

11.2

11.2

17.9

10.7

17.1

16.0

15.4

23

17

17

17

17

27

16

19

18

17

R2 Cal

0.94

0.92

0.92

0.92

0.91

0.99

0.93

0.95

0.93

0.93

R2 CV

0.72

0.91

0.91

0.90

0.90

0.92

0.91

0.91

0.90

0.90

R2 Pred

0.79

0.93

0.93

0.93

0.92

0.74

0.93

0.95

0.93

0.92

0.24

0.15

0.13

0.13

0.12

0.10

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.31

0.19

0.21

0.19

0.19

0.19

0.17

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.37

0.25

0.22

0.23

0.21

0.24

0.22

0.24

0.22

0.22

29

20

18

19

17

19

17

19

18

17

R2 Cal

0.93

0.97

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.99

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

R2 CV

0.88

0.96

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.96

0.97

0.97

0.97

0.97

R2 Pred

0.84

0.95

0.95

0.94

0.96

0.94

0.95

0.94

0.95

0.96

RMSE
Cal
RMSE
CV
RMSE
Pred
REP
(%)
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As high SNR pEEM measurements might not always be feasible for reaction
monitoring using scanning based spectrometers, we next investigated if it was possible
to reduce the data acquisition time by evaluating the use of variable selection

177

to

remove any non-essential information from the pEEM. The variable selection methods
reduced the numbers of variables required significantly. The newly selected variables
could be collected using fewer excitation wavelengths which could translate into much
shorter acquisition times. We estimate that this could be 30 or 60 seconds instead of
the 410 seconds needed here. (Table 3.5)

Figure 3.15- EJCR at 95% confidence level comparing the performance of the u-PLS models for the quantification
of (A) PEG-LZ% and (B) PPR using different methods (without pre-processing). EJCR comparison using variable
selection methods for the quantification of (C) PEG-LZ% using EEM⊥ and EEM║ methods (without preprocessing) and (D) PPR using EEM⊥ (Normalized), and EEM║ (Normalized and Mean centering). The red symbol
represents the ideal point (1,0).

Both iPLS and VIP facilitated a substantial decrease in the data collection time
(from 410s to 30s or 60s) without compromising model accuracy. EJCR testing of the
different models and data for the degree of PEGylation (Figure 3.15) showed that for
all the models, the ideal point (0,1) lay inside the ellipse, implying that all methods
were accurate. 196 When assessing model quality, the EEM⊥ (iPLS) model was best for
PEG-LZ% whereas for the PPR parameter the iPLS models were significantly worse.
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Overall, the PPR value was slightly better correlated with the emission properties, but
more poorly predicted (REP and LOD) than PEG-LZ%, which was probably a
consequence of the way the parameter was calculated.
Based on statistical parameters, EEM║ measurements with iPLS seemed to be
the best option for predicting PPR, but with this data the differences were not
statistically significant (p>0.05 based on a randomization test). In terms of data
collection time, EEM║ may offer an advantage compared to EEM⊥ as it can be
implemented as a single measurement (there is no need for G factor correction and
consequently the collection of EEMHH and EEMHV data). With regard to the selected
variables (Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17), VIP selected variables over a large emission
range thus requiring EEM measurements which reduces the potential for online use,
whereas iPLS selected variables are compatible with faster and simple 2D
measurements, which are more suitable for online analysis. Thus, one could collect a
selection of 3 or 6 2D spectra (λex=244, 288, 300 nm and 244, 248, 258, 272, 284, 306
nm for PEG-LZ% and PPR respectively) instead of the full EEM and obtain
comparable results.

Figure 3.16- (A) iPLS and (B) VIP selected spectral variables (highlighted in black) from EEM ║ data used for the
prediction of: PEG-LZ%. (Second row) First (LV1) and (Third row) second (LV2) latent variables loadings (LVs)
for PEG-LZ% prediction using (C/E) iPLS and (D/F) VIP selected variables.
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Figure 3.17- (A) iPLS and (B) VIP selected spectral variables (highlighted in black) from EEM║ data used for PPR
prediction. (Second row) First (LV1) and (Third row) second (LV2) latent variables loadings (LVs) for PPR
prediction using (C/E) iPLS and (D/F) VIP selected variables.
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Table 3.5- Statistical parameters of u-PLS models performance using selected datasets NoPrep-EEM⊥, NoPrep-EEM║, for predicting PEG-LZ% and Norm-EEM⊥ and NormMC-EEM║ for PPR.
Sensitivity (slope of the calibration line) was 1 in all cases.

PEG-LZ%
Dataset
Var. selection
Selected
Variables
~Acquisition
time (sec)
RMSE
Cal
RMSE
CV
RMSE
Pred
REP (%)
Accuracy

Ex: 240320
Em:
302-450

No Prep-EEM⊥
VIP
iPLS
Ex: 2503 Ex
308
Em:
Em:
302-450
306-394

Ex: 240320
Em:
302-450

PPR
No Prep-EEM║
VIP
iPLS
Ex: 2523 Ex
308
Em:
Em:
302-450
306-396

Ex: 240320
Em:
302-450

Norm-EEM⊥
VIP
iPLS
Ex: 2504 Ex
310
Em:
Em:
302-450
306-400

NormMC-EEM║
VIP
iPLS
Ex: 240Ex: 2486 Ex
320
310
Em:
Em:
Em:
302-450
302-450
306-408

410

170

30

410

160

30

410

180

40

410

200

60

9.9%

9.9%

9.4%

8.9%

10.6%

4.3%

0.12

0.13

0.11

0.06

0.04

0.08

10.6%

10.5%

9.8%

10.7%

11.3%

8.2%

0.19

0.20

0.16

0.16

0.10

0.18

11.1%

10.98%

11.3%

10.7%

13.7%

12.4%

0.21

0.23

0.24

0.22

0.27

0.24

17

16

17

16

20

18

17

18

19

17

22

19

R2 Cal

0.92

0.92

0.93

0.93

0.91

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.99

1.00

1.00

0.99

R2 CV

0.91

0.91

0.92

0.91

0.89

0.94

0.95

0.95

0.97

0.97

0.99

0.96

R2 Pred

0.93

0.94

0.94

0.93

0.88

0.91

0.96

0.96

0.93

0.96

0.90

0.94

LODa

14.3%

14.3%

13.5%

12.9%

15.5%

6.1%

0.14

0.15

0.12

0.06

0.09

0.04

a

Limit of detection (LOD) was defined as the ratio between 3.3 times the standard error of the intercept and slope of the calibration line.
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3.9.

Conclusions
We have evaluated in this first chapter the use of pEEM spectroscopy for

reaction monitoring and characterizing different degrees of PEGylation with a model
lysozyme protein.
Ideally one should be able to assess this reaction in real time, but here the
characteristic yellowing of reaction mixtures caused by the nitro containing leaving
group of pNPC-PEG represented a big challenge. This caused the quenching of
fluorescence, which significantly decreased the signal, and thus the robustness of the
measurement. One possibility to overcome this drawback is by collecting data at a
higher speed, which would enable the averaging of multiple measurements, and thus
improvements in data quality. It is important to highlight that, for reactions using an
UV active/quencher-containing surrogate or leaving group, any changes in
fluorescence with the reaction could partly be caused by secondary effects like IFE
and quenching and not only based in changes in protein emission induced by structure
or environment changes. However, both IFE178 and quenching179 have been explored
as tools for assessing proteins and other systems. To the best of our knowledge this
would not be a problem if using other types of active PEG reagents like NHS and
aldehyde derivatives.
For the case of reaction monitoring, absorbance spectroscopy might offer an
advantage compared to fluorescence if one wants to rely on the signal of the leaving
group (~400 nm) for assessing the changes.180 In this case, the correct set up should be
chosen, considering the usually high molar absorptivity of this compound compared
to proteins (e.g. use of smaller pathlength cuvette to avoid saturation of signal).
UV-Vis spectroscopy has been used for the characterization of many protein
conjugates and determination of conjugation degree.60 However, for the case of small
molecules which do not absorb in the UV-Vis region (like most PEG reagents), the
absorption based measurement would only be possible if conjugation induces
significant changes in the absorption spectra of the parent protein, which, as we
demonstrated here, is not the case for PEG-LZ.
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pEEM measurements by being both sensitive to protein structure and size
changes offers a unique and potentially rapid, non-destructive method for product
characterisation and quantifying the degree of PEGylation.

The RS offers an

alternative to DLS for in-situ assessment of the formation of HMWS during the
conjugation/purification process and provided size change information for the product
solutions with moderate correlation with the PPR from SEC (r2=0.72) and
hydrodynamic radius from DLS (r2=0.65). The big limitation of using single
measurement RS is that it is yet not sufficiently accurate because of measurement
variation. Thus, the data needs to be made more reproducible by both averaging
multiple scans per sample and implementing a calibration step. Unfortunately, anisoEEM is not sensitive enough to assess changes in this conjugation, even with a
relatively big change in size as demonstrated by DLS. This is probably because the
anisotropy values were too small and largely affected by noise.
In contrast, the emission component of the signal detected the physicochemical
changes induced by multi PEG residue attachment. ROBPCA of pEEM data indicated
that changes were due mostly to Trp/Tyr emission fluctuations caused by changes in
Trp environment and/or varying FRET rates induced by structural changes, suggesting
thus that one could build predictive models for PEGylation degree using pEEM.
Furthermore, we have shown that the use of variable selection allows for the
reduction of the data to only the excitation wavelengths containing the essential
spectral information, enabling even further decrease in the acquisition time and
facilitating spectral averaging. This would enable the use of pEEM measurements as
a viable PAT solution for in- or on-line process monitoring of protein or peptide
conjugation reactions like PEGylation or Antibody Drug Conjugate manufacture.
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Chapter 4. rIgG multi-attribute quality screening
The chemical modification of proteins will be sensitive to a variety of factors
related to the raw materials. The key goal in this chapter was to determine whether
pEEM measurements could provide a more accurate, easier, or faster assessment of
protein (rIgG) variance than conventional SEC and simple UV-visible and 2D
fluorescence measurements. This work was published in Analytica Chimica Acta in
December 2020.173
The gross qualitya of the starting and reagent materials is critical in determining
final product composition, purity, and quality, irrespective of the strategy chosen for
protein conjugation. The small molecule raw materials (buffers, conjugates, linkers,
solvents) can usually be easily assessed using standard chemical analysis techniques
like HPLC. However, the protein substrate, is a more complex challenge because
purity is not the only consideration. For protein starting materials, there is a need to
verify both the concentration and the structural status of the protein in solution before
use, as an element of the Quality by Design (QbD) principles being adopted by the
(bio)pharmaceutical sector. 181 Three of the critical variables that need to be assessed,
and thus controlled are the real concentration of native (active) rIgG forms, protein
conformation in solution (tertiary), and the aggregation profile (quaternary). As these
factors can be affected by a wide variety of processes including storage conditions and
times, and changes in these structures could influence the course of chemical reactions,
one needs a quick, non-destructive, and effective method for assessing protein
variability in solution. Another area in which IgG quality (concentration and structural
assessment) needs rapid assessment involves the rehydration of lyophilized proteins.
Lyophilisation offers many benefits for the transport and storage of therapeutic
proteins,182 however, the reconstitution step introduces a potential source of
concentration and structural variability.b Other quality attributes such as charge and
glycosylation require the use of ion exchange chromatography and mass spectrometry
183

for example, but these are not considered here.

a

By gross quality we mean the quality status of the starting material in terms of concentration and
structural composition (both tertiary and quaternary structure if the sample is a protein).
b
These could be variations in final concentration caused by the use of wrong volumes of buffer/nonhomogeneous re-hydration of powder, or changes in tertiary or even quaternary structure caused by
shaking/ swirling during homogenization.
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A polyclonal antibodies (pAb) was used here because it is relatively cheap,
which is a critical factor when selecting a model system with which to determine the
efficacy of a new measurement method. However, the use of pAb offers a challenge
as it is comprised of a mixture of closely related structures, with different epitope
recognition abilities, produced by a large number of B cell clones.184 One might then
expect that the polyclonal rIgG should show significant batch-to-batch variability
(because they have been produced in different animals at different times) and to be
less pure compared to mAbs.184, 185

4.1.

Comparison of methods
The first step was to assess the raw data generated by the various techniques and

evaluate ability of each technique to discriminate rIgG samples that were known to be
different because of stress, different source lots, etc (total sample set, n=34).
SEC chromatograms (Figure 4.1A) showed three peaks with retention times (tR)
of 9.28min (oligomers, peak 1), 10.05min (dimers/trimers, peak 2), and 11.36min
(monomer, peak 3). The separation of polyclonal rIgG with its variable composition
leads to relatively broad peaks, however, resolution values (R) c indicated a good
separation between dimer/trimer and monomer peaks (R>2) despite the poor resolution
between dimer/trimer and oligomer peaks (R<1.5).
Here we used the total area (AUC between tR = 8-14 min), and the areas under
peak 3 (monomer) and combined area of peaks 1 and 2 (aggregates), to calculate the
percentages of monomers and aggregates respectively, which is referred to here as the
aggregation profile. SEC of rIgG samples (Figure 4.1A) measured in triplicate were
consistent (indicating good reproducibility between injection, Table 4.1) and overlaid
almost perfectly once normalized (Figure 4.1B). The small variances in the raw data
can be attributed to small concentration variations between injections, stock solutions,
and the buffer components.

c

The resolution factor (R) was used to evaluate the accuracy of chromatographic separation with R>

1.5 indicating good separation between adjacent peaks: R=2

tR2- tR1
W1+W2
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Figure 4.1- Unprocessed (A) and normalized (B) overlaid size exclusion chromatograms showing the concentration
and % of oligomers as the main difference between rIgG solutions. Peaks 1-3 correspond to higher order aggregates,
dimers/trimers and monomer, respectively.

Mon./Agg.
Ratio
4.55± 0.29
4.81± 0.19
4.41± 0.18
4.50±0.28
4.43±0.22
4.52±0.28
(RSD6.25%)
6.59±0.21
6.73±0.37
6.47±0.40

Lot 2

Lot

soln.7 NS (n=4)

87.21± 0.96

12.79 ± 0.96

6.84± 0.68

--

soln.7 1min vortex (n=1)
soln.7 2min vortex (n=1)
soln.7 4min vortex (n=1)
soln.7 8min vortex (n=1)

85.66± 0.75
86.27± 0.61
87.81± 0.48
90.91± 0.01

14.34± 0.75
13.73± 0.61
12.19± 0.48
9.99± 1.14

5.99±0.38
6.30±0.32
7.22±0.32
9.14±1.09

1%
8%
10%
14%

27/28

soln.8 (Poor storage)
(n=2)

77.47±0.35

22.53±0.35

3.44±0.07

--

29/30/31

soln.9 (n=3)

88.86±0.28

11.14±0.28

7.99±0.23

--

32/33/34

soln.10 (n=3)

88.75±0.17

11.25±0.21

7.89±0.17

--

Sample
no.
1/2/3
4/5/6
7/8/9
10/11/12
13/14/15
--

rIgG Stock Solution
soln. 1 NS (n=3)
soln. 2 NS (n=3)
soln. NS 3 (n=3)
soln. 4 NS(n=3)
soln. 5 NS (n=3)
Overall Lot 1(n=15)

----

Lot4

Lot1

soln. 6 NS (n=1)
soln.6 1min vortex (n=1)
soln.6 2 min vortex(n=1)

% Agg.
Area
18.07±0.96
17.93± .09
18.52± 0.63
18.22±0.94
18.46±0.73
18.16 ±0.93
(RSD5.11%)
13.18±0.37
12.97±0.64
13.42±0.73

%
Loss
-------

16
17
18
19/21/
23/25
20
22
24
26

% Mon.
area
81.93±0.96
82.77± .56
81.48± 0.63
81.78±0.94
81.54± 0.7
81.86 ±0.93
(RSD 1.14%)
86.82±0.37
87.03±0.64
86.58±0.73

Lot 3

Table 4.1- % Monomer (Mon), % Aggregates (Agg.), Mon./Agg. Ratio and % Loss d calculated using nonnormalized SEC chromatograms of non-stressed (NS) and stressed rIgG solutions. The values in the table represent
the mean ± stdev of three SEC runs of each stock solution (except for soln. 4 of which only two chromatograms
were recorded).

d

% of loss was calculated comparing the total AUC of monomers peak before and after stress.
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UV-Visible absorbance spectroscopy (Figure 4.2A/B) is an easy, fast and
inexpensive method generally used for protein quantification. The rIgG absorption
maxima is at 280 nm due largely to the aromatic amino acids. An increase in apparent
absorbance at longer wavelengths (>300 nm) was also observed for some samples
which is related to light scatter (vide infra). To increase sensitivity, one can use
fluorescence spectroscopy since protein emission is very sensitive to structural and
aggregation changes.105 The simplest approach is to use a single excitation wavelength
(i.e. 2D spectra), typically 280 nm. Figure 4.2 shows unpolarizede (C) and polarized
(D) emission profiles at λex= 280 nm. The spectra is characterized by two emission
peaks, one strong main peak at λMAX~340 nm and the RS peak (λMAX=280 nm), which
is increased for the parallel polarization. These two peaks were used to calculate Fl-AI
values. (Equation 2.2)

Figure 4.2 (A) Unprocessed and (B) normalized UV-Visible spectra show significant differences in light scattering
for stressed samples; 2D-fluorescence spectra of rIgG measured at λex=280 nm of normalized unpolarized (C) and
parallel polarized (D) spectra.

e

The unpolarized 2D spectra were calculated as per Equation 2.6.
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Despite the higher sensitivity and specificity of intrinsic fluorescence, 2D
measurements, may not be suitable for analysing complex proteins with many
fluorophores like IgG.67 MDF measurements, such as EEM are a more information
rich alternative for subtle changes in these type of samples,186 and its potential use for
monitoring heat induced monoclonal antibody aggregation has been demonstrated.141
rIgG has strong fluorescence emission over the λex/λem range: 270-300 / 300-380 nm,
with the fluorescence maxima for all samples at λex/λem =292 / 344 nm which is mostly
due to Trp emission. To assess and quantify the degree of rIgG variation we calculated
the standard deviation (stdev) at every wavelength over whole EEM landscape for the
different polarization settings (EEM║, EEM⟘, and EEMT), which shows the spectral
regions with most variation (Figure 4.3). When considering all rIgG samples (n=34)
the variability was highest in the region of directly excited Trp and also in the longer
wavelength

(λex/λem>300/400

autofluorescence”.

187, 188

nm)

region

associated

with

“deep

blue

Furthermore, this also indicated that EEM║ measurements

were the most sensitive to sample variance and thus this data will be used for all further
sample analysis.

Figure 4.3- Mean (left) and stdev (right) plots calculated using EEM║ spectra (A/B), EEM⟘ (C/D), and EEMT (E/F)
data from all rIgG samples (n=34).

The long wavelength emission plays an import role in discriminating lots with
varying aggregation content (vide infra). The deep blue autofluorescence has been
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associated with protein aggregation and fibrillation, however, others indicate that this
can be induced by oxidation of Trp or Tyr, or is due to carbonyl emission. 187, 188 While
the source of this emission is controversial, it is a real, but weak signal (typically 23% of the main band for unstressed samples), and also very sensitive to IFE.178 A
control study Figure 7.6 using a Trp solution confirmed that this variance was not due
to instrumental or measurement factors. For the stressed samples, however, this long
wavelength signal increased significantly to around 20% for the most mechanically
stressed samples.(Figure 4.4) It is important to highlight that, if one needs to rely only
on this spectral region, the data collection needs to be optimised to increase SNR. (This
will be discussed in the conclusion)

Figure 4.4 - Mean and standard deviation EEM-plots calculated for only stressed (A,B/ E,F/ I,J) and unstressed
samples (C,D/ G,H/ K,L) using EEM║ (Top), EEM⟘ (Middle), and EEMT (Bottom) datasets

Another source of information from the EEM measurement is the Rayleigh
scattered light. This is normally discarded during fluorescence analysis,189 but can be
very useful in providing information about changes in particle size distribution and
particle concentration.162 There is a complex relationship between Rayleigh (and Mie)f

The light scattered by particles of much smaller size (α<2) than the wavelength of incident light is
usually described by the Rayleigh regime, whereas Mie scattering describes the scatter by particles of
closer size (α= 2-10) to the wavelength of incident light.22, 190 α is a size parameter defined as α= π
DP/λ175
f
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scattered light intensity and particle size distribution and concentration, which is also
affected by refractive index, solution properties, and excitation wavelength.175
The Rayleigh scatter phenomena can be described by Equation 4.1, which
relates the intensity of scattered light (I) and the diameter of the particle (DP).

𝐼=

2

6
𝜋4 𝐷𝑃

𝑚2 −1

8 𝑟 2𝜆

𝑚2 +2

×(
4

) × (1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 2 ) 𝐼0

Equation 4.1175

Where I0 is the intensity of incident light at a distance r, θ is the direction of scatter
from the particle, λ is the excitation wavelength, and m is the ratio between the refractive

index of the medium and the refractive index of the absorbing material.175

Lot 2

soln. 6 NS (n=1)
soln.6 1min vortex (n=1)
soln.6 2 min vortex(n=1)
soln.7 NS (n=4)
soln.7 1min vortex (n=1)
soln.7 2min vortex (n=1)
soln.7 4min vortex (n=1)
soln.7 8min vortex (n=1)

UV-AI
(%)
0.26±0.10
0.54±0.04
0.20±0.03
0.62±0.04
0.85±0.27
0.51±0.27
(RSD 53.19%)
0.14
0.37
0.86
0.50±0.09
6.86
10.91
34.50
72.27

Fl-AI║
(%)
3.50 ± 0.70
5.25±1.01
5.82±1.22
5.75±1.00
6.19±0.71
0.51±0.27
(RSD 53.19%)
8.43
9.95
10.93
6.12±0.35
10.93
3.11
42.11
79.63

RS296/Max
Intensity
1.49±0.02
1.50±0.09
1.60±0.12
1.62±0.12
1.61±0.09
5.30±1.27
(RSD 23.94%)
1.47
1.65
1.65
1.59±0.06
2.06
1.66
4.46
9.07

RS316/Max
Intensity
4.49±0.08
4.33±0.27
4.66±0.40
4.84±0.37
4.71±0.32
1.56±0.10
(RSD 6.38%)
3.80
4.45
4.30
4.46±0.23
5.87
7.22
14.25
16.95

Lot 3

soln.8 (Poor storage)
(n=2)

1.58±0.53

27.25±1.11

2.47±0.06

6.19±0.17

Lot4

Table 4.2- Simple fluorescence analysis of non-stressed (NS) and stressed rIgG solutions. The values represent
the mean ± std of the replicates (except for soln. 6 samples and the mechanically stressed samples from Soln.7).

soln.9 (n=3)

0.32±0.07

6.75±0.48

1.44±0.05

3.99±0.15

soln.10 (n=3)

0.36±0.07

6.11±0.13

1.42±0.01

3.85±0.05

Lot1

Lot

rIgG Stock Solution
soln. 1 NS (n=3)
soln. 2 NS (n=3)
soln. NS 3 (n=3)
soln. 4 NS(n=3)
soln. 5 NS (n=3)
Overall Lot 1(n=15)

The RS was, as expected, strongest in EEM║ because of the polarized nature of
scattered light and this was used for analysis. Absolute intensities are less robust in
terms of reproducibility, thus we used here the ratio between RS at two λ ex (296 nm
and 316 nm) and fluorescence intensity maxima (IRS/IFmax) to identify HMWS
formation in solution. The variation in IRS/IFmax ratio across the full sample set (Table
4.2) was larger at λex =296 nm (RSD 73.86%) than 316 nm (51.93%), whereas for the
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unstressed samples the values were 6.53 and 9.18% respectively. This was likely due
to a combination of factors including changing particle size distribution (increased
RSD) and resonant light scatter effects (difference between 296 and 316 nm). The RS
peak extracted from the EEM║ maps (Figure 4.5) by PARAFAC modelling provides a
better measurement as it captures more of the particle/size distribution induced
changes than a single wavelength.

Figure 4.5- Plots showing the mean and stdev plots for the unprocessed (A,B) and normalized (C,D) RS spectra
extracted from the EEM║ measurements. .

4.2.

Physical Homogeneity
When assessing the physical homogeneity for a single protein containing sample,

one has to consider both size and the fold state (i.e. tertiary and quaternary structure),
as well as information about reversible and non-reversible aggregates in solution.
Some of the critical factors are the lot-to-lot and aliquot-to-aliquot (reproducibility)
variance.
4.2.1. Aggregation profile
SEC is the pharmacopeial method for the characterization of reversible selfassociated or non-reversible soluble HMWS in monoclonal antibodies.191, 192 Thus,
SEC analysis was used here as the reference technique for assessing the degree of
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aggregation of samples from three different bulk lots (Lot1,2,4, n=26). The % of
aggregates area calculated from the chromatograms indicated a different aggregation
content for each lot (18.23±0.90, 12.98±0.68, and 11.20±0.31%) while the degraded
samples (Soln.8) had the highest concentration of soluble dimers/trimers and higher
order aggregates (22.5%). For the mechanically stressed samples (Soln.7) there was
an increase in SEC detectable aggregates for the longer (>2 minutes) stress times, but
this was also accompanied by very significant protein loss (by A280) of 8, 10, and 14%
for 2, 4, and 8 minutes of stress respectively, presumably due to either insoluble
aggregate formation or adherence to the container walls. Smaller changes were noticed
when Lot2 samples (soln.6) were stressed using smaller vial headspace, which is
known to impact on the degree of structure disruption. 193
Interestingly, the data from the simple spectroscopic methods did not correlate
well with the SEC results. (Figure 4.6) The UV-AI data was very ambiguous showing
a value of 0.47 ± 0.22% (unstressed Lots 1, 2, and 4, n=26), which suggested a very
low aggregate content in each sample (<1%). Also, the RSD across these 26 samples
was higher for UV-AIg (> 45%) than for the SECh measurements (22%). The problem
with the UV-AI measurement is the fact that it is based on an absorbance measurement
at 350 nm which is very small (values are given below) for unstressed samples and
may bias the results. For instance, the absorbance values obtained for the fifteen Lot1
IgG samples at this wavelength (A350) was 0.014 ± 0.030 a.u., which has a high
standard deviation and mean value lower than the limit of quantification i calculated
using 10 blank solutions (LOQ=0.020 a.u.).

In summary, the use of UV-AI is not

suitable for QA/QC screening of protein starting materials because it is insensitive to
soluble aggregates and typically only used to detect the presence of large particles
(with a hydrodynamic radius greater than 200 nm) in protein preparations. 67
Fl-AI║ j values suggested a lower aggregation content, but these also did not
correlate with the SEC measurements despite having a more similar RSD (21%) across
the sample set. (Figure 4.6) A possible reason for this is that the level of aggregation

g

All measured samples from Lot1, 2, and 4 were used for AI RSD calculation.
All measured samples from Lot1, 2, and 4 (including measurement replicates) were used for SEC RSD
calculation.
i
LOQ (Limit of quantification) = 10 × stdev calculated using 10 blank solutions
j
Fl-AI calculated from parallel polarized data were determined to be the most sensitive to particle
content compared to other polarizations. (Details on Section 7.7.2)
h
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produced here may not induce significant changes in the spectral profile of large
molecules like IgG, particularly when the assessment is based in only two wavelengths
as in the case of Fl-AI.

Figure 4.6- Scatter plots showing relationship between aggregation indices (A) UV-AI and (B) Fl-AI and the % Aggregates as
measured by SEC for all samples (unstressed and stressed).

The next step was to use ROBPCA to try and extract more information from the
absorption spectra and see if this would produce a better correlation with SEC
measurements. However, since there was no significant change in the spectra apart
from the increased background due to scatter (Figure 4.7 C/D), ROBPCA could not
discriminate the samples according to their aggregate content as calculated using SEC.
pEEM data provided greater spectral information (i.e. about size and structure
changes) compared to UV-Vis, and the PC1-PC2 scores plot from ROBPCA modelling
showed clear sample clustering according to SEC determined aggregation content.
ROBPC1/2 loadings were refolded to produce EEM plots for clearer visualization of
the spectral features which contributed the most to discrimination. (Figure 4.7 E/F) For
PC1, the loadings indicate a negative contribution which corresponds mostly to Trp
and the deep blue autofluorescence region, whereas the positive part of the loadings
plots is related to tyrosine emission (λMAX ~320 nm) and possibly phenylalanine
absorption (λMAX ~260 nm). This suggests that the spectral change which correlates
with aggregation profile is FRET related. ROBPC2, on the other hand, is more likely
to be related to sample preparation issues and small changes in concentration, which
will be discussed in the next section. (Table 7.8 provides a summary of ROBPCA
results)
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Figure 4.7- Scores plots for lot-to-lot rIgG discrimination analysis by: (A) UV-visible absorbance spectroscopy,
and (B) EEM║ measurements. Ellipses are the 95% confidence interval for each cluster. ROBPC1 and ROBPC2
loadings plots showing regions of most significant spectral variance in UV-Vis (C, D) and EEM║ (E,F) data.

Figure 4.8- Plots of nominal versus predicted aggregate content (% area from SEC) from u-PLS modelling of all
samples without (A) and with variable selection using VIP (B); and models using reduced sample set (excludes the
2-8 mechanically stressed samples) without (C) and with variable selection using VIP (D).
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Based on these results we built quantitative u-PLS models for predicting SEC
aggregation content from EEM║ measurements (Figure 4.8, Section 7.7.3), which
suggested that a quantitative correlation can be obtained with reasonable accuracy . It
should be noted that the model cross validation improves significantly when the 2-8
minute mechanically stressed samples were excluded from the calibration set which
suggests that a different type of aggregate was formed. (Table 7.6 and Table 7.7)
Mechanically stressed IgG is thought to form aggregates by displacement from the airwater interface

194

which is a different mechanism compared to stress caused by

improper storage. The big problem here is that the spread of aggregate content values
(as determined by SEC) in this dataset is small (10-24%) with only four groups of
values. Further investigations are required to validate and ideally this should be done
using a more representative industrial protein sample set where production and
orthogonal analytical data is available. However, these proof of concept models
demonstrate that it could be feasible to predict the SEC derived aggregation profile
from EEM║ measurements.
4.2.2. Reproducibility (Intra lot variability):
Sample preparation is critical in protein analysis, and the complex structure
and behaviour of these macromolecules does cause some issues. Here the changes are
expected to be more subtle than for the different aggregation profiles, and mostly
related to concentration, conformational changes and/or low reversible oligomers
content caused by uncontrolled variations in sample preparation. For instance, the
composition of Lot 1 (stock solutions 1-5) from SEC was very consistent (81.86 ± 0.91
%) with low variability (RSD < 2%) (Table 4.1) The UV-AI and Fl-AI║ parameters
however indicated a significant variation among these samples (RSD= 53% and 24%
respectively) which suggested that the solution tertiary composition was different to
that of the SEC analysis. ROBPCA of EEM║ required two PCs for describing the
variation as expected and the scores plot (Figure 4.9 and Table 7.8) highlighted two
trends. The separation along the first PC correlates with the stock solution
concentrations (Table 2.3) whereas PC2 does not correlate with any other
measurements and thus may be related to some form of sample handling error that we
have not been able to identify.
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Figure 4.9- (A) ROBPC1 versus ROBPC2 scores plot of EEMǁ data with samples numbers as per Table 4.1 and
the points connected by lines are aliquots from the same stock solution. B and C are the refolded loadings plot
(ROBPC1 and 2 respectively) showing the major areas of spectral variability in the rIgG samples from the same
bulk lot. Plot (D) is the standard deviation plot calculated for all Lot1 samples.(Compare to the mean and stdev
plots of the control Trp solutions, Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 ).

This variation despite being significant in the scores plot, represents a relatively
small fraction of the spectral variance (<9%) and the spectral standard deviation
calculated for these samples was only twice that of the experimental variability (Figure
7.6). Still, we cannot yet fully exclude the possibility that the PC2 variance might be
attributable to the formation of reversible oligomers in solution due to different buffer
incubation times and/or handling, however, we do not have measurement methods of
sufficient sensitivity to accurately measure these species in-situ.

Thus, we can

consider this plot to graphically represent the minimum measurement error achievable
with the pEEM measurement method for this sample type.

4.3.

Protein Concentration
The determination of concentration is another IgG critical quality attribute and

the use of absorbance at 280 nm (A280) is the simplest and commonest, non-destructive
method.195 Colorimetric methods such as Bradford assay are alternatives but do require
the addition of reagents to the sample and thus are destructive to a certain degree. The
use of IPF for in-situ protein quantification can be a challenge because of the
potentially high working concentrations (>1 g/L) and thus significant IFE effects
which will lead to non-linear dependence of fluorescence intensity in relation to the
concentration of the protein sample and might limit a simple intensity-based
quantification assay.105, 117 Here, however, one can use normalized pEEM spectra with
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u-PLS regression to estimate protein concentration only by considering the changes in
EEM shape profile.
For this, samples were split into calibration and test sets using the Kennard-stone
algorithm 176 and the concentrations calculated from UV-Vis measurements were used
as the nominal values. Four LVs were required for explaining most of the variance in
the dataset and resulted in a small RMSECV (0.02 g/L) which was 2% of the average
rIgG concentration and equivalent to the error in the nominal concentration values.
The model produced good results for both calibration and prediction sets (R2Cal =0.94
and R2Pred=0.96) and small errors (RMSE of calibration and prediction were 1%). The
loading plots (Figure 4.10 C/D) highlight the spectral regions with most variation. LV1
represents Tyr excitation but Trp emission (i.e. FRET) and LV2 direct excitation of
Trp. The EJCR showed (Figure 4.10B) that the ideal point (1,0) for the slope and
intercept was within the ellipse, indicating the absence of bias within the 95 %
confidence level.165, 196 The ellipse was narrow indicating good precision, but it was
not centred about the ideal point, which is probably because of the limited
concentration range used.

Figure 4.10- Results of the u-PLS regression of EEM used for quantitative analysis: (A) Predicted versus nominal
concentration values from UV-Vis for calibration and test set. (B) EJCR plot at 95% confidence level for the
regression slope and intercept of predicted versus nominal protein concentrations containing the ideal point
(slope=1, intercept=0). Contour plots of reshaped latent variables 1 (C) and 2 (D) loadings.
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4.4.

Sample Screening
The goal here was to evaluate which of the spectroscopic measurements

provided the quickest and most effective screening method for assessing protein
variability for routine QC applications. For this, we used the full sample set (n=33)
which included 26 unstressed, two storage stressed, and six mechanically stressed
samples. The Hotelling T2 vs. Q residuals plots (also referred to as outliers plot) is an
easy method for visualising the performance of the different spectroscopic methods as
a screening tool. In these plots the upper right quadrant, should contain the outliers of
most significance in terms of compositional differences.197

Figure 4.11- ROBPCA of UV-Vis spectra (A) only discriminated samples with increased scattering (larger
particles as shown by ROBPC1 (B) and ROBPC2 (C) loadings plot. ROBPCA of EEM║ (D) identified structural
changes due to mechanical stress or degradation which can be seen as changes in emission according to ROBPC1
(E) and 2 (F) loadings plot. Samples are numbered as per Table 4.1
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ROBPCA of the absorbance spectra (2 PCs explaining 93.06% of the variance,
Table 7.8), easily differentiated some mechanically stressed samples as outliers in
Figure 4.12A. As shown by Figure 4.11 B/C, this was a result of increased light scatter
at longer wavelengths caused by the increases in particle size/insoluble aggregates and,
to a loss of light intensity in the 250-270 nm region due to the increased light scatter.
When using the absorbance spectra, the Lot3 storage degraded samples were not
identified as outliers because they appear on the confidence interval ellipse boundary
in the scores plot (Figure 4.11A). This was possibly because, compared to the other
samples, these did not have many insoluble particles (and higher light scattering), but
only a higher percentage of soluble oligomers.k

Figure 4.12- ROBPCA outlier diagnostic plot for: (A) UV-Vis data, (B) EEM║, and (C) RS║ and sample
distribution based on Fl-AI and UV-AI values (D). Plots A-C were plotted using log scale to facilitate outlier
visualisation. The sample numbering is provided in Table 4.1.

k

Unfortunately, the DLS system was not available when this work was done, thus we were unable to
validate this hypothesis.
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ROBPCA of the normalized pEEM, required four PCs to explain 97% of the
total variance and identified the storage degraded and mechanically (4-8 minute)
stressed samples as outliers (Figure 4.11D / Figure 4.12A). The spectral regions with
significant changes correspond to Tyr, Trp, and the deep blue autofluorescence regions
and possibly spectral changes related to FRET.
Based on the SEC data and the stresses applied, one would expect between five
(#28, 27, 26, 24, 22) and six (#20) significant outliers. The ROBPCA models built
using the absorbance data identified 8 major outliers whereas the models using EEM
and RS║ yielded 5 and 6 respectively. A scatter plot built using the simple univariate
indices UV-AI and Flu-AI (Figure 4.12) clearly identifies 4 and 8 minutes
mechanically stressed samples (#24 and 26 which), and one can visually separate
another five (#22, 3, 20, 28, 27). It is clear that relying on a single measurement to
determine outlier protein samples is not perfectly reliable and it seems that
measurements involving scatter are the most sensitive, generating a high rate of false
positives, for example, the good Lot 1 samples #2, 3, and 4 (Figure 4.12C). The RSǁ
spectra used here (Figure 4.5), only covered a relatively small spectral range and thus
probably does not accurately capture the physical changes. Furthermore, the data
collection methodology used in the fluorescence measurements (single scan per
sample) is not ideal and is usually linked with significant noise artefacts. For instance,
the RS║ spectra from the Lot1 samples had an RSD for the area of 6.3 %, which could
possibly be reduced by averaging multiple scans, thus leading to more accurate outlier
identification.
A closer look at the ROBPCA of the stressed samples shows the spectral regions
most influenced by degradation/aggregation processes. For instance, samples from the
same stock solution (soln.7) were mechanically stressed for 1, 2, and 4 minutes
respectively (samples 3-5 in Figure 4.13) and showed a progressive increase in
ROBPC1 scores which was mostly related to the emission at λex/λem> 300/400 nm.
Sample 6 from the same soln.7 was stressed for 8 minutes deviated from this trend and
showed a smaller contribution of ROBPC1 compared to the 8min stressed sample.
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Figure 4.13- (A) ROBPCA1 and 2 scores and(B,C) refolded loadings plots of samples stressed for different lengths
of time. Samples 1,2 (from soln.6) were stressed for 1 and 2 min, samples 3, 4, 5, 6 (from soln. 7) were stressed for
1,2,4 and 8 min and samples 1 and 8 were stored under poorly controlled conditions.

Samples 1 and 2 (1 and 2 minutes stress respectively from soln.6) do not seem
to follow the same gradual trend and this behaviour could be explained by the use of a
vial with smaller headspace during mechanical stressing, which is known to affect
aggregation process. The type of stress also plays a role in aggregation path, structure
and rate and this could be the reason for the differences of the degraded samples 7 and
8 in the scores plot, as these samples seem to be more influenced by changes in Trp
emission (Figure 4.13C).

4.5.

Conclusions
Here, we compare the efficacy of several simple spectroscopic methods, and

SEC with pEEM spectroscopy for variance analysis of rIgG solutions from multiple
batches of a commercially supplied rabbit IgG model protein. In contrast to a previous
study using EEM and chemometrics141 for assessing protein aggregation, here our goal
was to evaluate the potential of pEEM to assess more subtle changes and also analyse
the fluorescence signal and RS separately, as independent sources of information about
sample quality. Also, this is a completely different approach to what has been
published in the group.198, 199 For IgG type proteins, PARAFAC analysis of either
pEEM or polarized TSFS data is rather complicated and does not, as yet offer a robust
approach to routine protein variance analysis. The key reasons are that the large
numbers of fluorophores in IgG result in extensive FRET and the presence of residual
light scatter both hinder component resolution.
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Despite being the standard method for protein aggregation measurements, SEC
analysis has limitations that affect protein analysis, and in particular that of reversible
oligomers/aggregates in solution. The SEC sample preparation (e.g. dilution and
mobile phase composition) and chromatographic separation process often lead to the
disassociation of these reversible, non-covalently bound, aggregates.200 All of these
factors may lead to an aggregation profile which may not be representative of the
situation in the protein stock solution. This is a critical advantage for spectroscopic
based methods which can probe, non-destructively the protein solution without
perturbing the balance between reversible and non-reversible aggregates.201
This was the case here where there was no good correlation between the UV-AI
and Fl-AI measurements and the SEC results, despite these simple spectroscopic
measurements clearly indicating the presence of varying amounts of aggregates in
solution. Absorbance measurements and UV-AI, although fast, easy, and nondestructive, has poor detection limits and low selectivity. Fl-AI has better sensitivity
and reproducibility making it a useful qualitative measure of aggregation,67 however,
this measurement does not provide much conclusive information about protein
structure changes, particularly when these were relatively small.
The pEEM measurement in combination with conventional chemometric data
analysis can be considered to provide a more comprehensive source of information
about protein quality in solution. Here we have shown that it can provide information
about concentration, gross structure variation, more subtle structure changes, and
aggregate/particle formation (from the RS) in a single measurement. The use of
normalized data makes the method a robust screening method which minimises the
effects of lamp intensity variation, allowing its use as a rapid screening method to
select samples for more detailed characterisation by a more time-consuming SEC
reference method. It should be highlighted that, if one wants to rely on the long
wavelength region for assessing changes, a better measurement set-up to improve SNR
should be considered (e.g. use of a faster detector like cooled charge-coupled-CCD
based spectrometer), as well as a more detailed calibration study to better understand
the source of emission in that region of the EEM.
This proof-of concept study also shows that it could be possible to produce
quantitative predictive models for the non-reversible aggregate content. In particular,
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the sensitivity of the pEEM method to protein structural changes makes it very suitable
for measuring differences compared to a reference batch. It should also be noted that
the polyclonal antibody case is considerably more complex than therapeutic mAbs.
For mAbs sourced from biopharmaceutical manufacturing processes, we would expect
that the reduction in protein species diversity should lead to better correlations with
SEC data, potentially leading to the development of accurate quantitative models for
both the total and non-reversible (i.e. that determined by SEC) aggregate content.
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Chapter 5. Monitoring IgG PEGylation reactions and products
The main goal of this chapter was to assess the ability of pEEM for monitoring
conjugation reactions with IgG using a two-step PEGylation of a polyclonal rIgG as a
model system.a This model can be considered as a “worst case scenario” because the
PEG molecule is spectroscopically inactive from a practical senseb and the use of a
pAb starting material makes it more technically challenging to characterize using
spectroscopic methods, as discussed in the previous chapter. Also, conjugation of
small molecules would likely cause only subtle changes in a big and complex molecule
like IgG (in comparison to PEGylation of lysozyme, for instance). Finally, the
chemical modification of an immunoglobulin should be a more therapeutically
relevant model as there are a few IgG conjugates currently in the market (e.g. ADCs
and radioimmunoconjugates),45,

46

and the method, if successful here, could be

potentially useful for assessing these other types of conjugation reactions. PEG is
widely available commercially and used for many applications including the use as
linkers for the production of ADCs.56
The four objectives of the spectral measurements and chemometric data analysis
in this chapter were to:
1) Measure variance of the starting material, intermediate, and final protein product.
2) Follow progress of the reaction,
3) Accurately identify reaction endpoints,
4) Determine the benefits of using pEEM measurements instead of conventional
absorbance and 2D fluorescence measurements.
Thus, the focus here was to show the potential of pEEM measurements for
assessing conjugation reactions by observing changes in the parent protein, and not to
extract reaction kinetics, or characterize final products.

a

Ideally this model system should mimic a typical IgG conjugation and the small molecule attached
should not be fluorescent to avoid any interference with IgG fluorescence because the objective was to
assess changes in the protein induced by conjugation. Thus, PEG seemed to be an interesting choice
here.
b
It has neither a chromophore which is easily measured (i.e. strong absorption >250 nm) nor a
fluorophore which would facilitate its measurement via absorption or emission spectroscopies.
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5.1.

The conjugation reaction
We can consider this model rIgG conjugation reaction as reasonably complex

because of a few factors:
1) Use of a pAb starting materials;
2) Use of polydisperse PEG;
3) Six potential conjugation sites.
4) Low PEGylation level because of the mild reaction conditions used in the study.
For this study we also introduced some additional variation by using different
source lots of starting materials c and concentrations of the reducing agent for the first
step of the reaction (1.5 and 3.0 molar excess). (Table 7.2) The rationale of varying
the concentration of the reducing agent was to produce different levels of conjugation
as done for the PEG-LZ system and evaluate the effect on the pEEM. All these factors
possibly contributed to the formation of a heterogeneous population of intermediates
but final products with very subtle changes in the emission profile. IgG contains intra
and interchain disulphide bonds with the inter-chain bridges being more susceptible to
reduction because of their greater solvent exposure compared to the buried intra-chain
bonds.16 Thus, the most-likely reduction sites in rIgG are the disulphide bonds linking
heavy-heavy chains and heavy-light chains, one in each antibody arm.21, 202 (Figure
1.3) When reacting with low concentrations of mild reductants such as TCEP this
potentially results in two-six thiol groups being available for conjugation with MALPEG via formation of a stable succinimidyl thioether between IgG and the PEG
molecule.148 (Figure 2.2) The conditions used here should result in partial rIgG
reduction203 and the formation of mostly di-PEGylated products.204, 205

5.2.

Screening reaction
We first attempted to carry out the reaction at a slower rate (temperature of 4°C)

to identify the points at which significant spectral changes occurred. For this, the
reduction step took 14 hours and the alkylation 8 hours, with spectra collected every
two. This indicated the most significant changes in pEEM at the latest data points

c

Lot 1 (fourteen well-controlled reactions using unstressed starting materials, R1–R14), Lot 2 (three
poorly-controlled reactions using mechanically stressed rIgG, R15–R17) and Lot 3 (two poorlycontrolled reactions using a degraded lot of rIgG, R18–R19). More details in Chapter 2- Materials and
Methods.
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collected for each step (12-14 hours of reduction and 6-8 hours PEG-rIgG 8hours)
compared to rIgG and lead to the decision of monitoring the reaction only at the three
main stages: rIgG starting material (rIgG) before any reagent was added, reduction
product (Red-rIgG) measurements were made 2:15 hours after TCEP addition, and
final product mixture (PEG-rIgG), measurements were made 2 hours after MAL-PEG
addition. This would also enable the simultaneous data collection from three reactions.

Figure 5.1- Difference spectra calculated using EEM║ of the starting material minus EEM║ collected at (A) 0,
(B) 2, (C) 4, (D) 12, and (E) 14 hours of the reduction step and at (F) 0, (G) 2, (H) 4, (I) 6, and (J) 8 hours of the
alkylation step. EEM║ was shown here only as an example.

Based on the literature,85, 148, 206, 207 partial reduction of mAb disulphide bonds is
a fast reaction and should be completed within 2 hours at room temperature, which
indicates that the data collected should be stable and representative of the reduction
product. Similarly, we expect the alkylation to free sulfhydryls, to be completed after
2 hours85, 148 of MAL-PEG addition, when the PEG-rIgG data was collected. We did
not use a quenching solution to stop the reaction because we wanted to avoid any
interference in the fluorescence measurements.

5.3.

Reaction time course
In order to investigate the spectral changes over these reaction times, we carried

out an independent experiment (in duplicate) using only EEM║ measurements (which
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we have determined to be the best for reaction monitoring). For this, EEM║ spectra
was collected every 8 minutes over the full reaction times (135 and 120 min for
reduction and alkylation respectively). The spectra from the two reactions were then
analysed (after pre-processing and normalization) using ROBPCA.
Figure 5.2 shows the ROBPCA scores and loadings, which indicates that the
biggest changes occur during the first few minutes of the reaction after the spectra tend
to cluster in PCA space and the spectral variance is reduced, indicating reaction
completion. We have to be aware, however, that other processes such as changes in
folding state or aggregation could also be impacting the sample and will cause some
spectral variation, as discussed in chapter 4, which means that the samples will not
perfectly overlap and the scores plots.

Figure 5.2- Results from EEMǁ time-course measurements (every 8 minutes) of two PEGylation reactions. The
numbers in the plot designate the sequence of measurements during each reaction step (1 to 18): (A) ROBPCA
scores plot shows that the biggest spectral changes (1→2→3) occurs at the start of the reaction (<~30 min) after
which they tend to a cluster, which is indicative of reaction completion. These clusters are similar in size to that of
the starting material cluster which indicates the degree of measurement error. The loadings (B) plot shows similar
features for this reaction as previously observed for reactions 1-19. Ellipses are the 95% confidence interval for
each cluster. Ellipses are the 95% confidence interval for each cluster.

It should also be noted that the separation along PC2 between the two reactions
was due to the two rIgG samples used were from the same lot, but from two different
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containers. The two reactions were run approximately 2 weeks apart using identical
sample handling procedures in a laboratory environment where the temperature did
not vary significantly (19 and 21°C). For the lower reaction, only one measurement
was made of the rIgG whereas in the second (upper) reaction multiple EEM
measurements were made over an extended period to provide some information about
the degree of measurement error (i.e. the size of the 95% C.I. ellipse) associated with
pEEM.

5.4.

SEC and SDS-PAGE
SEC is commonly used for the characterization of protein PEGylation products

and was used here to assess changes in size and aggregation/fragmentation profile after
conjugation. The raw chromatograms of well-controlled reactions (R1-R14) (Figure
5.3A) presented only small variations in buffer components/reagents concentrations.
There was a reduction of the areas of Peak 4 (monomer) and Peaks 1 and 2
(higher order oligomers and dimers/trimers) after the reaction which was in agreement
with UV-Vis results (UV-Vis A280 = 0.99±0.02 and 0.93±0.04 for rIgG and PEG-rIgG
respectively). These could be ascribed to the dissociation of soluble oligomers under
these reaction (or analysis) conditions, and second, precipitation of HMWS aggregates
with the reaction. Peak 5 (Rt=13.5 min.) was possibly due to formation of lower
molecular weight species via protein fragmentation caused by the reaction conditions.
There was no shift in the main peak (apart from intensity) when comparing the
PEGylated species and the rIgG starting material apart from a very small change in
peak widths. This was expected as the di-PEGylated species had only ~6% of
difference in MW, and this SEC method in unlikely to resolve this small change. Thus,
Peak 3 (Rt=10.5min) might be ascribed to multi-PEG species with 4–6 5KDa residues.
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Figure 5.3- Raw chromatograms (A) obtained from SEC analysis of the IgG starting material (red) and the final
un-purified reaction products (black and pink); Expanded view of SEC chromatograms for rIgG and PEG-rIgG
samples (B); ROBPCA scores plot (C); and loadings (D) of the normalized SEC data. The peak of buffer
components/reagents (Peak 5, Rt=15min) was removed prior to analysis.

Overall, this was a complex reaction with possibly multiple species present in
both starting materials (monomer and oligomers) and reaction products (populations
of PEG-IgG). This was shown with ROBPCA of the normalized chromatograms
which required three principal components to explain 99.28% of the data. The scores
plot showed, as expected, clear separation between starting materials and PEG samples
and some variability for the PEG-rIgG products.
PC1 was the main component describing sample separation (88.20%) and
separated the samples mostly due to a change in % of aggregate (9.28 min) and dimer
peaks (10.05 min), and the appearance of two additional peaks in the chromatogram
(Peaks 3 and 5). PC2 and PC3 (8.45% and 2.14% respectively) mostly described the
variability associated with PEG-rIgG reaction products generated by different reaction
conditions (C) with evidence of multiple-labelled species, fragments, and changes in
dimer contribution. The polyclonal starting material and low yield of the reaction and
low MW resolutiond of this SEC method made it difficult to unambiguously assign

d

We did not attempt method optimization to improve the separation between the products and SM.
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these peaks without undertaking purification of the reaction mixtures which was not
feasible here.e
We also attempted to analyse the products by HIC (Section 7.8.1), which is one
of the key techniques for the characterization of IgG conjugates (e.g. ADCs),60 but this
represented a big challenge because the products had not been purified before we
attempted the analysis. This caused a big increase in pressure after injection, especially
with consecutive injections, which probably occurred because of the presence of
relatively high concentration of free PEG in the unpurified samples. Thus, we decided
not to continue with the HIC experiments.
SDS-PAGE with PEG staining of the gel using a 5% barium chloride solution
followed by an iodine/iodide solution confirms PEGylation of IgG (Figure 5.4A),
because the iodine only reacts with PEG152 as discussed in Chapter 3. For the IgG
case, the denaturing conditions of SDS promotes the dissociation of fragments with
the PEG attached generating bands between 100 and 150 kDa and fainter bands with
lower MW. These results suggest the formation of mostly 2-PEG species and the
presence of intact antibody in solution as shown in the schematic diagram (B), which
would agree with the small changes in the SEC chromatograms.

Figure 5.4: (A) SDS-PAGE with iodine staining of reaction samples and controls. Lane (1) Molecular ladder, (2)
unmodified rIgG, (3) Red-rIgG (1.5TCEP), (4) Red-rIgG (3.0TCEP), (5) PEG-rIgG (1.5TCEP), (6) PEG-rIgG
(3.0TCEP), (7) PEG control. (B) Schematic showing possible PEGylated species present.
e

We attempted to purify the samples using manually packed columns with Sephadex G-50 resin and
gravity flow. Elution was followed using A280nm for protein and colorimetric assay with iodine for PEG.
However, the results indicated that PEG and protein were eluting on the same fractions. Unfortunately,
we did not have access to another purification method at that time, and because of these difficulties with
the purification we decided to focus this first stage of the study on the unpurified reaction mixtures.
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Most studies describing the partial reduction of antibodies by TCEP are carried
out using IgG1 mAbs (e.g. for the production of ADCs),148, 204, 208, 209 but here we
(incorrectly) applied similar conditions to a rabbit polyclonal antibody expecting that
a similar level of conjugation would be achieved. However, SEC and SDS-PAGE
results indicate a low yield of the reactions, which suggests different reactivity of
rabbit and the towards TCEP reduction. The comparison of Ellman’s test results
carried out with rIgG and IgG1 mAbf after reduction using same conditions suggests
a different susceptibility of both IgG types to reduction. For instance, while rIgG
reduction with 10 molar excess of TCEP at 20 °C produced an average of 1.34 free
thiols per Ab, for the reaction with IgG1 at the same conditions more than double the
concentration was obtained (3.9). (Table 7.9) Firstly, the two IgGs are structurally
different, have different disulphide bond arrangements (Figure 1.3), and the fact that
the rabbit IgG is polyclonal and thus less pure, can contribute to the lower reactivity
observed. Also, rIgG has only one inter-heavy disulphide bond in the hinge region,
(which is more accessible for reacting), which may also limit the number of free
sulfhydrils produced under mild conditions. In addition, most antibody conjugates are
produced using smaller surrogates (usually drugs of <1kDa),211 whereas we were using
a 5kDa PEG, which should cause a much bigger steric hindrance for neighbour sites,
potentially reducing the PEGylation degree and reaction yield.
Ideally the products should have been better characterized (e.g. using mass
spectrometry) before progressing to the next stages of the study, however, this was not
possible with the resources/ knowledge we had at the time of the study.g Despite the
relatively small overall changes and the low product yield suggested by the available
methods, this proof of concept study shows the feasibility of using pEEM to monitor
conjugation reactions with more complex proteins like IgG even with low degree of
conjugation. Thus, the system study in this chapter should represent the minimum
possible variance detected by the method.

f

A humanized mAb is a modified antibody composed of constant and framework regions from human
antibody and the CDR from a different species (usually murine), which results in reduced immunogenic
response.210 The humanized IgG1 mAb used in this experiment was donated in 2020.
g
For instance, the DLS equipment that could have been used for validating particle formation was only
acquired after this study was finished.
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5.5.

Spectroscopic Analysis:
The next step was to use several different spectroscopic methods to identify any

significant physicochemical changes in the protein during the course of the two-step
reaction.

The absorption spectra showed only small changes in concentration

(RSD<2.5%) between samples and, as expected, a high similarity between the rIgG
starting materials (SimI>0.94, all lotsh). During the reaction, scatter corrected A280
values decreased (Table 7.2) and the largest differences were found between rIgG and
Red-IgG (4% decrease, SimI <0.89). An increase in absorbance at longer wavelengths
(λ>320 nm) was also observed, which indicated formation of soluble or insoluble large
particle, but there were no significant profile changes that could be used to monitor
structural changes, or attachment of PEG residues. Thus, UV-Visible absorbance
spectroscopy is a relatively insensitive method for monitoring IgG PEGylation via
thiol-maleimide chemistry, which was also observed when we attempted to assess
conjugation to a smaller protein in Chapter 3.

Table 5.1- Corrected absorbance at 280nm (Aprotein,280), aggregation index (UV-AI) and SimI calculated from
absorbance data (UV-Visible) for the different lots and reaction stages. All values are shown as mean ± stdev of all
reaction samples from each Lot at each reaction stage.

Technique

Parameter

Lot
1

Aprotein,280

2
3
1

UV-Visible

i

UV-AI (%)

2
3

SimI

rIgG

Red-rIgG

PEG-rIgG

1.32 ± 0.03
(RSD 2.31%)
1.34 ± 0.01
(RSD 0.77%)
1.13 ± 0.00
(RSD 0.01%)
0.53 ± 0.27
(RSD 50.78%)
0.46 ± 0.37
(RSD 79.93%)
1.58 ± 0.53
(RSD 33.25%)

1.30 ± 0.03
(RSD 2.81%)
1.30 ± 0.01
(RSD 0.68%)
1.06 ± 0.00
(RSD 0.07%)
9.74 ± 2.07
(RSD 21.20%)
4.10 ± 0.53
(RSD 12.39%)
17.20 ± 0.81
(RSD 4.74%)
0.76 ± 0.04
(RSD 5.82%)
0.90 ± 0.02
(RSD 2.08%)
0.72 ± 0.01
(RSD 0.75%)

1.23 ± 0.03
(RSD 2.64%)
1.24 ± 0.00
(RSD 0.39%)
1.00 ± 0.00
(RSD 0.22%)
10.64 ± 2.18
(RSD 20.48%)
4.47 ± 0.88
(RSD 19.69%)
18.13 ± 0.71
(RSD 3.92%)
0.75 ± 0.05
(RSD 6.37%)
0.90 ± 0.03
(RSD 3.33%)
0.69 ± 0.00
(RSD 0.29%)

1

1.0

2

1.0

3

1.0

h

SimI of UV-Visible data was calculated taking the rIgG from R1 (Lot1) as the reference sample.
rIgG R04 was an outlier probably due to the UV-Visible measurement and was removed for statistical
and AI calculations.
i
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IPF, because it is fundamentally linked to structure and composition, is
potentially a more sensitive method for assessing the small changes with each step of
the conjugation. As discussed in the previous chapters, emission is determined by
excitation wavelength, with λex = 280 nm exciting both Tyr and Trp, whereas at λex>
290 nm, mostly Trp is excited 105 and when using 280 nm excitation (Figure 5.5B/D/F)
we can measure the RS band and the larger fluorescence band, which are used to
calculate Fl-AI values.

Figure 5.5- Mean (± stdev) of normalized absorbance spectra (A,C,E), and mean (± stdev) blank subtracted 2Dfluorescence spectra (B,D,F) measured at λex=280 nm, for reactions R1-R18. Top row, Lot 1, middle row, Lot 2,
and bottom row, Lot 3. rIgG, Red-rIgG and PEG-rIgG are represented by the colours red, green and blue
respectively.
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The values calculated from the parallel polarization data showed higher signalsj,
as expected, and it was observed an increase in Fl-AI of Lot1 samples after reduction
(5.89% to 15.96% for SM and Red-rIgG) and then a decrease (8.95%) indicating
significant changes in the physical properties of the sample, particularly on the first
stage of the reaction. However, the relationship between aggregation/particle size and
FI-AI values has not been validated and the results presented in Chapter 4 indicates a
poor correlation with % Aggregates obtained from the standard SEC. Thus, this index
provides only a qualitative measure of changes in particle size.
The maximum fluorescence intensity decreased (<6%) during the reaction with
larger changes for perpendicular polarized and unpolarized EEM compared to the
parallel data (Figure 5.5B/D/F and Table 5.2). This change was seen for reactions with
rIgG Lot 1, which took place on five different days over six weeks. A smaller change
was observed for reactions with rIgG Lot2 and 3 (overall decrease of <2.5%) and a
slightly different trend was observed for Lot3, where the intensity decreased after the
reduction step (<8%) and increased after the PEGylation (~2%), with, however, an
overall change in intensity similar to reactions from Lot1 (~5%).
Despite small intensity differences, significant EEM spectral changes were
observed as shown by changes in SimI values (calculated using EEM from the
respective rIgG starting material as reference). For Lot 1 and Lot 2, it was observed
progressive changes in rIgG structure during the reaction (SimI EEM║=1.0, 0.95 ±
0.01, and 0.93 ± 0.01 for starting material, reduced product, and final product, Table
5.2). Larger changes were observed when degraded samples from Lot 3 rIgG were
used (SimI=1.0, 0.91 ± 0.00, 0.89± 0.01). In practice, one would use a validated
reference batch as the SimI reference sample. For instance, when comparing all
samples using the same reference spectrum (here, R1 rIgG starting material was
arbitrarily selected), SimI gives fast information about the gross variability in starting
materials (0.95±0.02, 0.90 ± 0.01, and 0.83 ± 0.00 for Lot 1,2,3 respectively) and,
consequently, in the final PEG-IgG products (0.90±0.02, 0.88±0.00, and 0.76±0.00).
(Section 7.8.4 provides more details on the use of different reference spectra for the
calculation of SimI).

j

Fl-AI of rIgG from Lot 1 calculated using parallel polarized data was 5.89 ± 1.22 whereas for
perpendicular and unpolarized EEM it was 0.09 ± 0.06 and 2.28 ± 0.50 respectively. This confirms the
higher sensitivity of Fl║-AI as discussed in Chapter 4.
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Table 5.2- Fluorescence intensity maxima, Fl-AI, Total RS area, and SimI calculated from EEM data for rIgG lots (1,2,3) at each reaction stage. All values are shown as mean ± stdev of all the
samples for each lot. Max. Intensity, Fl-AI, and Total RS area were calculated using data after blank subtraction SimI was calculated taking each reaction starting material as the reference.

Technique

Parameter
Fl║-AI (%)

Total RS area
EEM║
RS296/Flmax

Max. Intensity a

EEM⟘

Total RS area

Max. Intensity a

Total RS area
EEMT
Max. Intensity a

a

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

rIgG
5.89 ± 1.22 (RSD 20.73%)
9.77 ± 1.26 (RSD 12.92%)
27.25 ± 1.11(RSD 4.07%)
2939 ± 178 (RSD 6%)
1808 ± 129 (RSD 7%)
2693 ± 63 (RSD 2%)
1.45 ± 0.08
1.49 ± 0.10
2.08 ± 0.23
128.34± 1.72 (RSD 1.34%)
153.07 ± 2.27 (RSD 1.49%)
154.74 ± 0.53 (RSD 0.34%)
61 ± 9 (RSD 14%)
17 ± 1 (RSD 9%)
36±2 (RSD 4%)
101.07 ± 2.32 (RSD 2.29%)
119.89 ± 2.33 (RSD 1.95%)
123.57 ± 0.62 (RSD 0.50%)
3060 ± 193 (RSD 6%)
1820 ± 139 (RSD 8%)
2755 ± 67 (RSD 2%)
329.01 ± 6.10 (RSD 1.85%)
389.36 ± 6.41 (RSD 1.65%)
401.72 ± 1.72 (RSD 0.43%)

Red-rIgG
15.96 ± 3.36 (RSD 21.03%)
12.14 ± 0.72 (RSD 5.96%)
37.93 ± 2.96 (RSD 7.81%)
5113 ± 498 (RSD 10%)
2418 ± 53 (RSD 2%)
4396 ± 261 (RSD 6%)
2.51 ± 0.29
1.96 ± 0.03
3.66 ± 0.12
125.44 ± 1.78 (RSD 1.42%)
151.22 ± 0.75 (RSD 0.49%)
147.26 ± 4.81 (RSD 3.27%)
153±27 (RSD 18%)
30±5 (RSD 17%)
114±1 (RSD 0%)
95.74 ± 2.35 (RSD 2.45%)
118.63 ± 1.58 (RSD 1.33%)
114.17 ± 4.07 (RSD 3.56%)
5418 ± 547 (RSD 10%)
2472 ± 61 (RSD 2%)
4615 ± 263 (RSD 6%)
315.34 ± 5.85 (RSD 1.86%)
384.32 ± 2.83 (RSD 0.74%)
376.69 ± 13.69 (RSD 3.63%)

Corrected values calculated using factors 1.80, 1.89, and 1.84 for EEM ║, EEM⟘ and EEMT data respectively. (See intensity correction – Section 7.8)
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8.95 ± 2.97 (RSD 33.21%)
4.56 ± 0.75 (RSD 16.50%)
29.89 ± 2.98 (RSD 9.97%)
4281 ± 505 (RSD 12%)
2524 ± 49 (RSD 2%)
3957 ± 257 (RSD 6%)
2.11 ±0.27
2.02 ± 0.02
2.66 ± 1.05
122.87 ± 2.63 (RSD 2.14%)
149.35 ± 0.99 (RSD 0.66%)
148.48 ± 2.44 (RSD 1.65%)
109±20 (RSD 18%)
28±2 (RSD 6%)
84±6 (RSD 7%)
95.14 ± 2.66 (RSD 2.80%)
119.05 ± 1.20 (RSD 1.01%)
116.38 ± 0.98 (RSD 0.84%)
4497 ± 542 (RSD 12%)
2572 ± 53 (RSD 2%)
4112 ± 270 (RSD 7%)
311.66 ± 7.98 (RSD 2.56%)
381.23 ± 4.43 (RSD 1.16%)
382.93 ± 6.42 (RSD 1.68%)
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The RS band extracted from EEM║ suggested formation of reversible HMWS
intermediates with conjugation. For all the lots, the area corresponding to the RSǁ band
first increased significantly (e.g. Lot 1, ~74%) on reduction, and then decreased (e.g.
Lot 1, 16%) after alkylation.(Table 5.2) However, as previously discussed, absolute
RS intensity measurements are less reproducible and it was thus preferable to use a
ratio between RS at a specific wavelength and fluorescence intensity maximum
(RS296/Flmax).The comparison of the ratios for the various lots indicated big differences
between Lot 1 and 2 compared to the degraded rIgG (Lot 3), suggesting different
degrees of HMWS content despite a similar trend for all lots over the reaction. An
increase in RS296/Flmax was observed after reduction and a small decrease after
alkylation, which agreed with the Fl-AI and RS band area trends. As stated in the
previous chapters, extracting quantitative information from the RS data was not
practical here because of the limitations in terms of both SNR and the wavelength
range was not ideal for particle size analysis.
Another way to investigate protein structural changes is via aniso-EEM maps
which are very sensitive to structural and chemical changes which affect FRET, large
changes in molecular weight, or environmental factors which affect rotation
correlation time.120, 126 Here, it is likely that more than one factor is present, which
makes it difficult to ascribe the observed anisotropy changes to a specific issue, and
only a small proportion of the map area was changing during the reaction. (Figure 5.6)
The use of aniso-EEM for assessing smaller proteins can be hampered by the very low
anisotropy values as discussed in Chapter 3, but for IgG it should provide more
information because of the higher anisotropy values. SimI analysis with the respective
rIgG starting material as the reference was used here to qualitatively assess changes in
aniso-EEM maps (Figure 5.7, Table 7.12 in Section 7.8.4) during the reaction. The
values were calculated using selected regions of the spectra (i.e. Tyr, Tyr+Trp and Trp
regions) and the whole emission space. SimI for the full emission space decreased from
1 to 0.64±0.04 after reduction and then to 0.52±0.08 after the final step, indicating very
significant photophysical changes. While SimI of pEEM data (Figure 5.7B) was best
for simple reaction stage discriminationa, SimI analysis of full aniso-EEM map enabled
discrimination (p-value<0.05) of unpurified final products (Figure 5.7F) according to

a

Absorbance spectra did not have any discriminative power for either the reaction stage or reaction
condition, as shown by Figure 5.7.
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the reaction conditions (1.5 vs. 3 × TCEP). Mean anisotropy values, on the contrary,
were essentially identical: 0.110±0.002, 0.113±0.001, and 0.112±0.001 which
suggested that protein size changes were small. As shown by Figure 5.7D, anisotropy
values varied more at longer excitation wavelengths, λex=~290–310 nm.

Figure 5.6- Mean aniso-EEM maps of rIgG(A,D,G), Red-rIgG, (B,E,H), PEG-rIgG (C,F,I) from reactions using
Lot1,2,3 of rIgG respectively.

This was more evident when comparing the variation in the distinct regions of
the aniso maps: Tyr region (λex/λem= 260-280/300-320 nm, Figure 5.7C), Trp region
(λex/λem= 286-304/350-360 nm, Figure 5.7D) and the combined Tyr+Trp region
(λex/λem= 280-296/320-350 nm, Figure 5.7E). SimI of the Trp emission region showed
the largest variation as expected because Trp emission is more sensitive to
environmental/structural changes. However, using SimI of the full map (Figure 5.7F),
provided the most information, and suggested biggest changes in terms of structure
when the greater TCEP excess was used. However, since pEEM measurements were
made on un-purified reaction mixtures and the orthogonal methods used suggested low
yield, more detailed product analysis was not possible.
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Figure 5.7- SimI values calculated for R1-R14 over the reaction from (A) Norm-UV Vis spectra , (B) Norm-EEM║
and anisotropy maps of the: (A) Tyr region (λex/λem=260−280/300−320 nm);
(B) Trp+Tyr region
(λex/λem=280−296/320−350 nm); (C) Trp region (λex/λem = 296−304/350−360 nm); and (D) the full emission space,
using the respective IgG starting material (used for each reaction) as the reference.

Both intensity and ratios of RS changed the most after the reduction step, which
indicated HMWS formation (or weakly bound species). These were not accompanied
by large variations in either fluorescence profile (SimI changes of ~7%) or in
fluorescence intensity which indicated only small tertiary structure changes (or
changes in fluorophores local environment) and a minimal change in fluorophore
concentration. The latter might have been caused by protein precipitation during
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reduction. Thus, from spectral analysis we suggest that the observed anisotropy
changes were due to changes in FRET with minimal variation in size/aggregation.
This would agree with PEGylation yielding mostly 2PEG species (and at low
concentration), and thus a small overall protein size change which was accompanied
by formation of some weakly bound species and, potentially, by local physicochemical
effects (i.e. quenching of more externally located Trp residues). It is important to note
that anisotropy measurements are very sensitive to SNR and residual scatter and
therefore it can be considered the least robust measurement for use as a PAT tool. This
coupled with the complexity of the photophysical changes occurring required the use
of a more robust measurement like pEEM and multivariate analysis to better
understand these changes and develop a method for reaction monitoring for
determining the end points of the reduction and alkylation steps.

5.6.

Multivariate analysis:
The EEM difference spectra calculated for reactions from each lot (Figure 5.8)

highlighted the impact of conjugation in the EEM of rIgG. When compared with the
control experiments, which indicate the intrinsic measurement/experiment variability,
(Figure 7.6) this suggested small but significant spectral changes during the reaction.
(Figure 7.10 in Section 7.8.5 shows the mean±stdev calculated for rIgG, Red-rIgG and
PEG-rIgG).
ROBPCA was then applied to better identify the physicochemical changes
responsible for pEEM and absorption spectrum variation between the different source
lots and at different reaction stages.
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Figure 5.8- Mean EEM║ spectra of rIgG (A,D,G) and difference spectra calculated using EEM║ data from the RedrIgG (B,E,H) and PEG-rIgG (C,F,I) from Lot1,2 and 3 respectively. Mean and difference spectra were calculated
using normalized data. (EEMDif. = EEMMean PROD – EEMMean SM).

5.6.1. Source lot screening:
Structural and other variations in the protein starting material is an important
factor in determining final product composition, purity, and quality. Therefore,
measuring any variation would be an important part of the QbD process, as previously
discussed in Chapter 4. The goal here is to use pEEM to assess not only the variation
in starting material but the impact on the reaction progression.
Table 5.3- Summary of ROBPCA results using normalized absorbance and pEEM spectra. Model contained
samples from all lots and all reaction steps (n=57).

% variance captured by each ROBPC
ROBPC
1
2
3
4
Total
variance

UV-Vis
99.18
0.56
-

EEM║
52.01
14.84
10.79
4.29

EEM⊥
52.53
20.54
5.36
2.70

EEMT
64.26
12.72
8.03
2.59

99.74

81.92

81.13

87.60

ROBPCA of normalized absorbance data yielded two principal components
(PC) explaining 99.74% of the variance. PC1 accounted for 99.18% and PC2 0.56%
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of the total variance (Table 5.3). The biggest variability in starting material was related
to PC2, which according to the loadings plot was related to very small differences in
the 250–270 nm region (Figure 5.11B) However, PC2 contribution to total variance
was rather small and not reliable as a diagnostic for source lot discrimination.
ROBPCA of pEEM on the other hand, seemed to be a better screening tool to identify
deviations from a reference sample (e.g. a golden lot. here, Lot1).

Figure 5.9 - ROBPCA scores plots of PEGylation reactions using normalized spectra from: (A) UV-visible; (B)
EEM║; (C) EEM⊥; and (D) EEMT measurements. The ellipses were manually added to facilitate the visualization
of samples from each lot and do not represent the confidence limits for each cluster.

Four PCs accounted for 82% (EEM║), 81% (EEM⊥), and 87% (EEMT) of total
variance. This difference in % of explained variance was mostly due to noisier EEM⊥
and EEM║ data compared to unpolarized EEM. Scores plots (Figure 5.9B/C/D)
showed discrimination between reaction stages and source lots. When assessing all
reactions (R1-19, n=57) the biggest difference encountered was between the source
lots. Starting materials from Lots 2 and 3 were clearly identified as being significantly
different (and outliers in Figure 5.10) leading to products with slightly different
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structure and spectral profiles, as indicated in the scores plot. The reactions however,
showed similar trajectories, loadings plots, and discrimination of reaction products
(Figure 5.12 shows ROBPCA results of model with Lot 2 and 3 only).

Figure 5.10- Outliers plot of ROBPCA analysis of EEM║ dataset. The ellipses for the two lots were included as a
visual guide to show the two lots and do not represent confidence intervals for a statistical resolution.

In terms of a practical application, pEEM & ROBPCA could be used in a
production environment to quickly identify processes that were outside the limits
defined by a golden batch (i.e. Lot1 here). Refolded robust PC loadings plots showed
the areas of highest spectral variance (Figure 5.11C-H). For all the EEM datasets, a
similar ROBPC1 loadings and score trend was observed. The main spectral feature
responsible for this separation was the change in contribution between the Tyr/Trp area
(λex ~280 nm) and Trp only area (λex >302 nm) caused by reaction induced changes
leading to variations in IFE and FRET rates. For EEMT, an inverted orientation in
positive/negative contribution of Tyr/Trp was observed, but the same areas of the map
were changing.
ROBPC1 also indicates sample discrimination according to the different reaction
conditions and discrimination according to reaction stage. This can be better visualized
when each PC scores were plotted separately (Figure 7.11). ROBPC1 scores plot
shows a visual separation of samples prepared using different TCEP concentrations
and this discrimination was confirmed by the two-sample t-test results using 95%
confidence interval. When comparing the scores values of Red-rIgG 1.5TCEP vs RedrIgG 3.0TCEP, PEG-rIgG 1.5TCEP vs PEG-rIgG 3.0TCEP and also all Red-IgG vs all
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PEG-IgG the p-value was lower than 0.05 indicating that the separation by PC1 scores
is statistically significant.
The second spectral feature playing an important role in the discrimination of
reaction samples seemed to be Trp emission quenching caused by these structural
changes. This was represented by ROBPC2 for EEM⊥ and EEMT, and PC3 for the
EEM║. Sample separation was different for each pEEM data, however, all three clearly
discriminated according the different rIgG lots.

Figure 5.11- ROBPC1 and 2 loadings of normalized UV-visible, refolded ROBPCA 1, 3 loadings of normalized
EEM║ (C,D), and ROBPCA 1, 2 of normalized EEM⊥ (E,F) and EEMT data (G,H). Here samples from all the lots
were used in the model.

ROBPC 3 and 4 (2 and 4 for EEM⊥) had a smaller contribution to the total
variance, but PC3 in particular showed a trend that resembled the emission profile of
some stressed samples studied in Chapter 4: changes in Tyr/Trp and in the longer
wavelength region. (Figure 7.13) These ROBPCs separate Lot2 and 3 samples, and to
some extent, samples at different reactions stages (particularly samples from Lot 2 and
3). (Figure 7.12) This corroborates with our hypothesis that this spectral profile is
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characteristic of stressed samples, especially considering that all measurements
indicated the formation of HMWS with the reaction.
Poorly controlled PEGylation reactions (Lot2 and Lot3):
When the poorly controlled reactions were analysed separately only three PCs
were necessary to explain most of the EEM║ dataset variance (~90%). Compared to
the models where all the samples were taken into account, this showed a lower number
of PCs, which can be explained by only one reaction condition (3.0 molar excess
TCEP). This was done to reduce the variability in the dataset and try and elucidate
variations only arising from the poorly controlled starting material.
ROBPC1 loadings plot Figure 5.12A indicates that the separation of the Lot2
from Lot3 reactions was based on the spectral features of non-native protein samples.
(Both a red shift in Trp emission and the deep blue autofluorescence region mentioned
in Chapter 4). ROBPC2 (Figure 5.12B) highlights changes in IFE and FRET effects
(Trp and Tyr/Trp) used to discriminate samples at the different stages of the reaction,
which is a similar trend separating reaction samples in the ROBPCA of all reactions
(Figure 5.11D,F,H). ROBPC3 is only responsible for a very small % of variation, but
it also seems to be related to changes in emission in longer wavelength region. As we
previously highlighted, this is a very noisy region and also not well studied, thus any
conclusions based on these changes should be avoided.

Figure 5.12-ROBPC1,2,3 loadings (A,B,C) and 3D scores plot (D) of normalized EEM║ from reactions using Lot2
and Lot3 samples. The ellipses for the two lots were included as a visual guide to show the two lots.
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5.6.2. Reaction stage discrimination:
Here the main objective was to evaluate the ability of pEEM to discriminate
samples according to the reaction stages, thus we consider only the samples from the
well-controlled reactions (R1-14). This was done to avoid the big variability coming
from the source lot and consequently focus on the variations caused by the reaction.
ROBPCA of normalized absorbance spectra data produced two principal
components (PC) explaining 99.37% (PC1) and 0.45% (PC2) of the total variance
(Table 5.4). The first PC (Figure 5.13) discriminated rIgG starting materials from the
reaction products (Red-rIgG and PEG-rIgG) because of increased light scatter as
shown in the PC1 loadings. But apart from these changes in scattering of light (which
as discussed in Chapter 4 are related to changes in the physical aspects of the sample,
no additional information could be extracted from absorbance spectra, confirming the
poor sensitivity of absorption measurements for identifying small protein structural
changes. Thus, it was unable to discriminate either source lots or reaction products
from R1-14.
ROBPCA of normalized pEEM data required four PCs for capturing the variance
of reaction samples from R1–R14, and again, the difference in variance explained
between the various measurements was observed: 81% , 75% and 85% of total
variance explained for EEM║, EEM ⊥ , and EEMT respectively (Table 5.4). As
expected, when the large source lot variation was not present, the model (R1-14) better
highlighted the structural changes induced by the reaction (Figure 5.13 in comparison
with Figure 5.9).
Table 5.4- Summary of ROBPCA results from normalized UV Visible, EEM║, EEM⊥,EEMT data for all reaction
steps. Here only reactions from Lot1 were used.

ROBPC
1
2
3
4
Total
variance

UV-Vis
99.37
0.45
99.82

% variance captured by each ROBPC
EEM║
EEM⊥
50.38
43.67
18.25
21.23
10.10
6.42
2.17
3.48
80.91
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EEMT
57.30
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3.26
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Figure 5.13- ROBPCA analysis of normalized UV-vis spectra indicates good separation of rIgG samples but poor
separation of Red/PEG-rIgG or samples generated under different reaction conditions (A) ROBPCA analysis of
normalized EEM║ (B), EEM⊥ (C), and EEMT (D) shows better discrimination between the IgG starting material,
reduced form, and PEGylated products. The ellipsoids represent the confidence intervals (95%) calculated for each
cluster. The best visual discrimination of reaction stages was obtained using EEM║. Here only samples from lot1
were included I the model.

For all EEM models, ROBPCA1 scores seemed to discriminate Lot1 reactions
according to the different TCEP concentrations, which was confirmed by statistical
hypothesis testing using t-test (p<0.05 for samples at both Red-rIgG and PEG-rIgG
stages). The later PCs had less discriminating power as the spectral changes are
relatively small and thus at least three components were required to correctly evaluate
pEEM changes in this process. ROBPCA loadings indicated that the observed pEEM
changes, while relatively small, were all significant and related to either reaction
induced structural changes or starting material variation. (Figure 5.14 and Figure 7.14)
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Figure 5.14- ROBPC1/2 loadings of normalized UV-visible (A,B); EEM║ (C,D); EEM⊥ (E,F); and EEMT
data(G,H), respectively showing the areas of largest spectral change during PEG conjugation.

5.6.3. End point determination:
ROBPCA scores plots indicate some degree of overlap between confidence
intervals of each cluster. Here we explored the application of linear and non-linear
classification algorithms, SIMCA and SVM, to quantitatively assess which pEEM
measurement was best at discriminating each reaction stage. The goal being a simple
classification method that could be used to validate that reactions were completed
before progressing to the next process step. As discussed in Section 5.6.1. of this
chapter, Lot 2 and 3 samples were significantly different compared to the Lot1 (our
golden batch). We understand that in an industrial context these samples, being known
different raw materials would not be used in a process and thus were excluded. Thus,
for reaction stage classification, we only used the Lot 1 sample data which were
unfolded and randomly separated into two a calibration (n=10) and test set (n=4).
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Table 5.5- Confusion matrix obtained by full cross-validation (venetian blind) of UV-Visible, EEM║, EEM⊥ and EEMT measurements by SIMCA and SVM based classification models. I = IgG
starting material; R = reduced product sample; and P = PEGylated product sample.

Calibration Results
Models

UV-Visible
SVM

EEM║

SIMCA

SVM

EEM⊥
SIMCA

SVM

EEMT
SIMCA

SVM

SIMCA

Actual

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

10

0

0

10

0

0

10

0

0

10

0

0

10

0

0

10

5

0

10

0

0

10

2

3

R

0

5

7

0

10

0

0

10

0

1

10

0

0

10

0

10

10

0

0

10

0

0

10

0

P

0

5

3

0

0

10

0

0

10

0

0

10

0

0

10

0

0

10

0

0

10

0

0

10

Validation Results
Models

UV-Visible
SVM

EEM║

SIMCA

SVM

EEM⊥
SIMCA

SVM

EEMT
SIMCA

SVM

SIMCA

Actual

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

4

0

0

3

0

0

4

0

0

3

1

0

4

0

0

4

2

0

4

1

0

3

1

0

R

0

2

2

0

3

1

0

4

0

1

4

0

0

4

1

4

4

0

0

3

0

0

3

0

P

0

2

2

1

3

1

0

0

4

0

0

3

0

0

3

0

0

3

0

0

4

0

0

2
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Table 5.6- Results of sensitivity (TPR), Specificity (TNR) and misclassification error (Err) in % for SIMCA and SVM classification models of UV-Visible, EEM║, EEM⊥, and EEMT measurements
according to the reaction step. I = IgG starting material; R = reduced product sample; and P = PEGylated product sample.

Calibration Results
UV-Visible

Models
SVM

EEM║

SIMCA

SVM

EEM⊥
SIMCA

SVM

EEMT
SIMCA

SVM

SIMCA

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

TPR

100

50

20

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

90

100

100

100

100

100

90

100

100

100

100

TNR

100

60

75

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

95

100

95

100

100

75

50

100

95

100

100

90

100

100

Err.

0

43

43

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

3

3

0

17

33

0

3

3

0

7

0

0

Validation Results
UV-Visible

Models
SVM

EEM║

SIMCA

SVM

EEM⊥
SIMCA

SVM

EEMT
SIMCA

SVM

SIMCA

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

I

R

P

TPR

100

50

50

75

75

25

100

100

100

75

100

75

100

100

75

100

100

75

100

75

100

75

75

50

TNR

100

75

75

100

88

63

100

100

100

88

88

100

100

88

100

75

50

100

88

100

100

88

100

100

Err.

0

33

33

8

16

50

0

0

0

17

8

8

0

8

8

17

33

8

8

8

0

17

8

17
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SVM and SIMCA classification performance using absorbance spectra and
polarized EEM data is shown in Table 5.5 which details the number of correct and
incorrect predictions for calibration and validation models. Table 5.6 summarizes the
statistical results of the classification models according to each reaction stage. Using
absorbance spectra, a lower percentage of positive cases in the test set were correctly
classified. SVM, generated 100% correct identification of starting materials, whereas
SIMCA had better performance for the reduction step (16% error). Unfortunately,
based on our previous findings, successful discrimination of rIgG starting material was
a consequence of increased light scatter rather than significant absorbance changes.
Thus, the poor sensitivity of absorbance spectroscopy to small protein structural
changes makes it unsuitable for reaction monitoring or end-point determination.
Classification using pEEM data provided significantly better results. Overall
EEM║ data were better classified than EEM⊥or EEMT, and thus the best choice for
end-point determination. SVM performed better than SIMCA which can be attributed
to non-linear fluorescence behaviour possibly present in these samples. These effects
probably led to SIMCA generating poorer outcomes in terms of classification error for
the starting material and reduction stages. In terms of accuracy, the classification
errors of prediction obtained for EEM║ using SVM (100% correctly classified),
demonstrated the superior performance of these measurements to be used for
successfully monitoring the reaction stage.
Here, we also evaluated the results if 1) samples from Lot 2 and 3 samples were
included in the validation set and 2) Lot 2,3 samples were included with Lot 1 in both
calibration and validation sets. For this, only EEM║ data was used and SVM carried,
as these had been determined to be the best combination for classification in the
previous section. Table 7.13 shows a summary of the samples used for calibration and
validation in the two situations.
When samples from Lot 2 and 3 were used in the validation dataset, slightly
poorer results were obtained prediction errors <15. This was mainly because of Lot3
samples which are not well classified at the starting material and reduction stages.
However, even with considerable structural differences, all PEG-rIgG final products
were correctly classified (Sensitivity=100%), showing a relatively good predictive
power even outside the golden batch. (Table 5.7)
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Table 5.7- Summary of performance results obtained by classification of EEMǁ using SVM including Lot 2,3
samples in the validation set. I = IgG starting material; R = reduced product sample; and P = PEGylated product
sample.

Actual
I
R
P

I
10
0
0

R
0
10
0

Actual
I
R
P

I
7
0
2

R
1
6
2

Calibration Results
P
0
TPR
0
TNR
10
Err.
Validation Results
P
0
TPR
0
TNR
9
Err.

I
100
100
0

R
100
100
0

P
100
100
0

I
100
100
0

R
100
100
0

P
100
100
0

On the other hand, when samples from both lot 2 and 3 were included in the
original calibration and validation sets and SVM classification was carried out. (Table
5.8) Again, all samples (n=6 from each reaction step) were correctly predicted with no
error based on the calibration set (n=13 from each step) showing the good predictive
power of the method even outside the well-controlled set of samples.
Table 5.8- Summary of performance results obtained by classification of EEM ǁ using SVM including Lot 2,3
samples in both validation and calibration sets. I = IgG starting material; R = reduced product sample; and P =
PEGylated product sample.

Actual
I
R
P

I
13
0
0

Actual
I
R
P

I
6
0
0

Calibration Results
R
P
0
0
TPR
13
0
TNR
0
13
Err.
Validation Results
R
P
0
0
TPR
6
0
TNR
0
6
Err.

I
100
100
0

R
100
100
0

P
100
100
0

I
100
100
0

R
100
100
0

P
100
100
0

Another potential application of the classification methods/EEM║ is the
classification of Lot1 reaction samples based on the different reaction conditions. The
preliminary results summarized in Table 7.14 show a correct prediction of all samples,
which indicates that it might be possible to build a classification model even for very
subtle changes as expected here. However, this was an attempt with a very limited
number of samples in each cluster, thus further investigations are required to validate
these results.
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5.7.

Conclusions
The initial goal of this PhD project was to evaluate if pEEM and aniso-EEM

could be used for the analysis of ADCs. However, because the access to these types of
molecules can be difficult particularly because of safety issues, the rational approach
was to study a non-toxic model, which could serve as preliminary study to understand
how a typical IgG conjugation reaction works, and what the possibilities and
challenges for the analysis were. Despite not considering all the factors and their
impacts in the initial experimental design, and all the challenges faced, we can consider
that these experiments provided interesting insights into the potential use of pEEM for
tracking

IgG

conjugation

and

assessing

the

reaction

trends

via

structural/physicochemical variances.
Here the spectral changes were expected to be small not only because of the
low yield and low conjugation degree, but also because of the relatively small impact
of a 5kDa PEG on the big IgG.180 This is evident when the two PEGylation systems
are compared (LZ-PEG from Chapter 1 and PEG-IgG). Based on our findings, even
the lower PEGylation degree in LZ (PPR=0.04) caused a bigger impact in the protein
than what was observed here for rIgG, which was evident from the difference spectra.
The complexity of the unpurified reaction mixture and the complex emission of IgG
because of the many fluorophores in close proximity might also make it harder to
assess changes caused by the conjugation.a
Nevertheless, we show that the changes, although small, were still significant.
ROBPCA of pEEM data indicated that they were mostly due to Trp/Tyr emission
fluctuations caused by varying FRET rates induced by structural changes. As for the
other systems analysed, the increased RS band during reduction indicated possible
formation of soluble and/or insoluble HMWS, some of which dissociated during
alkylation.
Aniso-EEM maps are very sensitive to MW changes, to environmental factors
affecting diffusion as well as structural and chemical changes, which also affect energy
transfer rates.120, 121 Here, because of the slightly bigger anisotropy values compared

a

These assumptions are only based on a rough comparison of the two systems. We understand that a
direct comparison would only be possible if the two systems had been subjected to the same process
and analysed under the same conditions.
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to the PEG-LZ system, it was possible to extract more information from aniso-EEM
maps, which indicated significant photo physical changes with the reaction (as per
SimI). However, aniso-EEM measurements are very sensitive to noise and scatter and
is the least robust compared to the other three measurements (EEM║, EEM ⊥, and
EEMT)
Finally, the use of non-linear classification algorithms enabled the correct
assignment of starting material, reaction intermediates, and products, which can be
used for end-point determination. It was also clear from pEEM measurements were
much superior to UV-Vis absorbance spectroscopy and that EEM║ measurements were
the best option overall, which was also confirmed in the PEG-LZ and IgG quality
screening studies. This proof of concept study has demonstrated that there is an
advantage for the use of pEEM measurements as a tool for the in-situ analysis of
PEGylation, or similar conjugation reactions.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions
The goal of this thesis was to determine if pEEM could be used for the
meaningful assessment of chemical modification reactions of proteins at different
stages of the process. Here we showed that the proposed method could be successfully
implemented for assessing protein quality (de Faria e Silva et al. 173), assessing product
variance with modification and quantifying the degree of conjugation (de Faria e Silva
et al.

168

), which are important quality aspects of protein/conjugates. To the best of

our knowledge, this is the first time that pEEM has been used for assessing these
systems.
The use of EEM measurements has been reported in many studies212, 213 and the
advantages of using chemometrics for process analysis has also been discussed in
many reviews.125, 214 EEM was successfully used in combination with multivariate
tools like PLS, PCA and classification algorithms in different areas such as
agricultural, food and beverage industry for assessing wine, vinegar or water samples,
or in the biopharmaceutical context for monitoring antigen manufacturing process and
monoclonal antibody aggregation.(Table 1.6) In our laboratory, it has been applied for
quantifying protein in complex media samples, for degradation studies of cell culture
components and the ARMES methodology has been studied for protein structural
analysis and stability studies.119-121, 142, 198 Because the polarization adds an extra level
of information with which to assess molecular size, local viscosity and fluorophores
mobility, it should be more sensitive than conventional MDF for analysing complex
protein-based systems.120, 126
The analysis of protein in solution can be challenging and demanding, and in the
same way characterization of conjugation reactions and products can be difficult
because of the relatively small impact on protein structure, and the complexity of the
reaction mixtures.60, 180 Different analytical methods can assess integrity, purity, size,
the degree of conjugation, total protein concentration, high molecular weight species
(HMWS) content, and lot-to-lot variability of proteins and/or their conjugated forms.
However, even the standard techniques have many drawbacks which can preclude their
use as in process analysis tools. For instance, DLS despite being non-destructive,
sensitive for big changes in size (e.g. large aggregates) and easy to perform, still suffers
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from low robustness, low resolution for small size changes and can be very sensitive
to contamination.78 SDS-PAGE, is relatively easy to perform but it is sample
destructive and denaturing and requires a staining step. SEC is widely available, there
is a relatively low cost associated with the analysis and sensitive for most applications.
Despite being the gold standard technique for many applications, SEC also has many
disadvantages such as the dilution step which can modify the sample, the possible
interactions between matrix and column and relatively long column/equilibration
times. (Table 1.4, Section 1.5) Thus, the study and use of orthogonal analytical
techniques has been now more encouraged, specially fast, sensitive, high throughput
and non-destructive techniques, which could be implemented within the PAT
framework.215
pEEM measurements offer a convenient alternative to existing spectroscopic
techniques for better identification of protein structural changes and variances in
particle distribution/aggregate profile which can be difficult to assess using a single
conventional measurement technique like SEC. The sensitive intrinsic protein
emission combined with RS analysis offers a complete measurement mode for
monitoring different aspects of the complete process. While the fluorescence emission
component directly probes the smaller structural changes, the RS data can be used to
track the formation of larger aggregated species during reactions. This was also
demonstrated by Casamayou-Boucau et al.216 who used the fluorescence signal to
quantify oligomer content in solution, while RS band volume showed a linear
correlation with the average MW of insulin oligomers in solution. The possibility of
using the RS as an extra tool for assessing the sample is a compelling advantage of
EEM in comparison to TSFS, which however, seemed to be more suitable for factor
based analysis of IgG intrinsic fluorescence.199
This proof of concept study also shows some advantages in the use of pEEM for
assessing PEGylation reactions in comparison to SDS-PAGE, SEC, and DLS which
are commonly used for this application.180 Here we demonstrate that, in the context of
PEGylation, the combination of pEEM with simple chemometrics can be used for
characterizing PEGylation reaction profiles, accurately identifying reaction endpoints,
and assessing raw product variance. Furthermore, one can generate quantitative
prediction models for conjugation degree as described by SEC and significantly
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decrease the data acquisition time by using variable selection to exclude the noninformative areas of the spectra, which could facilitate in-process implementation.125
Here we demonstrated that pEEM offered advantages compared to EEMT
measurements, and EEM║ in particular was a better tool to assess changes in the
systems studied here. Its fluorescence component was more sensitive to chemical and
photophysical changes induced by both aggregation and conjugation and the RS band
was, as expected, more sensitive to physical changes, which was also observed by
Casamayou-Boucau et al.216 In addition, because it can be implemented as a single
measurement (there is no need for G factor correction), it enables the reduction of
measurement time to less than 8 minutes. For use in on or in-line PAT, the longer
acquisition time and poorer SNR of the full (four spectra) pEEM measurements
compared to unpolarized EEM are the main limitations. We are continuing to develop
and enhance this pEEM measurement methodology to generate better quality data with
much shorter measurement times to enable its use in High Throughput Screening
applications in both academic and industrial applications.
Despite the fact that fluorescence is not a widespread technique for assessing
chemical modification processes (it is mostly used to assess the effect of conjugation
on higher order structure and stability43, 60), we believe that this study could open doors
for the application of fluorescence-based reaction monitoring to other systems. pEEM
represents an interesting alternative for assessing this type of reactions because it does
not rely on the spectroscopic properties of the surrogate, but on changes in the parent
proteins with attachment. Because of this, it seems reasonable to think that the same
technique could be applied to other protein conjugation systems such as the marketed
conjugates mentioned in Table 1.2.
This thesis discussed some preliminary results on the use of pEEM for assessing
protein chemical modification reactions, but there is still a lot of possibilities to
explore. Lysozyme PEGylation was an interesting model to study conjugation because
of it is relatively simple. Thus, one interesting addition to this work would be to use
the same system (PEG and LZ) to explore the effect of different conjugation strategies,
and conditions. For instance, we could attempt conjugation via disulphide bondsa, to
assess the impact of the reduction step on a smaller protein before studying reduction

a

Lysozyme has four disulphide bonds7 (Figure 1.1)
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on a bigger protein like IgG. (Section 1.4) Another possible addition to this work,
would be to carry out more experiments further varying the level of conjugation (PPR)
and/or isolating the individual species by purification217, 218 to try and better understand
the potential applications and limitations of pEEM for assessing the degree of
conjugation. In a similar way, it could also be useful to investigate the possibility of
monitoring a conjugation reaction of a different active PEG such as aldehyde or NHS
derivatives, because, as we showed, quenching by the leaving group from pNPC-PEG
limits the use of fluorescence. These two reagents are also more commonly used
among the marketed PEGylated proteins.43, 147
One interesting addition to the IgG quality screening study would be to develop
a similar study using a mAb instead of pAb, and different stress conditions to study
the impact of different types of aggregates219 on the emission profile. As we discussed,
an increased emission in the long wavelength region was a recurring change in the
EEM of stressed samples, and this is often described as related to the deep blue
autofluorescence. However, there is still very little and inconclusive information about
this effect on the literature and its source is still controversial.187, 188 Thus, if we want
to better understand and explain this effect, the obvious approach would be to carry
out a study designed for this purpose, varying proteins and conditions and using
orthogonal techniques to support the findings. Also, an interesting alternative would
be to study the application of pEEM for assessing protein quality during the upstream
process, by using a system consisting of protein/stressed protein in cell culture media
instead of buffer.220
The PEGylation of IgG is probably the work that we have more to develop on.
The idea of creating a non-toxic model system is still the most rational approach
considering the limitations of working with ADCs, but this should be done with a
better design. A fundamental step for proving the efficacy of an orthogonal technique
is the ability to compare the results with the outcomes of standard tools. Thus,
preferably, we should repeat this work with a more adequate protein-surrogate model
to enable the characterization and purification using the techniques that we now have
available in the laboratory (DLS, SEC, SDS-PAGE, UV-Vis). With this in mind, we
have designed another model using a monoclonal IgG1b and a smaller surrogate with

b

A batch of monoclonal IgG1 donated early in 2020 will be used for the follow-on studies.
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a chromophore on the structure, which should better mimic the characteristics of an
ADC and facilitate the characterization and purification. We selected a non-toxic
substitute for the cytotoxic drugs in ADC, but as opposed to previous studies,85, 221 we
opted for a non-fluorescent small molecule to avoid complications in the analysis
caused by interference with protein fluorescence. This is a study that we plan to carry
out soon.
In case we decided to work again with the PEG-IgG conjugation, ideally, we
should use a mAb to decrease the variability in the system and a human or humanized
IgG to approximate the work to the conditions being used in the industrial context (for
ADCs for example).222 Also, it would be important to design some screening
experiments to determine the best conditions (e.g. Ellman’s experiment, Section 7.8.2),
develop a purification protocol and use a more informative technique than SDS-PAGE
and SEC for the characterization of final products (a good option in this case would be
mass spectrometry, Section 1.5).
For all cases, we would certainly benefit from using a CCD based spectrometer
like the Aqualog® system from Horiba. One of the main differences between
photomultiplier tube (PMT) (used in this work) and CCD detectors is that the first
measures a single point in the spectrum at a time, while the latter can operate in multichannel mode, which means that the complete spectrum can be measured in a single
scan.

223-225

With this, we should be able to significantly reduce analysis time to <1

minute, collect more data on a same timeframe and obtain an average spectrum, thus
also improving data quality in terms of SNR and resolution. This is particularly
important for the noisy RS and aniso-EEM data. Faster measurements would also
enable the collection of nearly real-time data and, and thus facilitate the use of EEM
measurements as a PAT tool. The Acqualog® system also offers the advantage of
simultaneous acquisition of absorbance and EEM spectra and automated multiple
sample measurement, which would also simplify experiments of reaction monitoring
for example.c

c

Information obtained from Aqualog brochure
https://static.horiba.com/fileadmin/Horiba/Products/Scientific/Molecular_and_Microanalysis/Aqualog
/Aqualog-Nov13.pdf
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7.1.

IgG structure
The heavy chain sequence determines the Ab subtype or class. The Greek letters

gamma (γ), alpha (α), mu (µ), delta (δ), and epsilon (ε), represents, respectively, the
heavy sequences from the five major classes of. The type G is the most abundant found
in the serum (70-75%), followed by IgA (15%), IgM (10%) and IgD and IgE (less than
1%).13 (Figure 7.1) While IgG, IgE and IgD exist in monomeric forms, IgM consists
of five subunits of the 2-heavy and 2-light chains and IgA can exist either as a
monomer or dimer (rarely a trimer). IgM and polymeric IgA have an additional 15-kD
polypeptide called J-chain, which has the function of attaching the different subunits.

Figure 7.1- Schematic representation of the five classes of immunoglobulins found in human serum underlying
structural differences: IgD, IgE and IgG are found in monomeric form, IgA is usually encountered as dimer and
IgM in the pentameric form.

While each IgG molecule has around 150kDa, the molecular weight of IgD and
IgE is 170kDa and 18k0Da respectively. IgM and IgA will have different MW
depending on its polymeric form: the most common form of IgA, a monomer, weights
around 160kDa and of IgM, a pentamer, around 900kDa.226
The heavy chains in IgA, IgD, and IgG contain, in addition to the constant region
domains, the hinge region between CH1 and CH2, and the number of amino acids and
disulphide bonds in the hinge region varies in the different classes and subclasses of
immunoglobulins.12 Although IgM and IgE structures lack a hinge region, they have
an additional domain of 110 amino acids (CH2/ CH2) that has hinge-similar features.
Therefore, instead of the sequence CH1 / Hinge/ CH2 / CH3, IgM and IgE heavy chains
have an extra-domain called CH4 and are arranged in a CH1 / CH2 / CH3 / CH4 form. 227
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The main differences between the four isoforms of IgG (IgG1,2,3, and 4) are the
heavy chain type and sizes as well as the pattern of linkage in the hinge region.12 The
two heavy chains are attached in the hinge region via a number of disulphide bonds
which varies according to the isotype: 2 bonds for IgG1 and IgG4, 4 bonds for IgG2
and 11 for IgG3. Also, while the disulphide bond in IgG1 connects the last cysteine
residue of the light chain and the fifth cysteine residue of the heavy chain, the
attachment in IgG of 2, 3 and 4 isotypes occurs between the last cysteine residue of
the light chain and the third cysteine residue of the heavy chain. 16 (Figure 7.2)

Figure 7.2- Schematic showing the main structural differences between IgG of subtypes 1,2,3 and 4. The main
differences are found in hinge region.

Each light chain in all Igs consists of a sequence of around 120 amino acids and
a total of 25kDa. The aminoacids sequence of the L constant domain (CL) defines two
types of light chain: lambda (λ) and kappa (κ) and variances in the ratio λ: κ are
responsible for the differences among Igs from distinct species (e.g. human, rabbit).
Whereas, in rabbit, for instance, the average κ to λ ratio is 90:10, in humans it is 67:33.
228

Variance on domains sizes, types and chain ratios are the determinant factors for

inter and intra-species variations.
Table 7.1 shows the difference between classes and subclasses of
immunoglobulins from different species. Variance on domains sizes, types and chain
ratios are the determinant factors for inter and intra-species variations.
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Table 7.1- Summary of the main characteristics differentiating IgGs from different species: ratio between lambda
(λ) and kappa (κ) in the light chain, heavy chain composition and different classes and subclasses found in each
species.

Specie

Light chain ratio (κ/λ) %

Class
IgG

Human

67/33

IgM
IgA

Rabbit

90/10

Sheep

1/99

IgD
IgE
IgG
IgA
IgM
IgG
IgA
IgM
IgG

Mouse

99/1

IgM
IgA
IgD
IgE
IgG

Bovine

1/99

IgA
IgM
IgD
IgE
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Sub-class
IgG1
IgG2
IgG3
IgG4
IgA1
IgA1
IgG1
IgG2a
IgG2b
IgG3
IgA1
IgA1
IgG1
IgG2
-

H-chain type
γ1
γ2
γ3
γ4
µ
α1
α2
δ
ε
γ
α
µ
γ
α
µ
γ1
γ2a
γ2b
γ3
µ
α1
α2
δ
ε
γ1
γ2
α
µ
δ
ε
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7.2.

Certificate of analysis of lysozyme and rIgG
These certificates of analysis are provided here to allow for the work to be

replicated in future by identifying if there is a major change in lot quality.
Certificate of Analysis – lysozyme from chicken egg white
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Certificate of Analysis – IgG from rabbit serum
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7.3.

Protein concentration calculated for the PEG-rIgG study
Sample protein concentration calculated using absorbance at 280 nm corrected

for scatter contribution. The calculations for correction are detailed in Section 7.5
Table 7.2- Summary of starting material lots and amount of TCEP used for each PEG-rIgG reaction, and calculated
concentrations for each rIgG starting material (rIgG SM), reduction (Red-rIgG) and alkylation product (PEG-rIgG)
samples using corrected absorbance values to scatter contribution.

Stock
solution
IgG stock
soln.1
IgG Stock
soln. 2
IgG Stock
soln. 3
IgG Stock
soln. 4
IgG Stock
soln. 5

Reaction
R01
R02
R03a
R04
R05
R06
R07
R08
R09
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14

SM
Lot
condition

Molar
excess
TCEP
1.5

3.0
Lot
SLBP7449V

3.0
1.5
3.0
1.5

Mean ± stdev
R15
IgG stock
soln. 6

R16
R17

SLBP7449V
SLBP7449V
(1min vortex)
SLBP7449V
(2min vortex)

3.0

Mean± stdev
IgG stock
soln. 7
(Lot3)

R18
R19

SLBM2617V

Mean± stdev

3.0

Concentration (mg.mL–1)
rIgG SM

Red-rIgG

1.02
0.97
1.02
0.96
0.96
0.95
0.96
0.96
1.00
0.99
1.00
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.98 ±
0.02
(RSD
2.31%)
0.98

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.95
0.95
0.97
0.98
0.98
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.96 ±
0.03
(RSD
2.81%)
0.97

PEGrIgG
0.95
0.94
0.95
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.91
0.90
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.91
0.91
0.92
0.91 ±
0.02
(RSD
2.64%)
0.92

1.00

0.97

0.92

0.99

0.96

0.91

0.99 ±
0.01
(RSD
0.77%)
0.83

0.96 ±
0.02
(RSD
0.68%)
0.79

0.83

0.79

0.74

0.83 ±
0.00
(RSD
0.01%)

0.79 ±
0.00
(RSD
0.07%)

0.74 ±
0.00
(RSD
0.22%)

a

0.92 ±
0.00
(0.22%)
0.74

rIgG R03 was an outlier probably due to the UV-Visible measurement and was taken out from the data
for the calculation of mean and stdev of IgG starting material.
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7.4.

Ellman’s reagent calibration curve
The quantification of thiols is based on the reaction of the Ellman’s reagent (5,5’-

dithio-bis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid, DTNB) with a thiol to form a thiol-reagent conjugate
with a concomitant release of one 5-thio-2-nitrobenzoic acid (TNB) (per available
thiol). (Figure 7.3C) The quantification can be done either via the extinction coefficient
of TNB at 412 nm or the correlation to a standard curve of known sulfhydryl
concentration.148, 149 The latter was the choice here, and the absorbance spectra and
standard curve are shown in Figure 7.3A/B.

Figure 7.3- (A) Absorbance spectra of cysteine standard at various concentrations, (B) standard curve used for the
quantification of free sulfhydryls by the Ellman’s method and schematic of chemical reaction between the Ellman’s
reagent DTNB and the molecule with thiol.148

7.5.

Protein concentration calculation and correction
Protein concentration was calculated using absorbance at 280 nm and protein

molar extinction coefficient (𝞮) at 280 nm (1.35 𝑚𝑔⁄𝑚𝐿)−1 𝑐𝑚−1 ) reported in the
literature:229
C (mg⁄mL)=

A280
-1

ε ((mg⁄mL) cm-1 )∙1cm

Equation 7.1

Prior to the calculation of concentration, absorbance values at 280 nm were
corrected for scatter contribution. Absorbance at 320 and 340 nm (where proteins are
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not supposed to absorb) were used to extrapolate and find the scatter contribution at
280 nm, as described in equation 7.2 and 7.3. Corrected protein absorbance (A280) was
then calculated by the subtraction of Ascatter,280 from the apparent absorbance at 280 nm
following equation 7.4.230

Ascatter,280 = 10 m . log (280) + b
where, m=

log(A340 )- log (A320 )
log(340)- log (320)

and b=

Equation 7.2
log(A340 )- m (A320 )
log(340)- log (320)

A280 = Aapparent,280 - Ascatter,280
7.6.

Equation 7.3
Equation 7.4

Additional information: LZ-PEG study

7.6.1. Control experiments
Control experiments were carried to first quantify residual pNP leaving group in
the purified PEG-LZ products and evaluate its effect on the fluorescence spectra
(Figure 7.4), and second assess the effect of free PEG (which we had not been able to
remove with the purification strategy adopted) in the fluorescence properties of LZ
(Figure 7.5).

Figure 7.4 - Control experiment carried out to check for the presence of the p-nitrophenol (pNP) leaving group in
the purified product samples. (A) Results indicated that there was a minimal concentration of pNP in all purified
product samples (<1µM, purple in the calibration curve). (B)This excessive pNP groups did not affect the
fluorescence properties of LZ as seen by the difference spectra calculated using a test sample with known
concentration of pNP (blue in the calibration curve) as follows: EEM ǁ Dif. = EEMǁ Mean Test - EEMǁ LZ.
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Figure 7.5- Control experiment to check whether the presence of excess free PEG in solution would change the
photophysical properties of LZ (Note that the purification strategy adopted here did not allow for the complete
removal of the excess PEG reagent in solution). Spectral changes were calculated as the difference between the
normalized EEM║ data from lysozyme:PEG mixtures and the lysozyme in the reaction buffer at different molar
excess of non-reactive 5kDa PEG (EEMǁ Dif. = EEMǁ Mean LZ+PEG –EEMǁ Mean LZ): (A) 2 molar excess, (B) 6, (C)12
and (D) 24 , which was the highest amount of PEG added for the reactions.

7.6.2. SEC measurement error
The pooled relative standard deviation (RSDP, Equation 7.5/Table 7.3) gives an
indication of the measurement error for each peak of the chromatograms taking into
account all samples and respective number of injections (RSDP <3%). However, a
more appropriate approach is to consider the error propagation with the calculation of
the parameters PPR and Total PEG-LZ% and calculate the combined uncertainty value
for each parameter (Equation 7.6 and Equation 7.7 respectively).231 Using this
approach, the errors were 7.2 and 5.2% for PPR and PEG-LZ% respectively, which
would be the minimum error for the prediction of the degree of PEGylation.

𝑅𝑆𝐷𝑃 = √

(n𝑖 − 1). 𝑅𝑆𝐷𝑖
⁄(n − 1)
𝑖

Equation 7.5

Where n is the number of injections for each sample (n=3 for all samples) and RSD is
the relative standard deviation of the %AUC calculated for each i sample.
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Table 7.3- Pooled relative standard deviation (RSDP) calculated for each peak of the SEC chromatograms obtained
for the various purified PEG-LZ solutions.

Peak

%LZ

RSDP

1.33

%1PEGLZ
1.44

%2PEGLZ
2.59

%3 PEGLZ
1.89

% Multi PEGLZ
2.56

The RSDP was then used to calculate the combined uncertainty for PPR and Total
PEG-LZ% as follows:
Uncertainty𝑃𝑃𝑅
= √(𝑅𝑆𝐷𝑃 % 1𝑃𝐸𝐺−𝐿𝑍 x1)2 + (𝑅𝑆𝐷𝑃 % 2𝑃𝐸𝐺−𝐿𝑍 x2)2 + (𝑅𝑆𝐷𝑃 % 3𝑃𝐸𝐺−𝐿𝑍 x3)2 + (𝑅𝑆𝐷𝑃 %𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖 𝑃𝐸𝐺−𝐿𝑍 x4)2

Equation 7.6
Uncertainty 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝐸𝐺−𝐿𝑍 %
= √(𝑅𝑆𝐷𝑃 % 1𝑃𝐸𝐺−𝐿𝑍 )2 + (𝑅𝑆𝐷𝑃 % 2𝑃𝐸𝐺−𝐿𝑍 )2 + (𝑅𝑆𝐷𝑃 % 3𝑃𝐸𝐺−𝐿𝑍 )2 + (𝑅𝑆𝐷𝑃 %𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖 𝑃𝐸𝐺−𝐿𝑍 )2

Equation 7.7
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7.6.3. u-PLS model results of individual % of PEGylated species
u-PLS predictive models were built for the quantification of the individual
species concentration and results are summarized in Table 7. The % of individual
species was defined as a percentage of the area in the SEC data, e.g. %2PEG
=(AUCpeak3/AUCtotal)×100).
Table 7.4- Summary of u-PLS modelling results obtained for the quantification of individual % of PEGylated
species (% of 0,1,2,3, and 4PEG-LZ) using UV-Vis, EEM⊥, EEM║, and EEMT. The REP parameter calculated for
each model, which was the main parameter used for assessing model quality is highlighted in yellow.

%
0PEGLZ
(or
% LZ
SM)

%
1PEGLZ

%
2PEGLZ

% 3PEGLZ

%
MultiPEGLZ

RMSECal
RMSECV
RMSEPred
REP (%)
R2 Cal
R2 CV
R2 Pred
RMSECal
RMSECV
RMSEPred
REP (%)
R2 Cal
R2 CV
R2 Pred
RMSECal
RMSECV
RMSEPred
REP (%)
R2 Cal
R2 CV
R2 Pred
RMSECal
RMSECV
RMSEPred
REP (%)
R2 Cal
R2 CV
R2 Pred
RMSECal
RMSECV
RMSEPred
REP (%)
R2 Cal
R2 CV
R2 Pred

UV-Vis
7.95
21.50
15.75
48
0.95
0.69
0.79
11.17
19.18
17.83
58
0.54
0.02
0.12
5.53
9.85
7.68
39
0.85
0.61
0.72
4.27
5.58
5.03
42
0.91
0.85
0.88
2.71
3.38
3.44
68
0.86
0.78
0.86

EEM┴
4.71
10.10
16.05
49
0.98
0.92
0.77
7.87
16.79
20.52
67
0.77
0.06
0.12
3.05
3.93
4.00
20
0.95
0.92
0.91
3.46
6.33
5.60
47
0.94
0.80
0.85
2.35
4.23
3.65
72
0.89
0.65
0.86
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EEM║
6.46
10.58
11.07
34
0.97
0.91
0.93
8.53
14.78
15.49
51
0.73
0.24
0.25
3.10
4.17
5.80
30
0.95
0.91
0.85
3.16
5.55
5.73
48
0.95
0.85
0.84
1.97
3.52
3.57
70
0.92
0.76
0.84

EEMT
6.87
11.62
15.52
48
0.96
0.90
0.81
10.02
17.33
19.70
64
0.63
0.04
0.22
3.31
3.88
4.52
23
0.95
0.93
0.90
4.24
6.10
6.33
53
0.91
0.82
0.88
2.75
4.03
4.37
86
0.85
0.68
0.84
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7.7.

Additional information: IgG quality screening study

7.7.1. Results of control experiments
A solution of L-Tryptophan (prepared in PBS/EDTA buffer pH=7.0 ) with an
equivalent concentration to that of the protein samples (1 g/L) was used to assess
intrinsic instrumental and experimental conditions (e.g. different cuvettes, place in
cuvette holder, days, etc) variability.b For this, the EEMǁ spectra of the Trp solution
was measured in triplicate, on different days, with different cuvettes, and positions in
the cuvette holder. The figure below shows the standard deviation attributed to the
intrinsic measurement error coming from both experiment and instrument.

Figure 7.6- (A) Plot of mean signal obtained for Trp solutions collected with the different experimental conditions
and standard deviation plots calculated from solutions measured in replicate using both the same cuvette and place
in the holder (B, n=12), different cuvettes (C, n=12), different places in the cuvette holder (D, n=12), different days
(E, n=12) and all the data in a combined dataset (F, n=39).

We believe that the standard deviation calculated from the dataset containing
all sources of variation would be more representative of the error encountered in the
rIgG experiment because all these factors were varied during the analysis. In any case,
the experimental measurement error was lower than the variability of the IgG samples
b

The Trp solutions were more intense than the rIgG samples so give a slightly optimistic result. For
the unstressed samples which had higher intensity the data is in good agreement, but for the stressed
samples where emission intensity was significantly weaker this test solution is not ideal because the
maximum intensities are significantly different (Trp signal is >2× more intense than the rIgG).
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which is due to real variation in the protein solutions. Furthermore, we measured the
instrumental sensitivity to verify that the regions of high spectral variability in the
standard deviation plots (λex/λem>300/400 nm) were not due to noise. The average
signal calculated over the whole map for the different rIgG datasets was higher than
the LORc calculated using 10 blank solutions (LOR=10 × stdev. of 10 blanks).232

Figure 7.7: Plot of mean signal calculated for each of the rIgG datasets (EEMǁ): all samples (A), Lot1,2 and 4
unstressed samples (B) and lot1 samples only (C). LOR (D) calculated using 10 blank solutions measured using
same instrumental settings shows that the observed variation in the datasets is higher than the smallest quantity of
analyte that can be quantified (LOR).232

7.7.2. Comparison of Fl-AI calculated using different polarized emission
measurements
Two Trp solutions (in water) of different concentrations were used here as a
negative controls for comparing the different Fl-AI values calculated using the parallel
polarized (Fl-AI║), perpendicular polarized (Fl-AI⟘), and the total, or unpolarized (FlAIT) emission spectra extracted from the EEM measurements. Because Fl-AI║ values
showed the biggest differences in the protein solutions compared to the control Trp
solutions, it was determined to be the most sensitive to particle content.
Table 7.5- Fl-AI values calculated using perpendicular, parallel, and unpolarized data of various rIgG starting
materials in comparison to two aqueous Trp solutions of two concentrations.

rIgG Stock Solution
Trp (0.01mg/mL)
Trp (0.02mg/mL)

Fl-AI⟘
0.002 ± .000
0.001 ±0.000

Fl-AI║
0.016 ±0.001
0.010 ± .001

Fl-AIT
0.006 ±0.000
0.003 ±0.000

c
Limit of reporting (LOR) is the smallest amount of analyte that can be quantified ( here, by
fluorescence intensity).232
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soln. 1 (rIgG1,2,3)
soln. 2 (rIgG4,5,6)
soln. 3 (rIgG7,8, 9)
soln. 4 (rIgG10,11,12)
soln. 5 (rIgG13,14,15)
Overall rIgG (n=15)

0.007 ±0.001
0.008 ±0.001
0.008 ±0.001
0.008 ±0.001
0.008 ±0.001
0.008 ±0.001

0.186 ± .009
0.198 ± .012
0.207 ± .014
0.207 ±0.013
0.211 ±0.010
0.202 ± 0.014

0.075 ±0.003
0.080 ±0.004
0.084 ±0.007
0.085 ±0.006
0.086 ±0.004
0.082. ±0.006

7.7.3. u-PLS model for quantification of protein aggregation: results and
optimization
Here we summarize the results of u-PLS models for the prediction of % of
aggregates as obtained from SEC. The tables show the quality parameters of models
using all rIgG samples (Table 7.6) and a reduced sample set (excluding stressed
samples.d (Table 7.7)
Table 7.6- Summary of u-PLS model quality parameters using a variety of different pre-processinge and variable
selection procedures. These models used all rIgG samples: Data selected (Kennard stone algorithm) with the
validation dataset comprising of 30% of the samples (n=6). The models shown in Figure 4.8 are highlighted here
in yellow. These were the best results for quantification of aggregation based on RMSE values and R2.

Pre-processing

R2 Cal

R2 CV

R2 Pred

RMSE
Cal

RMSE
CV

RMSE
Pred

None
None + VIP
Mean center
Mean center + VIP
Auto scale
Auto scale + VIP

0.92
0.94
0.98
0.98
0.87
0.84

0.88
0.85
0.70
0.77
0.79
0.82

0.96
0.97
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.94

0.96
0.79
0.52
0.44
1.21
1.29

1.15
1.29
1.83
1.59
1.53
1.39

1.03
0.88
1.11
1.19
1.08
1.21

Table 7.7- Summary of u-PLS model quality parameters using a variety of different pre-processing and variable
selection procedures. These models excluded the samples from solution 7 (mechanically stressed samples),
Validation samples set selected using Kennard stone algorithm and comprised of six samples. The models shown
in Figure 4.8 are highlighted here in yellow. These were the best results for quantification of aggregation based on
RMSE values and R2.

Pre-processing

R2 Cal

R2 CV

R2 Pred

None
None + VIP
Mean center
Mean center + VIP
Auto scale
Auto scale + VIP

0.92
0.94
0.98
0.98
0.87
0.84

0.88
0.85
0.70
0.77
0.79
0.82

0.96
0.97
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.94

d

RMSE
Cal
0.96
0.79
0.52
0.44
1.21
1.29

RMSE
CV
1.15
1.29
1.83
1.59
1.53
1.39

RMSE
Pred
1.03
0.88
1.11
1.19
1.08
1.21

We did not have SEC data for all samples from Lot1 (only from each stock solution), thus, to match
the SEC data, we built the models using the average EEM spectra of the 3 samples from each stock
solution.
e
Pre-processing here means the processing of the data for the modelling only (besides blank subtraction
+ missing data + normalization to the maximum peak + unfolding)
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7.7.4. Qualitative multivariate data analysis of rIgG:
Table 7.8- ROBPCA results from the analysis of UV-Vis, EEM║ and RS║ datasets of the rIgG starting material
samples. The results are divided into models of only unstressed samples, only Lo1 samples, only stressed samples
and a model combining stressed and unstressed.

ROBPC
1
2
3
4
Total
variance

Unstressed
samples (n=28)

Lot1 Samples
(n=15)

All samples(n=34)

Stressed
samples
(n=8)

UV-Vis
79.90
13.09
2.89
-

EEM║
81.21
14.40
1.41
0.55

UV-Vis
87.48
9.39
0.86
-

EEM║
77.68
8.85
1.63
-

UV-Vis
74.60
18.46
-

EEM║
57.69
35.75
2.84
0.84

RS║
94.25
5.23
0.25
-

EEM║
75.35
23.38
0.18
-

95.88

97.58

97.72

88.16

93.06

97.12

100.00

98.91
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7.8.

Additional information: Results of PEG-IgG study

7.8.1. Preliminary results of HIC of unpurified PEG-rIgG
We attempted the analysis of unpurified PEG-rIgG reaction mixtures using HIC,
but this represented a big challenge because samples we observed a big increase in
pressure after reaction mixture samples were injected. The results obtained from the
first HIC runs are discussed below. (Figure 7.8)
Despite the low resolution, the chromatograms suggest the formation of two or
three species with different hydrophobicity as seen by the new peaks at retention time
between ~11-13min. If we consider these as the conjugates, we could use the %AUC
to calculate the yield of the reactions: ~31% and 33% for reactions using 1.5 and
3.0TCEP, respectively. However, it is important to highlight that these results are not
very reliable because of the problems with the analysis and the fact that we did not run
samples in replicate. We tried to carry out a method optimization varying salt
concentration, gradient times and % of organic modifier but unfortunately the pressure
was drastically increasing with injections and thus we stopped the analysis to avoid
damaging the column.

Figure 7.8- HIC chromatograms at (A) 220 nm and (B) 280 nm of rIgG starting material (red) and unpurified PEGrIgG produced using 1.5TCEP (blue) and 3.0TCEP (yellow). The tables indicate the % AUC of SM and conjugates
calculate for each wavelength of detection.

HIC of all samples was performed in a Protein-Pak Hi Res HIC column (4.6 x
100 mm, 2.5 μm) from Waters Technologies in an Agilent 1260 HPLC system with a
DAD detector. 50µL of sample were injected onto the column at 30 ºC with a flow rate
of 0.70mL/min using a gradient from 0 to 100% of mobile phase B as per table below.
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The samples were diluted in mobile phase A (50:50) and kept at 25ºC in the sample
cell until injection.
Mobile phase A: 2.5 ammonium sulphate + 125mM potassium phosphate pH 6.7
Mobile phase B: 125mM potassium phosphate pH 6.7 +25% isopropanol
Time (min)

%A

%B

0

100

0

15

0

100

17
30

100
100

0
0

7.8.2. Results of free sulfhydryl quantification: Polyclonal rIgG vs Monoclonal
IgG1
Table 7.9- Results of free -SH quantification using the Ellman’s method (details in Section 2.2.3) carried out in
Polyclonal rIgG and monoclonal IgG1 at different temperatures indicating differences in reactivity towards
reduction by TCEP. The values represent the number generated thiols per antibody. The two conditions discussed
in Section 5.4 are highlighted here in yellow.

20 °C
Molar excess of TCEP
1.5
2.5
3
7.5
10
25
50
150
750

Polyclonal (rIgG)
0.47
0.83
1.34
8.23
17.01
17.69

Monoclonal (IgG1)
1.7
2.5
3.9
8.8
11.2
-

7.8.3. Intensity correction factor using p-terphenyl solid standard.
p-Terphenyl (Agilent) in PPMA, emitting in the same spectral region as the
protein under study, was used as fluorescence solid standard to account for changes in
the instrument sensitivity over the long-time gap between the R1-R14 (before) and
R15-R19 (after) measurements. This was due to an instrument repair and replacement
of the main board electronics. Figure 7.9 illustrates the change in the instrument
sensitivity with time showing an overall decrease in intensity, which is clear when
comparing the mean for R1-R14 (before) and R15-R19 (after) measurements.
Maximum intensity decreased ~45%,49% and 47% for EEM║, EEM⟘ and EEMT data,
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respectively. However, in terms of reproducibility the relative standard deviation
indicates that both sets of samples are still comparable.

Figure 7.9- Mean (A,C,E,G,I,K) and relative standard deviation (B,D,F,H,J,L) calculated from raw p-terphenyl
data collected at different polarization settings for R1-R14 (before) and R15-R19 (after) measurements. The four
pEEM spectra (HH,HV,VH,VV) of p-terphenyl were collected over an excitation range of λex=240–340 nm and an
emission range of 270–450 nm (∆λ = 2 nm in each case) with 10 nm excitation/emission slit widths, scan rate of
1200 nm min−1 and photomultiplier voltage was set at 600V.

The correction factor was obtained for each data set type (EEM║, EEM⟘ and
EEMT) by calculating the ratio Iafter/Ibefore (Table 7.10). The intensity value considered
for the ratio was calculated as the average of the area around 98% of the maximum
intensity peak of p-terphenyl at λex/em=298/344. The data was collected over an
excitation range of λex=240–340 nm and an emission range of 260–450 nm (∆λ = 2 nm
in each case) with 10 nm excitation/emission slit widths, scan rate of 1200 nm min −1
and photomultiplier voltage was set at 600V.
Table 7.10: Correction factors calculated from replicate measurements of the p-terphenyl solid standard.

EEM║
EEM⟘
EEMT

R1f
2.00
2.30
2.14

R2
1.84
1.94
1.89

R3
1.77
1.89
1.82

R4
1.81
1.91
1.85

R5
1.78
1.83
1.80

f

Mean ± stdev (n=4)
1.80 ± 0.03 (RSD 1.69%)
1.89 ± 0.04 (RSD 2.32%)
1.84 ± 0.04 (RSD 2.04%)

R1 was not considered for the calculation because it was significantly different (p<0.05) from the other replicate
measurements.
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Table 7.11- Non-corrected and corrected maximum intensity values obtained from EEM║, EEM⟘, and EEMT of
rIgG , Red-rIgG and PEG-rIgG used in the IgG quality screening study.

EEM║
RedrIgG

EEM⟘
RedrIgG

EEMT
RedrIgG

PEGrIgG

rIgG

PEGrIgG

rIgG

PEGrIgG

85.75

83.55

82.75

64.57

62.85

63.06

214.18

208.46

206.93

Lot 2

83.58

84.13

82.56

62.12

63.56

62.32

207.64

210.57

204.92

Mean

85.79
85.04

84.36
84.01

83.59
82.97

63.61
63.43

61.89
62.77

63.59
62.99

213.01
211.61

207.57
208.87

209.72
207.19

Stdev

1.26

0.41

0.55

1.24

0.83

0.64

3.49

1.54

2.41

RSD

1.49

0.49

0.66

1.95

1.33

1.01

1.65

0.74

1.16

85.76

79.92

81.53

67.40

60.49

62.87

217.66

199.46

205.65

Mean

86.17
85.97

83.70
81.81

83.45
82.49

66.92
67.16

63.61
62.05

63.62
63.25

218.99
218.32

209.98
204.72

210.58
208.11

Stdev

0.29

2.67

1.36

0.34

2.21

0.53

0.94

7.44

3.49

RSD

0.34

3.27

1.65

0.50

3.56

0.84

0.43

3.63

1.68

154.35

150.39

148.96

122.03

118.78

119.18

394.09

383.57

380.75

150.44

151.44

148.62

117.40

120.12

117.78

382.06

387.45

377.05

154.42

151.84

150.47

120.23

116.98

120.18

391.94

381.93

385.88

Mean

153.07

151.22

149.35

119.89

118.63

119.05

389.36

384.32

381.23

Stdev

2.27

0.75

0.99

2.33

1.58

1.20

6.41

2.83

4.43

RSD

1.49

0.49

0.66

1.95

1.33

1.01

1.65

0.74

1.16

154.37

143.85

146.76

124.01

111.30

115.69

400.50

367.01

378.39

155.11

150.66

150.21

123.13

117.05

117.07

402.93

386.37

387.47

Mean

154.74

147.26

148.48

123.57

114.17

116.38

401.72

376.69

382.93

Stdev

0.53

4.81

2.44

0.62

4.07

0.98

1.72

13.69

6.42

RSD

0.34

3.27

1.65

0.50

3.56

0.84

0.43

3.63

1.68

Non corrected

rIgG

Lot 3

Corrected

Lot 2

Lot 3
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7.8.4. SimI values using different measurements and reference spectrum
Comparison of SimI values when considering one selected spectrum (here
randomly set as rIgG from R01) as the reference and when setting the respective
starting material of each reaction as the reference. When taking a specific sample as
the reference, it is possible to analyse how the reactions are varying given a golden
batch or reference sample. Taking the respective rIgG as the reference offers a type
of “normalization” for each reaction, allowing the study of each reaction individually.
Table 7.12- SimI values (mean ± stdev) calculated for reactions using different lots of rIgG. The results highlight
the values obtained when different spectra are taken as reference for the calculation.

Reference:

UV-Vis

IgG R01

Respective rIgG
starting mat.

EEM║

IgG R01

Respective rIgG
starting mat.

EEM⟘

IgG R01

Respective rIgG
starting mat.

Aniso

IgG R01

Respective rIgG
starting mat.

Lot
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

rIgG
0.97 ± 0.02
0.98 ± 0.01
0.94 ± 0.00
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.95±0.02
0.90 ± 0.01
0.83 ± 0.00
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.96 ± 0.02
0.90 ± 0.01
0.83 ± 0.00
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.64 ± 0.13
0.26 ± 0.02
0.23 ± 0.01
1.0
1.0
1.0
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Red-rIgG
0.75 ± 0.05
0.89 ± 0.01
0.67 ± 0.01
0.77± 0.04
0.90 ± 0.02
0.72 ± 0.01
0.92 ± 0.02
0.90 ± 0.01
0.79 ± 0.00
0.95±0.01
0.95 ± 0.00
0.91 ± 0.00
0.94 ± 0.02
0.90 ± 0.00
0.81 ± 0.00
0.96±0.01
0.96 ± 0.01
0.93 ± 0.00
0.53 ± 0.08
0.25 ± 0.02
0.26 ± 0.01
0.64±0.04
0.95 ± 0.01
0.94 ± 0.00

PEG-rIgG
0.73 ± 0.05
0.88 ± 0.02
0.64 ± 0.00
0.75±0.05
0.90 ± 0.03
0.69 ± 0.00
0.90±0.02
0.88 ± 0.00
0.76 ± 0.00
0.93±0.01
0.93 ± 0.01
0.89 ± 0.01
0.92 ± 0.02
0.88 ± 0.00
0.78 ± 0.01
0.94±0.01
0.94 ± 0.01
0.91 ± 0.01
0.46 ± 0.11
0.25 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.01
0.52±0.08
0.94 ± 0.01
0.91 ± 0.02
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7.8.5. Multivariate data analysis results

Figure 7.10- Mean and standard deviation plots calculated for all samples (Lot1, 2 and 3) used in the PEG-IgG
study. A/B, C/D and E/F are the mean/stdev plots for rIgG, Red-rIgG and PEG-rIgG sample respectively. This
figure should be compared with the results for the control experiment using Trp solutions (Figure 7.6) which
indicates the intrinsic variability of the experiment.
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7.8.6. ROBPCA analysis for source lot screening (Lot1,2,3)
Here only samples from Lot 1 were used to highlight differences between
samples according to reaction stage and amount of TCEP used. Figures 7.11 and 7.12
show the scores plotted separately (by samples) for an easier visualization of the
contribution of each PC.

Figure 7.11-ROBPC 1, 3 scores from EEM║ (A,B respectively) and 1,2 from EEM⊥ (C,D) and EEMT (E,F) shows
trends that discriminate samples according to reaction step, amount of TCEP used and rIgG starting material lot.
The ellipses were manually added to highlight samples from Lot2 and 3.
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Figure 7.12- ROBPC 2 and 4 scores from EEM║ (A,B respectively) and 3 and 4 from EEM⊥ and EEMT (C,D,E,F).
.
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Figure 7.13- ROBPC2/4 loadings of EEM║ (A,B) data and ROBPC3/4 loadings of EEM⊥ (C,D) and EEMT(D,E).
Here, samples from all lots were used.

ROBPCA analysis for reaction stage discrimination (Lot 1 samples only)
Here only samples from Lot 1 were used to highlight differences between
samples according to reaction stage and amount of TCEP used.

Figure 7.14- ROBPC3/4 loadings plots of EEM║ (A,B); EEM⊥ (C,D); and EEMT data(E,F), respectively showing
the areas of largest spectral change during PEG to rIgG conjugation.
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7.8.7. Samples used in calibration/validation for the classification of reaction
stages:
Table 7.13- Summary of number of samples used for calibration and validation sets when Lots 2 and 3 were
included in the classification models. In situation 1, samples from Lot2 and 3 were included in the validation set
with Lot1, while in situation 2, Lot2 and 3 samples were included in both calibration and validation sets.

Situation 1

Situation 2

Calibration Set (Lot1):
rIgG (I): n =10
Red-rIgG (R): n=10
PEG-rIgG (P): n=10
Calibration Set (Lot1,2,3):
rIgG (I): n =13
Red-rIgG (R): n=13
PEG-rIgG (P): n=13

Validation Set (Lot1,2,3):
rIgG (I): n =9
Red-rIgG (R): n=9
PEG-rIgG (P): n=9
Validation Set (Lot1,2,3):
rIgG (I): n =6
Red-rIgG (R): n=6
PEG-rIgG (P): n=6

7.8.8. Results of classification of both reaction stages and conditions using Lot1
samples:
Table 7.14- Confusion matrix summarizing the results of classification of samples according to reaction stage and
conditions using Lot1 samples. Modelling was carried out using EEM║ measurements and SVM. I = IgG starting
material; R1.5 and 3.0= reduced product sample using 1.5 and 3.0TCEP; P1.5 and 3.0= pegylated product sample
using 1.5 and 3.0TCEP;

Actual
I
R1.5
R3.0
P 1.5
P 3.0

I
10
0
0
0
0

R1.5
0
5
1
0
0

R3.0
0
0
4
0
0

Actual
I
R1.5
R3.0
P 1.5
P 3.0

I
4
0
0
0
0

R1.5
0
2
0
0
0

R3.0
0
0
2
0
0

Calibration Results
P1.5
P3.0
0
0
Sen.
0
0
0
0
Spec.
6
1
0
3
Err.
Validation Results
P1.5
P3.0
0
0
Sen.
0
0
0
0
Spec.
2
0
0
2
Err.

I

R1.5

R3.0

P1.5

P3.0

100

83

75

83

75

95

96

96

96

100

3

7

7

7

3

I

R1.5

R3.0

P1.5

P3.0

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

0

0

0

0

0
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